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A panorami view of the southern sky. The foggy band along the bottom is our own galaxy,the Milky Way. Up left and right are the Large and the Small Magellani Cloud respetively� two neighbour galaxies of the Milky Way some 200 000 lightyears away.





ZusammenfassungÜberriesen der Spektraltypen B und A (BA Überriesen) gehören zu den visuellhellsten Sternen im Universum. Sie können einige zehn Sonnenmassen shwer werdenund eine Ausdehnung erreihen, die mit der Umlaufbahn der Erde um die Sonnevergleihbar ist. Durh ihre intrinsishe visuelle Helligkeit � in der Gröÿenordnungganzer Kugelsternhaufen oder sogar kleiner Zwerggalaxien � sind sie selbst in groÿenEntfernungen hervorragend beobahtbar.Ihre reht extreme Natur spiegelt sih auh in ihren Atmosphären wider. Dieniedrigen Dihten und intensiven Strahlungsfelder verlangen den Einsatz aufwändigerAnalysetehniken. Die gängige, doh (zu) einfahe Annahme eines Lokalen Thermo-dynamishen Gleihgewihts (LTE) muss aufgegeben werden. An dessen Stelle trittdie viel allgemeinere Forderung nah Stationarität der atomaren Besetzungsdihten.Die Komplexität der non-LTE Modellierung der untersuhten hemishen Elemente(hier H, He, C, N, O, Mg, S, Ti und Fe) ist ein Grund dafür, dass BA Überriesenbisher relativ spärlih studiert wurden.Sind die mit einer Analyse verbundenen Shwierigkeiten jedoh überwunden erö�-nen sih weitreihende Perspektiven. Insbesondere kann aufgrund der Möglihkeit,diese Sterne auh in anderen Galaxien im Detail zu untersuhen, folgenden Fragestel-lungen nahgegangen werden:1. Überprüfung von Entwiklungsmodellen massereiher Sterne in einer Vielzahluntershiedliher galaktisher Umgebungen.2. Untersuhung von Elementhäu�gkeitsverteilungen und -gradienten in anderenGalaxien und damit deren hemisher Entwiklung.3. Verwendung als Standardkerzen zur Entfernungsbestimmung mittels der �uss-gewihteten Shwerebeshleunigungs�Leuhtkraft Relation (�ux-weighted gra-vity�luminosity relationship, FGLR).Die vorliegende Arbeit befasst sih mit allen drei Forshungsaspekten durh einedetaillierte quantitative Spektralanalyse von BA Überriesen in der Kleinen Mag-ellanshen Wolke (KMW) � einer relativ nahen (∼60 kp) Nahbargalaxie, derenMetallgehalt nur ein Fünftel der Milhstraÿe beträgt. Hohaufgelöste Spektren mitgutem Signal-zu-Raush-Verhältnis von 38 Objekten, die mit dem FEROS Spektro-graph am 2.2m Teleskop der Europäishen Südsternwarte (La Silla, Chile) aufgenom-men wurden, konnten durh die Anpassung synthetisher Spektren analysiert wer-den. Diese synthetishen Spektren basieren auf einem ausgefeiltem hybriden non-LTE Ansatz. Atmosphärishe Parameter wie E�ektivtemperatur (Teff), Ober�ähen-shwerebeshleunigung (log g) sowie vershiedene hemishe Häu�gkeiten wurden be-stimmt. 1σ-Unsiherheiten für Teff konnten auf wenige Prozent und für log g sowieHäu�gkeiten auf ∼10−20% reduziert werden. Die Qualität des Beobahtungsmate-rials und die ausgeklügelte Modellierung erlaubten eine gleihzeitige Reproduktionvershiedener Indikatoren im beobahteten Spektrum und damit eine Bestimmungaller wihtigen atmosphärishen Parameter. Dies sorgt für ein bisher niht erreihtes



Maÿ an Selbstkonsistenz bei extragalaktishen Spektralanalysen dieser Sterne. MitBlik auf die zuvor genannten Forshungsshwerpunkte ergeben sih folgende Shluss-folgerungen:1. Die mit den beshriebenen Methoden erreihte Genauigkeit bei der Bestim-mung von Elementhäu�gkeitsverhältnissen erlaubt erstmals signi�kante Testsvon Sternentwiklungsmodellen bei niedriger Metallizität. Zentraler Punkt hier-bei ist die Durhmishung der Sternatmosphären mit nuklear prozessiertem Ma-terial aus dem Kern eines Sterns. Ausgeprägte Anzeihen für die Präsenz von imCNO-Zyklus prozessiertem Material (Stiksto�-Anreiherung und Kohlensto�-Abreiherung) wurden in den Atmosphären von allen Sternen entdekt. Dieslegt nahe, dass die Überriesen des Samples entweder viel weiter in ihrer Entwik-lung fortgeshritten sind als von der Theorie vorhergesagt oder aber deutlih ef-�zientere Mishungsprozesse vorliegen als bisher angenommen. Solh e�zienteMishungsprozesse werden beispielsweise von den neuesten Sternentwiklungs-modellen vorhergesagt, welhe das Wehselspiel von Rotation und Magnetfeldernberüksihtigen.2. Die genauen Häu�gkeiten für die einzelnen Sterne legen zudem einen sehr ho-hen Grad an hemisher Homogenität (typishe 1σ-Streuung 0.1 dex) für dieElemente nahe, die noh niht durh die Entwiklung in den untersuhten Ster-nen an- oder abgereihert wurden. Dementsprehend wurden auh keine aus-sagekräftigen Häu�gkeitsmuster oder -gradienten innerhalb der KMW � wederin zwei noh in drei Dimensionen � gefunden.3. Die Anwendung der FGLR zur Bestimmung der Entfernungen zu den einzelnenÜberriesen o�enbart eine deutlihe Tiefenausdehnung der KMW von
∼10−15 kp � ein beahtliher Wert wenn man ihre Breitenausdehnung auf derHimmelssphäre von ∼4 kp bedenkt. Auÿerdem ersheint die Tiefenverteilungbimodal.



AbstratSupergiants of spetral type B and A (BA-type supergiants) are among the visuallybrightest stars in the universe. They may reah masses of several ten times the massof our Sun and radii omparable to Earth's orbit around the Sun. Beause of theirenormous intrinsi visual brightness � of the order of the integrated light of globularlusters or even dwarf galaxies � they are also well aessible from the observationalpoint of view up to large distanes.Their rather extreme nature, though, demands a more extensive treatment fromthe theoretial point of view. In partiular, their extended atmospheres with low den-sities and intense radiation require a sophistiated physial desription aounting fordeviations from the (too) simple assumption of Loal Thermodynami Equilibrium(LTE) in order to avoid large systemati unertainties. The more ompliated treat-ment of the statistial equilibrium of atomi population densities in non-LTE for theelements under investigation (here H, He, C, N, O, Mg, S, Ti, and Fe) may be animportant reason why BA-type supergiants have been investigated rather sarely todate.However, the di�ulties involved are more than balaned by the opportunities.A major aspet is the possibility to investigate these stars with quantitative spetralanalyses at large distanes (∼Mp), inluding other galaxies. Thus, they may serve1. to study the evolution of massive stars in a variety of environments,2. to examine hemial abundane patterns and gradients in other galaxies andthus their hemial evolution, and3. as independent distane indiators via the �ux-weighted gravity�luminosity re-lationship (FGLR)The present work addresses all three researh aspets through a detailed quanti-tative spetral analysis of BA supergiants in the Small Magellani Cloud � a lose(∼60 kp) neighbour to our Galaxy with only about one �fth solar metalliity. High-resolution, high signal-to-noise spetra of 38 targets observed with the FEROS spe-trograph on the 2.2m telesope of the European Southern Observatory (La Silla,Chile) were analysed by spetral line �tting. The syntheti spetra were alulatedusing a sophistiated hybrid non-LTE approah and used to determine atmospheriparameters suh as e�etive temperature Teff and surfae gravity log g as well aselemental abundanes. 1σ-unertainties for Teff are redued to few per ent while
log g and abundanes are onstrained to ∼10−20% � a preision unpreedented forextragalati studies of BA-type supergiants. Unlike many previous analyses, a highdegree of onsisteny was ahieved by �tting several spetral indiators simultane-ously while all important atmospheri parameters are determined in a self-onsistentway. With respet to the above mentionend appliations, the following onlusionsan be made:1. The aurate and onsistent abundanes allow for the �rst time to measureabundane ratios of important speies, e.g. N/C, with su�ient auray to



provide observational onstraints on stellar evolution models � in partiular withrespet to mixing proesses. Pronouned signatures of CN-proessed matter(nitrogen enrihment and arbon depletion) in the atmosphere are found for allstars and suggest either that the supergiants of the sample must be far moreevolved than predited by theory or that the mixing must be muh more e�ientthan previously thought. In this respet, the e�ieny of the mixing orrespondsto the preditions from reent stellar evolution models inluding the interplayof rotation and magneti �elds.2. The aurate abundanes of individual stars also indiate a very high degreeof hemial homogeneity (with typial 1σ-satters of 0.1 dex) for the elementsnot a�eted by the evolution of the sample stars. Thus, no lear abundanepatterns or gradients � neither in two nor in three dimensions � ould be foundwithin the SMC.3. Applying the FGLR in order to derive distanes to the individual targets re-vealed a signi�ant extension of the SMC in the line-of-sight of ∼10-15 kp �a remarkable sale given the extension of the SMC in the �eld-of-view of only
∼4 kp. Moreover, the radial star distribution appears to be bimodal.
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1 IntrodutionMassive stars are of fundamental importane for the energy and momentum balane ofgalaxies. They represent major soures for ionising UV radiation, reating bright H iiregions within the interstellar medium. The onsiderable momentum ontributionmainly omes from the natural end of massive stars: a supernova explosion as aonsequene of the ore ollapse of the star. These explosions transfer momentumto the interstellar medium and ompress it through shokwaves thus triggering newstar formation in their surroundings. They also enrih the interstellar medium withhelium and heavier hemial elements (= metals) via stellar winds as well as supernovaexplosions. These elements have been e�etively produed in nulear reations duringthe normal life of suh stars. Moreover, the supernova explosions themselves aregenerally believed to be the soure of the r-proess elements produed by neutronaptures.Massive stars are thus important ingredients for the osmi yle of matter byejeting hemially enrihed material into the interstellar medium and triggering atthe same time the formation of new generations of stars out of the enrihed material.Of ourse, there are other important ontributions to the hemial enrihment of agalaxy from the wind of asymptoti giant branh stars and explosions of low-massstars as supernovae of type Ia. However, they at on muh longer timesales thenmassive stars. Investigations of massive stars thus allow for onstraints on the � notfully understood � evolution of massive stars themselves as well as on the loselyrelated hemodynami evolution of their host galaxies.Supergiants of spetral types B and A (BA supergiants) are massive stars whihhave already evolved away from their birth on�guration on the so-alled main se-quene. They possess up to several ten solar masses, whih imply very short life-times of a few ten million to several million years, several ten thousand to severalhundred thousand times the luminosity of the Sun, and extend from several ten toa few hundred solar radii � a sale of the order of the distane Sun-Earth. It is,hene, not surprising that they are among the visually brightest stars in the uni-verse whih makes them suitable targets for extragalati stellar astronomy probingvarious galati environments. Bresolin et al. (2001) have shown that it is possibleto get at least a very good idea of the overall metalliities of single stars out todistanes of about seven megaparses (e.g. in the galaxy NGC3621, Fig. 1.1) withthe Very Large Telesope of the European Southern Observatory using intermediateresolution spetrosopy. Other examples of extragalati stellar studies with determi-nations of parameters and average metalliities from intermediate resolution spetraare provided by Kudritzki et al. (2008), Urbaneja et al. (2005), Bresolin et al. (2002),Urbaneja et al. (2008), and U et al. (2009) for the galaxies NGC300, WLM, and M33(all at distanes of the order of a Mp). More detailed investigations of individualelemental and ioni speies are feasible at high spetral resolution for distanes of theorder of several hundred kp with the state-of-the-art 8-10m lass telesopes. Otherprominent examples are M31 as studied by Venn et al. (2000), NGC6822 (Venn etal. 2001), WLM (Venn et al. 2003), and Sextans A (Kaufer et al. 2004).BA supergiants are thus exellent targets to map the hemial abundane distri-1



1 INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.1: NGC3621 at a distane of 6.7Mp or 22Mly. The irles and retangles denoteBA supergiants and H ii regions, respetively, from whih Bresolin et al. (2001) were ableto obtain spetra with FORS1 at the Very Large Telesope.butions of various speies throughout a galaxy and to searh for abundane gradientsof these elements. This allows to obtain onstraints on the hemial evolution ofgalaxies in a variety of environments. Furthermore, one an study the abundanesof elements whih are proessed in nulear reations deep inside a star during itslife (espeially those of He, C, and N). Derived atmospheri abundanes thus repre-sent important input in order to theoretially desribe the e�ieny of mixing intothe stellar atmosphere. At present, this is an ative area of researh and severalmehanisms inluding the e�ets of rotation (e.g. Heger & Langer 2000; Meynet &Maeder 2003) and magneti �elds (Heger et al. 2005; Maeder & Meynet 2005) arebeing disussed.In addition to the abundane aspet, BA supergiants also o�er a high potential2



Figure 1.2: A shemati representationof the Loal Group of galaxies. Thispopulation of galaxies shows two majoronentrations of galaxies (indiated asdashed red irles), one around our owngalaxy, the Milky Way, and one aroundM31, the Andromeda Galaxy. TheMilky Way near the enter of the imageis surrounded by several smaller galax-ies with the Large and the Small Magel-lani Cloud (LMC, SMC) being amongthe losest (from Grebel 1999).as standard andles for distane determinations. Two tehniques or relations havebeen proposed to ahieve that. The �rst possibility is given by the wind momentum�luminosity relationship (WLR, Kudritzki et al. 1999) onneting stellar wind prop-erties, e.g. derived from Hα emission, to the luminosity or absolute magnitude.The seond relation is the �ux-weigthed gravity�luminosity relationship (Kudritzkiet al. 2003). It allows to determine the luminosity of a star from the e�etive tem-perature Teff and the surfae gravity g � two basi parameters of a stellar atmospherewhih an be derived with high auraies (several per ent in Teff or few 10% in
g, respetively) employing state-of-the-art analysis tehniques. An advantage overlassial distane indiators suh as the Cepheid period�luminosity relation is thepossibility to determine metalliity and interstellar reddening simultaneously. Thesequantities an not be onstrained diretly by the photometri Cepheid studies intro-duing additional systemati unertainties in their analyses.The Magellani Clouds (MCs, see the �gure at the beginning of this thesis aswell as Figs. 1.2 and 6.1) are lose (∼ 50−60 kp) neighbour-galaxies of our MilkyWay. They are loated near to the elestial south pole (15−20◦ away) and thuswere not desribed by Europeans until the voyage of irumnavigation of FerdinandMagellan in 1519. After the invention of the telesope, their loudy appearane wasresolved and they were found to onsist of many substrutures suh as star lustersand nebulae. The luminous masses of the MCs are with ∼ 1010 (LMC) and ∼ 2 · 109(SMC) solar masses (M⊙) muh smaller than the mass of the Milky Way (still amatter of debate, around 2 · 1012 M⊙ inluding the Dark Matter halo).The Magellani Clouds in general and the Small Magellani Cloud in partiularare valuable targets for researh as they represent signi�antly di�erent environmentsfor their member objets than the Milky Way in several respets. As struturessmaller than and (mostly) independent from the Milky Way they an be expeted tohave undergone di�erent star formation and hemial enrihment histories and showdi�erent dynamis. In partiular, the metal ontent of the SMC is only about one�fth of that of the Sun or the solar viinity. This may have strong in�uene on stellarevolution. Given their proximity, the MCs are thus ideal testbeds to study massive3



1 INTRODUCTIONstars in an environment of low metalliity in great detail.The present work ombines these two interesting �elds of researh � massive starsand evolution of galaxies � by investigating BA-type supergiants in the Small Mag-ellani Cloud. One major aspet of this work is the distribution of abundanes ofvarious elements throughout this irregular galaxy. For those elements not yet a�etedby the nulear proesses in the star, possible patterns over the galaxy or the relativeabundanes of multiple elements with respet to eah other allow onlusions on thepresent-day hemial omposition this galaxy (beause of the short-lived nature ofthese stars).Moreover, abundane ratios of nulear proessed elements (suh as He, C, and N)allow to investigate the e�ieny of mixing proesses in suh a metal-poor environ-ment. These may vary with the metalliity of the medium in whih a star is formed.Aording to Maeder & Meynet (2001) or Meynet & Maeder (2005), the lower metal-liity leads to more ompat stars with faster rotation beause of the smaller opaityof the stellar material. This is also the reason for a redued mass loss through stellarwinds whih again redues the slowing down of the rotation due to loss of angular mo-mentum onneted to winds. All in all, this is expeted to strengthen the e�ienyof rotationally indued mixing of proessed material from the stellar ore into theatmosphere � an e�et whih we want to test by aurate quantitative spetrosopianalyses.In addition, the distane determination employing the FGLR is investigated in thelow-metalliity environment of the SMC. It will be attempted to hek for a metalliitydependene of the FGLR alibration. Moreover, assuming an existing alibration, thedistanes to individual stars are examined in order to study the line-of-sight extensionof the SMC.In order to draw suh onlusions, a sophistiated analysis tehnique based onhybrid non-LTE spetrum synthesis (Przybilla 2002; Przybilla et al. 2006) is usedfor investigating high resolution (R=48 000), high signal-to-noise (∼100) spetraof 38 BA supergiants via line pro�le �ts. Basi atmospheri parameters suh asthe e�etive temperature, the surfae gravity, miroturbulene, helium abundane,and metalliity are determined with great are and form the basis for abundanedeterminations employing modern atomi data.The atmospheres of BA supergiants possess in general relatively high temperaturesand low densities, representing a onsiderable hallenge for a theoretial desription.It is e.g. neessary to aount for deviations from the onvenient but (too) simpleapproximation of Loal Thermodynami Equilibrium (LTE) in order to avoid sig-ni�ant systemati e�ets on the atmospheri parameters as well as on abundanes.Suh non-LTE alulations also strongly depend on the availability of large amountsof reliable atomi data. Before applying them to the spetral analysis, they haveto be alibrated for the parameter ranges present in suh atmospheres. This is aonsiderable e�ort whih might be one reason why (extragalati) supergiants havebeen rather sarely studied in the past. A-type supergiants in the SMC have onlybeen studied so far by Venn (1999, 10 objets). Several hotter (early) B supergiants4



were analysed by Trundle et al. (2004, 7 objets), Trundle & Lennon (2005, 10), Leeet al. (2005, 4) and Trundle et al. (2007, 7).The present work an thus provide an important ontribution to the investigationof these remarkable objets espeially in an interesting extragalati environment.The thesis is organised as follows: Setion 2 gives an introdution to basi stellarparameters and nulear proesses. This is used to present some information on stel-lar evolution theory neessary to interpret the main results of this work in Set. 3.Setion 4 provides an overview of the basi onepts behind the desription of thematter and the photon �ux in a stellar atmosphere. In Set. 5, the struture andevolution of galaxies is explained in order to be able to draw some onlusions in thisrespet from the results of this work.The underlying observational material of the sample stars of this thesis and itsproessing into a useful form (data redution) is presented in Set. 6. The ompu-tation of the syntheti spetra used to analyse the observed spetra is explained inSet. 7 along with the strategy for deriving various atmospheri parameters employingmultiple spetral features. The results for those parameters are presented, disussed,and ompared with previous analyses in Set. 8. With these parameters at hand, it isthen straight-forward to obtain abundane information for several ioni and elementalspeies in Set. 9. Based on the available model atoms, features of He i, C i/ii, N i/ii,O i/ii, Mg i/ii, S ii/iii, Ti ii, and Fe ii (i denote neutral speies, ii singly ionisedones and so on) an be analysed in non-LTE in the sample stars. The present workthus represents the most omprehensive non-LTE abundane study of BA-type su-pergiants at high spetral resolution in an extragalati environment with the largestset of observed targets � all analysed in a homogeneous way. The derived abundanesallow to disuss impliations for stellar evolution and the present-day hemial om-position of the SMC suh as (two-dimensional) abundane patterns. Moreover, inSet. 10, it is tried to alibrate the FGLR in the low metalliity environment of theSMC. Then, a given FGLR is used to probe the depth extension of the SMC and toinvestigate possible three-dimensional abundane patterns of this galaxy. Finally, theresults are summarised in Set. 11.
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2 Basi Properties of StarsThis setion provides a short overview of fundamental properties of stars. It shallmostly address non-astronomers and make them familiar with the sometimes � let ussay � unusual quantities and ideas of astronomers.2.1 Basi Stellar Parameters2.1.1 Intensity, Magnitudes, and E�etive TemperatureLet us de�ne the spei� intensity Iν as the radiation power emitted per frequenyinterval∆ν in the diretion of the solid angle∆ω when onsidering the surfae element
∆A under the angle Θ

Iν :=
∆E

∆ν∆t∆ω∆A cos(Θ)
(2.1)The intensity inluding all possible frequenies is then alled the total intensity

I =

∫

Iνdν (2.2)The distant observer on earth is in virtually all ases only able to observe theintegrated starlight over the whole stellar dis. We therefore de�ne the �ux densityas
Fν =

∮

Iν cos(ϑ)dω (2.3)Again, the total �ux density is de�ned as the integral over all frequenies:
F =

∫

Fνdν (2.4)In order to haraterise a star or a stellar atmosphere � the part of a star fromwhih radiation an esape � it is a good idea to assign a harateristi temperature.As there is of ourse a temperature strati�ation in a stellar atmospheres beause ofthe fusion proesses inside a star, some meaningful average value is neessary. Onepossibility here is to ompare the �ux of a star to that of a blak body radiator.Aording to the Stefan Boltzmann law it is
Fbb = σT 4. (2.5)where σ is the Stefan Boltzmann onstant. Of ourse, a star is not entirely inthermodynami equilibrium, however, we an de�ne the e�etive temperature of astar as the temperature of the blak body emitting the same total �ux F :
F = σT 4

eff . (2.6)The e�etive temperature is a fundamental astrophysial quantity desribing astar and a major parameter for stellar atmosphere modelling. BA-type supergiants7



2 BASIC PROPERTIES OF STARSas treated in the present work show e�etive temperatures at the order of ∼ 8000 −
20 000K.As mentioned above, an observer on earth may only study the light integratedover the whole stellar surfae exept for the Sun and few giant stars lose to the Sun.However, F is the �ux on the stellar surfae. The observable quantity is therefore

fν = Fν
R2

d2
(2.7)where R is the radius of the star and d its distane from the observer. Theluminosity is the total radiation power of a star:

L = 4πR2 · F = 4πR2 · σT 4
eff . (2.8)The quantities de�ned so far are very logial and easy to underhand. However,due the long history of astronomy, several not-so-logial quantities are still in use.One of those is the so-alled magnitude. It goes bak over 2000 years to Hipparhwho divided stars based on their brightness in the sky into six lasses � 1 being thebrightest objets and 6 the faintest ones still visible to the naked eye. This andthe fat that the human eye responds logarithmially to inidene of light led to thede�nition of the apparent magnitude

m = −2.5 log
F

F0

+ m0 (2.9)where F0 and m0 are the �ux and magnitude of some standard objet � usuallythe star Vega for historial reasons. Various �lters and orresponding magnitudesan be used to haraterise a star suh as mU (/U , ultraviolet), mB (/B, blue), or
mV (/V , visual). Besides this UBV system developed by Johnson & Morgan in theearly 1950`s, other magnitude systems (e.g. of Strömgren) are in use.Besides the magnitudes themselves, measured olour indies or just olours arealso useful to haraterise a star:

(U − B) = mU − mB (2.10)
(B − V ) = mB − mVAbsorption/sattering of the starlight by the interstellar matter hanges the in-trinsi olours ((B − V )0, et.) of a star leading to a olour exess:

E(B − V ) = (B − V ) − (B − V )0 (2.11)In order to subtrat distane e�ets when omparing magnitudes, one an de�nethe absolute magnitudes M as the magnitudes when a star is at a distane of 10 p.Therefore, m and M are related via the distane d (in p):
m − M = −2.5 log

(

l

L

)

= 5 · log d − 5 + AV (2.12)8



2.1 Basi Stellar Parameterswhere AV is the extintion in the visual band due to the same e�et leading to aolour exess. AV and E(B − V ) are related via
AV = RV · E(B − V ). (2.13)Usually, RV is ≈ 3.1, however, it may vary aording to di�erent hemial om-positions of the medium whih the light is passing through.The absolute bolometri magnitude mbol overs the energy emitted in all frequen-ies. In pratie, it is of ourse not possible to determine the �ux over an in�nitewavelength range. In order to desribe the bolometri �ux one therefore uses thebolometri orretion

B.C. = Mbol − MV (2.14)The absolute bolometri magnitude is diretly related to the luminosity by
Mbol = −2.5 log

(

L

L⊙

)

+ 4.74. (2.15)with +4.74 being the absolute bolometri magnitude of the Sun.2.1.2 Spetral Classi�ationOne major sheme for the lassi�ation of stars based on stellar spetra is the HarvardSpetral Classi�ation. Aording to several spetral features, stars are lassi�ed asO B A F G K M.E.g., A-stars show strong hydrogen lines in the spetrum while B-stars have stronglines of neutral helium. Later, it was found that these spetral lasses are a tem-perature sequene in the mentioned order with O stars having the highest e�etivetemperatures (∼ 30 000− 50 000K) and M stars the lowest ones (& 3000K). Usually,a �ner lassi�ation is provided by adding a number from 0 to 9 after the letter, withlower numbers meaning higher temperatures. Figure 2.1 summarises the strengths oflines (equivalent width) of various speies present in di�erent spetral types.The temperature alone an only provide a very rough lassi�ation as two starsof the same temperature may have di�erent luminosities by several orders of magni-tude. The Yerkes Spetral Classi�ation (later the MK lassi�ation, after Morganand Keenan) therefore introdued a seond dimension for lassi�ation based on thewidths of hydrogen lines and relative strengths of ionised elements, the luminositylass: Ia most luminous supergiantsIb less luminous supergiantsII luminous giantsIII normal giantsIV subgiantsV main sequene stars (dwarfs)9



2 BASIC PROPERTIES OF STARS

Figure 2.1: Overview of various moleules, elements, and ioni speies visible in a stel-lar spetrum aording to the spetral type or e�etive temperature (from Karttunen etal. 1994).These designations are very appropriate as di�erenes in the emitted power atonstant temperatures omes from varying radii (Eqn. 2.8). A Hertzsprung-Russell-Diagram (HRD) shows the absolute magnitudes of stars versus the spetral type.Figure 2.2 presents a more physial version of suh a diagram by inluding luminosityand e�etive temperature. The main sequene, where stars spend the largest frationof their lives burning hydrogen to helium in the ore, is learly visible and ontainsstars with luminosity lass V. The main sequene is parameterised by the stellar mass,with higher masses providing higher luminosities. The giants and supergiants abovebelong to later stages of stellar evolution (see Set. 3). Lines of onstant radii areoverplotted. For supergiants showing signi�ant emission due to strong stellar windin the weakly bound atmosphere one has introdued the lass Iae.As was already explained, the spetral type is losely related to the e�etivetemperature of the stellar surfae/atmosphere. The luminosity lass again is relatedto the size or � in terms of the physis on the mirosopi sale � the density of thestellar atmosphere.2.2 The Inner StrutureStars suh as our Sun are stable and shine steadily for billions of years. This equi-librium an be desribed mathematially by four basi equations. The inward grav-itational pull on the stellar material shall be mathed by its pressure demanding ahydrostati equilibrium 10



2.2 The Inner Struture

Figure 2.2: Physial Hertzsprung-Russell-Diagram showing luminosities and e�etive tem-peratures for a large population of stars.
dP

dr
= −GMrρ

r2
. (2.16)Here, G is the gravitational onstant, ρ the density, Mr the mass inside a sphereof radius r and P the pressure. The seond equation ensures mass ontinuity :

dMr

dr
= 4πr2ρ. (2.17)Essentially all the energy radiated by a star is produed in the nulear reationin the stellar ore and needs to be transported outwards to the atmosphere. Energyonservation then demands 11



2 BASIC PROPERTIES OF STARS
dLr

dr
= 4πr2ρǫ (2.18)where Lr is the power passing trough the surfae with radius r and ǫ the amount ofenergy released in the star per unit time and mass. The energy transport towards thestellar surfae an in priniple happen through ondution, onvetion and radiation.As ondution is very ine�ient for most stars (exept e.g. white dwarfs or neutronstars), energy transport and thus the temperature gradient inside a star is given by

dT

dr
= − 3

4ac

ρκ

T 3

Lr

4πr2
(radiative) (2.19)

dT

dr
=

(

1 − 1

γ

)

T

P

dP

dr
(convective). (2.20)where a is the radiation onstant, c the speed of light, κ the absorption oe�ient(amount of absorption per unit mass) and γ the adiabati exponent. The temperaturegradient thus depends on the temperature, density, and hemial omposition.The high temperatures inside stars ionise the material almost ompletely and theinterations between individual partiles are small. Therefore the equation of statefor an ideal gas is a good approximation:

P =
k

µmH

ρT (2.21)where k is the Boltzmann onstant, µ the mean moleular weight in units of mH,and mH the mass of the hydrogen atom. µ an be dedued from the mass frationsof hydrogen, helium, and heavier elements: X, Y , and Z respetively (for stellarinteriors):
µ =

1

2X + 3
4
Y + 1

2
Z

(2.22)In ase of high temperatures equation 2.21 must be ompleted with the radiationpressure Prad = 1
3
aT 4. In ase of a degenerate material as in the iron ores of farevolved stars or in white dwarfs, the following formulae desribe the eletron gas:

P =
h2

me

(

µe

mH

)−5/3

ρ5/3 (classical) (2.23)
P = hc(µemH)−4/3ρ4/3 (relativistic) (2.24)2.3 Fusion ProessesPer de�nition stars are bodies whih are bound by self-gravity and whih radiateenergy supplied by an internal soure. For a small fration of stars, this internalsoure an be gravitational energy released by ontration or ollapse during theontration of a proto-star towards the main sequene or by ooling e.g. in white12



2.3 Fusion Proesses

Figure 2.3: Binding energy of vari-ous isotopes per nuleon as a fun-tion of atomi weight. Fusion oflight elements an provide energyup to 56Fe, the most stable nuleus(from Prialnik 2010).dwarfs. For the large majority, however, the energy is provided by a set of nulearreations fusing light elements to heavier ones inside the stars. Whih elements anin priniple be used to release energy with fusion reations? Figure 2.3 shows thebinding energy per nuleon versus the atomi weight for several speies. Obviously,fusion proesses of the light elements, being also the most abundant in the universe,is only possible up to iron � the most stable atomi ore. Moreover, the fusion stepfrom 1H to 4He provides the largest amount of energy per reatant atom. Togetherwith the fat that hydrogen is � by far � the most abundant element in the universe,it is easy to aept that fusing hydrogen to helium (hydrogen burning) an supportand stabilise stars for the major part of their lives.Therefore, we start our little exursion on fusion proesses with the mehanismsavailable for turning hydrogen into helium. Two basi shemes, the pp-hain and theCNO-yle take plae in stars. Figure 2.4 is summarising the various reation stepsfor the pp-hain where di�erent sub-hains (pp I�III) are plotted. Several steps areneessary as assembling four hydrogen ores at the same plae in order to fuse themto one helium ore is highly unlikely. Instead, several intermediate stages inludingLi, Be, and B isotopes are employed, with the pp I hain being the dominant proess.The �rst reation step in the pp-hain, the fusion of two protons to deuterium,has the smallest probability and is responsible for the billions of years of lifetime in13



2 BASIC PROPERTIES OF STARS

Figure 2.4: The nulear reationsof the pp-hains: pp I, II, and III(from Prialnik 2010). The pp Ibranh is the most probable oneproduing over 90% of the energyin stars like our Sun. For highertemperature, pp II and III on-tribute more to the energy output.(low-mass) stars. This is due to the Coulomb barrier between the equally hargedatomi nulei/protons. This barrier is easier to overome with inreased kineti energyimplying that the temperature inside the star where fusion reations take plae is alsostrongly in�uening the reation speed or the rate of energy released per unit mass:
qpp ∝ ρT 4 (2.25)where ρ and T are the loal density and temperature respetively.The seond major proess for hydrogen burning is the CNO-(bi)-yle illustratedin Fig. 2.5. The right part of the �gure is showing the dominant proess. In theCNO-yle, arbon nitrogen and oxygen at as atalysts with various isotopes ofthese elements being destroyed and reformed while positrons, neutrinos, and photonsare emitted.As atomi nulei with muh higher harges than in the pp-hain are involved inthe CNO-yle, it is lear that the CNO-yle is muh more sensitive to the loaltemperature than the pp-hain. The rate of energy released per unit mass for theCNO-yle may be approximated by a steep power law:

qCNO ∝ ρT 16 (2.26)In addition to the loal temperature, the reation rate in the CNO-yle alsodepends on the abundane of the neessary atalysts. Assuming an elemental om-position as in our Sun, the pp-hain and the CNO-yle are equally e�ient at a14



2.3 Fusion Proesses

Figure 2.5: The nulear reations in-volved in the CNO-(bi)-yle (fromPrialnik 2010). The right half of the�gure shows the main yle provid-ing the largest energy output.temperature of about 17.5·106 K. Below that temperature, the pp-hain is the domi-nant proess, above it the CNO-yle.Higher stellar masses lead to a stronger gravitational pull ompressing the orematter to higher densities and also higher temperatures. Therefore, the hot starson the main sequene are the more massive ones. This also means that the relativeontribution of pp-hain and CNO-yle to the stellar energy output is primarilya funtion of the stellar mass. The �ritial� mass where pp-hain and CNO-yleprodue the same yield is 1.5M⊙. At higher masses, CNO burning is dominating.It is worth mentioning here that the single reation steps in the main CNO-yle(right part of Fig. 2.5) exhibit signi�antly di�erent reation times. The slowest rea-tion step is that from 14N to 15O. Beause of this bottlenek, the hemial ompositionwill hange towards higher nitrogen and lower arbon abundanes where the CNO-yle takes plae � deep inside the star (see also Set. 3.4 for a further disussion ofthis omposition hange).Fusion of hydrogen ores (i.e. protons) may also happen with other atomi nuleisuh as Ne or Mg. The orresponding NaNe and MgAl yles are only important atvery high temperatures (& 4 · 108 K) and involve several isotopes of these elements.They are of speial interest in the extreme onditions of nova outbursts.In the later stages of stellar evolution (see Set. 3) further fusion proesses forheavier elements than hydrogen may take plae. One of them is the triple-α reationwhere three α partiles or 4He nulei are fused to one 12C nuleus, with 8Be asinterstage. 15



2 BASIC PROPERTIES OF STARSSeveral further proesses inluding burning of arbon, oxygen, and silion up toiron as �nal produt may appear in stars. Heavier elements may be produed throughneutron apture in s- and r-proesses in the ourse of the main fusion proesses or insupernovae explosions.
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3 Stellar Evolution TheoryRelying on the nulear proesses desribed above, a basi overview on stellar evolutionis given. The main fous will be on the evolution of massive stars as they are theobjets under investigation here.3.1 Evolutionary Time SalesFirst of all, let us introdue some important timesales for stellar evolution. Thenulear time sale is de�ned as the time in whih a star radiates away all the energythat an be released by nulear reation. Based on nulear physis and the assumptionthat only ∼10% of the stellar hydrogen ontent is turned into helium, one an dedue
tn =

M/M⊙

L/L⊙

· 1010 yr (3.1)When interpreting this equation one must onsider that the luminosity L stronglydepends on the stellar mass M . From an empirial alibration one �nds the mass�luminosity relation
L ∝ Mα (3.2)where α ≈ 3 for a wide range of masses. With that, we obtain

tn ∝ M1−α ≈ M−2. (3.3)Thus, we ome again to the result that the nulear reations and hene the lifetimeof a star is a funtion of the total mass. As an example, the nulear time sale for an1M⊙ star is ∼ 109yr and for a 15M⊙ star only ∼ 107yr.The thermal time sale is the time in whih a star would radiate away all itsthermal energy if the nulear energy prodution would suddenly stop:
tth =

(M/M⊙)2

(L/L⊙)(R/R⊙)
· 2 · 107 yr. (3.4)Finally, the last and shortest timesale is the time it would take for the gravita-tional ollapse of a star if the supporting pressure is turned o�:

tff =

√

R3

GM
. (3.5)3.2 Early and mid Phases of Stellar EvolutionAt the very beginning stars are formed out of interstellar dust louds ontratingunder their own gravity. The lower mass limit for overoming the pressure of a gasloud is given by the Jeans mass

MJ ≈ 3 ·
√

T 3

n
· M⊙ (3.6)17



3 STELLAR EVOLUTION THEORY
Figure 3.1: Overview of onvetionzones during the main sequene ina wide spetrum of stellar masses(from Prialnik 2010). The y-axisindiates the depth via the mass montained inside a sphere at the re-spetive depth relative to the totalmass. For high-mass stars only theinner layers are onvetive whilefor low-mass stars only the outerlayers are onvetive. Stars with
M ≤ 0.26M⊙ are fully onvetive.where n is the density in atoms/m3. Typial properties of the interstellar loudslead to Jeans masses of about 30 000M⊙. Although muh lower Jeans masses aretheoretially possible, it is very unlikely to form just one star in suh a proess.Usually, suh louds fragment forming many stars at a time. The initial impulse forontration may ome from ompression of gas in spiral arms or supernova explosionsof massive stars (see below).While ontrating the matter is heated up from the release of gravitational energyas soon as the loud gets optially thik enough. If suh a fragment of the loudends up with at least 0.08M⊙ nulear fusions in the form of hydrogen burning in thestellar ore sets in. Hydrogen burning happens on nulear timesales and stabilisesa star for the longest part of its life on the main sequene of the HRD.Hydrogen burning is produing a ore of helium ash being inert in the �rst in-stane. While the amount of hydrogen fuel is dereasing in the ore, hydrogen burningis gradually transfered into a shell around the ore. The star is leaving the main se-quene and evolving towards ooler temperatures beoming a red (super)giant. Thetotal mass of the star is then deisively in�uening the further evolution. Stars with
M . 0.6M⊙ only experiene hydrogen burning. The further disussion is limited tostars M & 0.6M⊙As desribed in Set. 2.3, low-mass stars burn hydrogen via the pp-hain. As thisproess is not as sensitive to the temperature as the CNO-yle in massive stars, thefusion proesses are widely spread in the stellar ore. Therefore, radiation is e�etiveenough in order to transport the released energy to the stellar surfae. However, dueto the generally low temperatures in the outer layers, the opaity is high there ren-dering radiation insu�ient to transport the energy. Convetion will set in. Fig. 3.1shows the depth zones where onvetion takes plae for a wide range of masses.The typial life of a M > 0.6m⊙ star is explained based on the evolutionary traksof the 1M⊙ star in Fig. 3.2. After the main sequene stage, the disloation of thehydrogen burning zones to outer zones leaves the helium ore unsupported by theenergy release of nulear reations. It will therefore ontrat inreasing its tempera-ture until an equilibrium is found. As hydrogen burns in outer and larger zones and18



3.2 Early and mid Phases of Stellar Evolution
Figure 3.2:Examples forevolution-ary traks inthe physialHertzsprung-Russell diagramfor variousinitial masses(1, 5, and25M⊙), fromPrialnik (2010).Several impor-tant stages inthe stellar lifeare indiated.See text forfurther explana-tions. The mainsequene an beinferred fromthe startingpoint of thethree traks(lose to thesmall shadedareas).as the ore is heated up more and more, the luminosity inreases aompanied by aooling-down of the surfae due to an expansion of the envelope. The star then movesalong the red giant branh or RGB, see Fig. 3.2. An end of this proess is reahed assoon as helium ore burning starts when entral temperatures rise to ∼ 108 K.In low-mass stars, this temperature is not reahed before the formerly ideal ele-tron gas in the stellar ore beomes degenerate, stabilised by the degenerate pressure.In general, the gas is degenerate only to some extent. Assuming full degeneray, thegas is desribed by Eqn. 2.23 or 2.24 in ase of an extreme gas with high partileveloities. When helium burning sets in under these onditions, the energy releasedin this proess is not used to expand the ore beause of no volume dependene inthe equations. The energy is therefore only turned into thermal energy raising theore temperature whih in turn raises the � extremely temperature sensitive � heliumburning rate. This thermal runaway proess is also alled helium �ash.Although this onset of helium burning an be extremely violent, most of its energyis absorbed by the outer layers of the star. After the �ash, the star is bak to lower lu-19



3 STELLAR EVOLUTION THEORYminosities and slightly hotter temperatures on the horizontal branh burning steadilyhelium to arbon in the ore with the triple-α proess. At some point, also heliumwill start to burn in a shell foring the star on the asymptoti giant branh or AGB.At those giant branhes, the outer layers are weakly gravitationally bound leadingto pronouned loss of matter whih eventually forms a planetary nebula around thestar. During this proess, the hot inner layers of the star are exposed and the starmoves to the left in the diagram. Finally, after the nulear reations have stopped,the star mainly onsists of a C/O ore and is stabilised by the eletron pressure. Itis ooling down to a white dwarf (see Set. 3.3) emitting thermal radiation.Massive stars evolve � apart from the inreased evolution speed � in a di�erentway. First of all, they posses a di�erent inner struture on the main sequene. Ashydrogen burning is dominated by the CNO-yle releasing muh more energy dueto the strong temperature dependene, the ore of massive stars is onvetive asradiation is not su�ient for the outward transport of this energy. Then, in ontrastto low-mass stars, the envelopes of massive stars are relatively hot keeping opaitiesquite low thus allowing radiation to do the job of bringing the energy the last stepto the surfae.Moreover, beause of the signi�antly higher ore temperature, helium ore burn-ing sets in under ideal gas ondition, avoiding explosive helium �ashes. The starmoves upwards in the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram towards higher luminosities atalmost onstant temperatures (see the traks for 5 M⊙ in Fig. 3.2). In this phase af-ter igniting helium burning in the ore, the star may experiene blue loops. The ausefor this phase is still a matter of debate and depends on subtle details. An overviewof the disussion and e�ets of helium abundane or metal ontent on the extent ofblue loops is given by Xu & Li (2004a, 2004b). The higher the stellar mass, thesmaller the extent of these blue loops. Moreover, there seems to be a dependene onthe metalliity so that blue loops are favoured at quite low (0.004 mass fration) andquite high (0.02) metalliities. Two e�ets leading to this behaviour are suggested.Firstly, the redued opaity at lower metalliity leads to a hotter stellar envelopewhih favours energy transport by ondution (and thus blue loops) in ontrast toonvetion. Seondly, rather high metalliities and thus rather high abundanes of
14N makes the hydrogen shell burning more e�ient through a larger ontributionfrom the seond yle of the CNO bi-yle (left part of Fig. 2.5). This pushes thestar more e�etively into a blue loop.With su�iently high masses further fusion proesses may take plae (under non-degenerate onditions) leading to multiple layers with distint burning proessesworking their way outwards and leaving the ashes behind as fuel for the next pro-ess. This onion skin model is shematially presented in Fig. 3.3. As the di�erenein binding energy per nuleon dereases towards the fusion of higher elements, eahproess must happen faster to stabilise the star. Figure 3.4 shows the distribution ofvarious elements throughout an evolved massive star. The last possible reation isreahed by fusing silion to iron whih shows the highest binding energy per nuleon(see Set. 2.3) taking plae in about one day. Further energy then an not be gainedthrough fusion reation and a ore ollapse supernova is produed as soon as the inertiron ore has grown to a ertain threshold, the Chandrasekhar mass (see Set. 3.3).20



3.3 Final Stages of Stellar Evolution

Figure 3.3: Onion skin model formassive stars (M ≥ 8M⊙) fromPrialnik (2010). This is situationimmediately before the ollapse ofthe inert iron ore leading to a typeII supernova.These explosions are possible sites for the formation of elements heavier than ironthrough neutron-apture of nulei in the r-proess on the iron seeds. In addition tothe hemial enrihment of the interstellar medium, these explosion may also triggernew star formation through the resulting shok waves.3.3 Final Stages of Stellar EvolutionFor ompleteness, the �nal stages of stellar evolution are brie�y summarised here. Itwill not surprise that the �nal fate of star again depends on the mass. However, notethat mass is usually meant as �mass at the end of the evolution�. During the red(super)giant phase there is pronouned mass loss due to the small gravitational pullon the outer layers. Moreover, for massive stars, there an also be signi�ant massloss before that stage beause of the strong radiation �eld leading to strong stellarwinds. The subjet is too omplex and extensive for a detailed disussion at thispoint. As a guide, mass loss from the solar wind is of the order of few 10−14 M⊙/yrwhile for a 30M⊙ main sequene star it is roughly 10−5.5 M⊙/yr depending on thetemperature. For stars in the red giant phase it an range � again depending on thetemperature � from ∼ 10−8 − 10−2 M⊙/yr due to the strong inrease of the stellarradius and the onsequently weakly bound outer layers.In ase of �nal masses below the Chandrasekhar mass (MCh = 1.44 M⊙ for a C/O-or He ore) the �nal state will be a white dwarf whih is stabilised by the degeneratepressure of the eletron gas. The equations 2.23 or 2.24 as well as 2.16 and 2.17 fullydesribe the star and imply
R ∝ 1

3
√

M
(3.7)meaning that the radius of a white dwarf is dereasing when additional materialis added. For arbitrarily large masses, the white dwarf would ontrat to arbitrarilysmall radii. This problem is �solved� by using the relativisti equations whih predit21



3 STELLAR EVOLUTION THEORY

Figure 3.4: Elemental distribution in an evolved massive star as a funtion of mass inside aertain radius mr at the end of silion burning, from Hirshi et al. (2004). The models werealulated for a 20M⊙ star at solar metalliity (Z =0.02) for initial rotational veloities of0 (left) and 300 (right) km s−1. The general e�et of rotation is that burning zones andores reah further towards the surfae.zero radii as soon as the Chandrasekhar mass is reahed. Of ourse, this does notreally solve the problem as zero radii or in�nitely large densities are impossible. If awhite dwarf is areting mass and gets lose to the Chandrasekhar mass it will thusexplode as supernova type Ia � a thermonulear reation disintegrating the wholestar.In the ase of massive stars with iron ore masses higher than MCh at the endwhere all fusion soures are exhausted, the result will be a ollapse towards to densitiesas in atomi nulei. A neutron star is formed whih is supported by the degeneratepressure of the neutron gas reated when protons and eletrons are fored to reat toneutrons.Above end masses higher than the Oppenheimer-Volko� mass (∼ 3 M⊙) evenpure neutrons are no longer able to provide support against gravitation. The starwill ollapse to a blak hole. Neutron stars or blak holes are the produts of oreollapse supernova explosions of a massive star.3.4 Chemial Evolution and Mixing of (Massive) StarsAs desribed so far, stars and in partiular massive stars undergo various phases ofevolution inluding multiple fusion proesses happening inside the star where ondi-tions are su�ient. These newly produed elements, the ashes of the burning pro-esses, may be distributed into the interstellar medium when a massive star �nallyexplodes and is disrupted. However, observing these elements deep inside a star isimpossible as the light whih ould be used for an analysis originates from the stellar22



3.4 Chemial Evolution and Mixing of (Massive) Stars

Figure 3.5: Kippenhahn diagrams indiating onvetive zones at ertain depths in the star(blak areas) from Hirshi et al. (2004). Up/down: Model for 12/20M⊙, left/right : initialrotational veloities of 0/300 km s−1. Indiated along the x-axis are the various burningphases in addition to the logarithmi timesale. The 12M⊙ model for no rotation shows noonvetion for a ertain period of time (after the sharp blak area from the top) indiatinga blue loop phase. The models with rotation or higher masses avoid this state and showalso signi�ant mass loss.atmosphere. Thus, in order to �see� the results of these proesses, there has to bemixing of some kind between the deep burning layers inside the star and the outeratmosphere. Whih proesses for transporting matter are e�etive in a star?One important proess is onvetion, the most e�etive form for matter trans-port. In Set. 3.2, we saw that onvetion already happens in main sequene starsof all masses either in the stellar ore (massive stars) or in the outer layers and theatmosphere (low-mass stars) in order to transport the energy output of the nulear23



3 STELLAR EVOLUTION THEORY

Figure 3.6: A 3D ontourplot by G. Meynet rep-resenting the inner stru-ture of a massive rotat-ing star. The toroidalshape of the meridionalurrents is learly visible.reations to the stellar surfae (see also Fig. 3.1). This onvetion would in priniplealso transport matter and thus burning produts throughout the star. However, theseonvetion zones never over all the neessary depths from the atmosphere down to theburning ore (exept for very low-mass stars). Therefore, during the main sequene,onvetion is inappropriate to reveal abundane patterns due to nulear reations toan external observer.However, during more evolved phases in the evolution of massive (and also low-mass) stars, onvetion plays an important role for mixing as an be seen in Fig. 3.5.For the 12M⊙ models (upper two plots), the onvetion zone in the ore on themain sequene due to the extensive energy release in the CNO-yle is niely visible(blak area down left). In that phase, proessed material is transported up to radiiorresponding to mr . 4 − 5 but not to the surfae. This may happen at laterstages when further nulear reations set in. The sharp blak area from the surfaedown to mr ∼ 3 is the onvetion zone reated at a later phase of hydrogen shellburning and the inset of entral helium burning. This is alled the �rst dredge-up.As the onvetion zone in this dredge-up goes deeper than the previous onvetionzone from the hydrogen burning, nulear proessed matter an reah the surfae andmay thus be deteted by studying atmospheri abundanes. During the further life asred supergiant there are further opportunities for extensive mixing between nulearproessed matter from the stellar ore and the atmosphere by onvetion.Convetion (in the late phases of stellar evolution) is not the only mehanism thatan lead to mixing. During the main sequene and before the red supergiant stage,meridional urrents (Fig. 3.6) indued by rotation may already lead to mixing. (Stars24



3.4 Chemial Evolution and Mixing of (Massive) Stars

Figure 3.7: Theoretial evolution traks for massive stars with zero-age main sequenemasses from 9 to 25M⊙. The traks are based on the models provided by Meynet &Maeder (2003) inluding mass-loss (depending on the initial mass and the evolutionarystate, e.g. 10−5.5 M⊙/yr for the rotating 15M⊙ model at 10 000K). Dotted urves arealulated for non-rotating models while solid lines aount for an initial rotational veloityof 300 km s−1. The numbers along the traks indiate the N/C mass ratio starting with(N/C)0 =0.31 on the main sequene.are born with high angular momentum and, hene, rotate quikly.) The meridionalurrents an have several reasons. One reason omes from the �attening of a rotatingstar on the poles due to entrifugal fores. This leads to higher temperatures on thepoles than present along the equator induing urrents surfaing at the poles anddiving bak at the equator. A seond reason for rotationally indued mixing is basedon di�erential rotation. Rotational veloities on the poles are smaller than along theequator leading to frition in the star and thus to turbulenes (shear instabilities)and matter transport.In this piture, fast-rotating stars are expeted to experiene more e�ient mix-ing. Moreover, models predit higher mixing rates for larger stellar masses despite aredued lifetime (see Fig. 3.7). In massive stars, more e�ient mixing will e.g. appearas enhaned N/C and N/O ratios due to the physis of the CNO-yle (see Set. 2.3).Preise determinations of stellar atmospheri abundanes through observations thusprovide important input and onstraints for stellar evolution models of massive stars.25





4 Stellar Model AtmospheresVirtually all information about stars is derived from the emitted light � in the stellaratmosphere. The atmosphere is de�ned as the region of a star from whih photons anesape into spae. (Of ourse, this must be a matter of probabilities and wavelength-dependent.) Information on the stellar atmosphere and other harateristi stellarparameters an be derived by analysing the observed spetrum reated therein. Oneimportant approah is the omparison of syntheti spetra based on model atmo-spheres � a set of parameters (suh as temperature or density) as a funtion of depth.This setion shall provide an overview of the physial priniples embedded inodes whih were employed in the present study. A detailed piture is given e.g.by Mihalas (1970) or Hubeny (1997). The model atmospheres used in this work forsupergiants of spetral types B and A are based on several assumptions:
• Plane-parallel geometry. Even in the extended atmospheres of supergiants, thethikness of the atmosphere is rather small ompared to the total radius ofthe star. The (small) urvature of the layers an therefore be negleted forthe proesses whih need to be desribed. The typial relative thikness of theatmosphere with respet to the stellar radius is of the order of several perentfor most objets in this study and up to ∼20% in the most extreme ases.
• Homogeneity. The various depths points or layers in the (model) atmosphereare expeted to be homogenous e.g. in terms of hemial omposition or density(granulations). One depth oordinate is thus su�ient. Popular quantitiestherefore are z (= 0 in the enter and inreasing outward) or τ (optial depth,= 0 at the surfae and inreasing inward).
• Stationarity. Atmosphere are expeted to be time-independent exluding suhe�ets as pulsations.
• Hydrostati equilibrium. In analogy to Eqn. 2.16, hydrostati equilibrium in-luding the e�ets of radiative aeleration is given as

dP

dz
= −ρ(g − grad) (4.1)with the radiative aeleration grad de�ned in Set. 4.4. Stellar winds are drivenby radiation and result from grad > g. Therefore, stellar winds annot be ad-dressed in hydrostati approahes.

• Radiative Equilibrium. In a stati atmosphere, energy is transported to the sur-fae in the form of radiation. The onsequential radiative equilibrium demandsthat the amount of energy absorbed by atmospheri matter equals the loss dueto emission. In partiular, this ignores onvetion in atmospheri layers in thepresent analyses. The Shwarzshild riterion implies that onvetion will takeplae if the temperature gradient in the atmosphere is larger than the adia-bati gradient. It an be shown that onvetion is not relevant for B and Asupergiants. 27



4 STELLAR MODEL ATMOSPHERES4.1 The Absorption of RadiationA basi model for desribing the absorption of radiation trough matter is providedby onsidering an absorbing ion as a damped harmoni osillator with the dampingonstant γ and the eigenfrequeny ω0 orresponding to the energy di�erene for thevarious eletroni states. The radiation �eld in a star an then be treated as periodiexitation with frequeny ω leading to the following solution for the equation ofmotion:
x(t) =

eE0

m
· ω2

0 − ω2 − iωγ

(ω2
0 − ω2)2 − γ2ω2

· eiωt. (4.2)Eletrodynamis then provides the emitted average power:
P =

2e2

3c3
· [ẍ]2 ∝ ϕ(ν) (4.3)with ϕ(ν) being the pro�le funtion desribing the power emitted (or absorbed)at various frequenies ν. ϕ(ν) is the Fourier transformation of the solution x(t) infrequeny spae and may be approximated with

ϕ(ν) =
γ

4π2

(ν0 − ν)2 +
(

γ
4π

)2 (4.4)for ν ≈ ν0. Quantum mehanial alulations yield very similar results as thislassial approah with the only di�erene being an additional fator to the absorptionoe�ient κ(ν):
κ(ν) = nl ·

πe2

mc
· flu · ϕ(ν) (4.5)with nl being the oupation density in the lower (l) state. The osillator strength

flu varies between 0 and 1 and is depends on the detailed properties of eah transition.For example, Balmer lines show osillator strengths of 0.64, 0.12, and 0.04 for Hα,Hβ, and Hγ. Although the osillator strengths for the (higher) Balmer lines arequite small, Balmer lines are quite strong in most stars due to the large abundaneof hydrogen. Moreover, all Balmer lines have similar strength as the strength isa funtion of g · f with g being the statistial weight (see below) whih is againproportional to n2.4.2 Interation of Radiation and Matter in Loal Thermodynami Equi-librium (LTE)A good understanding of the basi physis in stellar atmospheres an be ahieved byonsidering thermodynami equilibrium (TE). Any system in equilibrium is desribedby three fundamental equations: the Maxwell veloity distribution, the Boltzmannformula and the Saha equation.The Maxwell distribution indiates the probability of �nding a partile of mass min a system with temperature T in a veloity interval [vi, vi + dvi] (with i = x, y, z):28



4.2 Interation of Radiation and Matter in Loal Thermodynami Equilibrium (LTE)
P (~v)dvxdvydvz =

(

m

2πkBT

)
3

2

· exp

(

− m

2kBT
(v2

x + v2
y + v2

z )

)

dvxdvydvz (4.6)where kB is the Boltzmann onstant. This relation an be applied to free eletronsas well as to heavier ions.For one ioni speies, the oupation ratios nu/nl between two disrete energylevels separated by the energy ∆E are desribed in thermodynami equilibrium byBoltzmann's formula:
nu

nl
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gu

gl
· e

“

−∆E
kBT

” (4.7)with the g s being the statistial weights of the respetive energy levels. Theseare given by the number of possibilities to distribute eletrons over the levels. Thisnumber for the upper (u) and lower (l) levels depends on di�erent quantum mehan-ial rules suh as the Pauli priniple. The oupation with respet to all N partilesis given by
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(4.8)with
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∑

i
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kBT (4.9)being the partition funtion over all possible states. In priniple, there is a in�nitenumber of levels for an atom as levels an get arbitrarily lose to the ionisationthreshold. However, reality inhibits this sine interation with partiles lose-by leadto a smearing of the levels, �anelling� levels with high energies. Thus, the sumbeomes �nite.Desribing ionisation is a bit more omplex as the momenta of free eletron anin priniple adopt arbitrary values leading to an in�nite number of possibilities andstatistial weights. Relief omes from the Pauli priniple limiting the number ofeletrons in a phase spae volume h3 (h: Plank's onstant) to two. With that, onean derive the Saha equation for the oupation ratios of di�erent ionisation stages:
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” (4.10)where Nj is the total number of atoms in the ionisation stage j and Ej,Ion theionisation energy between the two stages. Worth mentioning are the proportionalityto the eletron density ne and to T 3/2. De�ning the ionisation degree x

x :=
ne

N
(4.11)29



4 STELLAR MODEL ATMOSPHERES

Figure 4.1: Ionisation degree for hydrogen (left) and helium (right) as a funtion of tem-perature for various densities. Solving the equations and plotting was done with MAPLE.The numbers next to the urves indiate the density in m−3. A density of 1014 m−3 is ofthe order of the density in the atmospheres of main sequene stars.with N being the number of atoms in all ionisation stages one may solve the Sahaequation using partile number onservation and harge onservation as additionalonstraints. Fig. 4.1 shows suh a simple solution for hydrogen and helium for variousdensities if only the ground states are onsidered. This is a good approximationbeause of the high energies of the �rst levels above the ground state.The ranges of small inlination in the �gure orrespond to the various ionisationstages. In the right part of Fig. 4.1 at the small slope at x = 1, all helium atomsare singly ionised on the average. From now on, neutral elements shall be denotedwith the usual astronomial labelling suh as He i while singly ionised speies areindiated as He ii and so on.With the ideas and the formalism of exitation (Boltzmann) and ionisation (Saha)in mind, it is straight-forward to understand the urves in Fig. 2.1. Below a ertaintemperature, there are not enough hydrogen atoms with their eletron in the �rstexited state (n=2) as these is the level from whih absorption leads to the observedBalmer lines in the optial part of the spetrum. In ase of muh higher temperature,signi�ant ionisation will take plae leaving few absorbers whih ould ause a lineto form.Comparing Fig. 2.1 with the urve for helium (Fig. 4.1, right) at a density of1014 m−3 (typial for a stellar atmosphere) reveals that the maximum for absorptionfor He i and its ionisation to He ii are loated at roughly the same temperature(∼ 25 000K). Although some simpli�ations have been made for Fig. 4.1, this is rea-sonable as the lines onsidered for spetral lassi�ation originate again from exitedlevels of He i lying lose the ionisation border.These priniples are also appliable for heavier elements than hydrogen and heliumwhih are all alled metals in astronomy. However, metals usually do not have highexitation energies for their visible spetral lines.The formulae and disussions so far were based on the assumption of thermody-nami equilibrium (TE) implying a Plank-urve as spei� intensity and a Maxwell30



4.2 Interation of Radiation and Matter in Loal Thermodynami Equilibrium (LTE)
Figure 4.2: Shemati representation of a LTE (left) and a non-LTE (right) atmosphere.LTE is based on the assumption of small isolated volume elements (blue boxes) eah ofthem being in thermodynami equilibrium. At high temperatures or/and low densities,photons may onnet the various volume elements (with di�erent temperatures) anellingthe isolation.veloity distribution for all partiles for a given temperature. However, TE demands ablak body with a onstant temperature throughout a losed system (i.e. no photonsleaking out). As we obviously an see stars as they emit radiation, that assumptionannot be true for the system star. This is also easy to aept beause of the hotstellar interior (powered by nulear burning) and the old outer spae.Help omes from the idea of assuming loal thermodynami equilibrium (LTE).In this piture, the star is divided into many small volume elements dV whih areeah � independently of the others � in thermodynami equilibrium. The spei�intensity in this piture is then produed from overlapping many Plank urves fromvarious volume elements with di�erent temperatures. Figure 4.2 illustrates the ideaof isolated volume elements and temperature strati�ation.Of ourse, also LTE is only an approximation whih may be less aurate underertain irumstanes when the isolation of the volume elements is no longer (quite)valid. Isolation an be �broken� by photons travelling relatively large distanes inthe stellar atmosphere �onneting� volume elements of di�erent temperatures thusdisturbing the equilibrium (see Fig. 4.2, right). This may happen at two basi on-ditions:

• Low densities. The lower the density in the stellar atmosphere, the larger themean free paths for photons and the easier it is for photons to onnet volumeelements of signi�antly di�erent thermodynami states. Moreover, the lowerdensities redues the ollision rates of eletrons whih thermalise the plasma.
• High temperature. Beause of the high sensitivity of the photon �ux to thetemperature (∝ T 4), the �ux will rapidly inrease with higher temperatures.This will make it muh more probable that photons are able to bridge ertaindistanes and thus also to disturb the LTE.As a onsequene, e�ets of deviations from LTE may beome relatively impor-tant and need to be aounted for in the hot, low-density atmospheres of BA-typesupergiants of the present work. 31



4 STELLAR MODEL ATMOSPHERES4.3 The Generalisation of non-LTEDropping the assumption of LTE leads to the more general piture of non-LTE (alsoNLTE). While level population and ionisation are no longer fully desribed by theBoltzmann and Saha equations, the Maxwell veloity distribution is still valid with ki-neti temperature T. Boltzmann and Saha equations are thus replaed by demandingstatistial equilibrium
dni

dt
= 0 (4.12)implying that the oupation densities ni of eah level i are time independent.Expressed in rate oe�ients for ollisionally (Cij) and radiatively (Rij) induedtransitions from levels i to j, one arrives at

∑ proesses depopulating i =
∑ proesses populating i (4.13)

ni

∑

j 6=i

(Rij + Cij) =
∑

j 6=i

nj(Rji + Cji)Both radiative and ollisional transitions may be further distinguished in bound-bound (bb) and bound-free (bf) transitions. Collisional exitations for bb and bf aregiven by
Cij = ne ·

∫ ∞

v0

σijf(v)vdv (4.14)where σij(v) is the ollisional ross-setion at veloity v, ne the eletron densityand f(v) the distribution funtion for the veloities. The integration starts at v0being the minimum energy threshold for this transition. The downward rates arethen desribed by
Cji =

n∗
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n∗
j

· Cij (4.15)with the asterisk denoting LTE populations. For the radiative bb and bf exita-tion, one �nds
Rij = 4π ·
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hν
· dν (4.16)where αij is again the atomi ross-setion of this transition and Jν is the integralof the spei� intensity over all angles:
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Iν(µ)dµ. (4.17)
ν0 is the smallest frequeny at whih the transition may our. Downward pro-esses are given as 32



4.4 Radiative Transfer
Rji = 4π · n∗
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dv (4.18)with the two terms in square brakets desribing spontaneous and indues emis-sion, respetively. Additional relevant proesses suh as free-free proesses or auto-ionisation are disussed in detail in Mihalas (1970).The statistial equilibrium equations for all levels of an atom may then be solvedby introduing the total number onservation as additional onstraint.4.4 Radiative TransferIn the non-onvetive atmospheres of BA-type supergiants radiation is transport-ing the energy outwards. This setion over radiative transfer is thus giving a basioverview about the respetive priniples.The physial proesses involved an be haraterised as true emission (a photon isdraining kineti energy from the gas), true absorption (a photon is destroyed addingits energy to the thermal energy of the gas) and sattering (frequeny and diretionhange of a photon, hardly any energy transfer). Sattering inludes absorption andre-emission of photons as well as Thomson sattering. True absorption omprises forexample ionisation and exitation by photons followed by a ollision. Reversing theseproesses provide examples for true emission.Mathematially, any alteration to the spei� intensity Iν (see Set. 2.1.1) alonga distane s an be the result of absorption with absorption oe�ient or opaity κνand emission with emission oe�ient ην :
dIν

ds
= ην − κν · Iν . (4.19)The absorption leads to a radiative aeleration

grad =
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cρ(z)
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0

κνFνdν . (4.20)With the soure funtion
Sν :=

ην

κν
(4.21)the radiative transfer equation is written as

dIν

ds
= κν(Sν − Iν) . (4.22)Instead of linear distane s one often deals with the optial depth τ :

dτ = κdt (4.23)
τ(ν, t) =

∫ t
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4 STELLAR MODEL ATMOSPHERESHere, t is a parameter measuring the depth from the surfae on inwards. τ isindiating the distane in units of the mean free path and gives an idea on howstrongly radiation at the respetive frequeny is damped. The larger τ the smaller thedetetable intensity and the more outward the depth point from whih the radiation�nally esapes into spae (see also Set. 4.5).A formal solution of the transfer equation is given by
Iν(τ1, µ) = Iν(τ2, µ) exp

(

−τ2 − τ1

µ

)

+

∫ τ2

τ1

Sν exp

(

−tν − τ1

µ

)

dtν
µ

(4.24)where µ = cos θ. The solution is formal sine Sν is again a funtion of Iν in thegeneral ase.The �rst term desribes the spei� intensity emitted at a depth τ2 whih is partly(exponentially) absorbed until it reahes the depth τ1. The seond term aounts forthe gain in intensity by reemission at tν (integration variable ranging from τ2 to
τ1) whih is again partly absorbed when passing from the depths tν to the depth
τ1 where Iν(τ1, µ) is observed. A possible strategy to solve the transfer equation isbrie�y explained in Set. 7.1.4.5 Spetral Line FormationLine formation in stellar atmospheres an in priniple be understood with the wave-length or frequeny dependent opaity κν . At spetral lines, the opaity is higherdue to the possibility of transitions and the resulting higher probability for an ab-sorption of a photon with an appropriate energy. These photons are thus absorbedand emitted repeatedly leading to a random walk in the stellar atmosphere whereasa ontinuum photon easily passes the atmosphere. Therefore, the material in theatmosphere is more opaque at wavelengths of spetral lines reduing the mean freepaths of photons with orresponding frequenies or wavelengths.This implies that line photons originate from outer parts in the atmosphere andthus � as outer usually means ooler � from parts with lower temperatures. WithPlank's law stating that hotter matter is more luminous one an easily see that� at spetral lines � we observe outer, ooler, and less luminous parts in a stellaratmosphere �nally leading to an absorption pro�le.For spetral analyses, the spetral ontinuum if often normalised (reti�ed) to 1and spetral lines are dips direted downward to 0. With that, the equivalent widthof a spetral line is de�ned as the area in the normalised spetrum between a spetralline and the ontinuum at 1. The equivalent width an also be interpreted as thewidth of a retangle with that area and depth and is a measure for the strength of aline.4.6 Line Broadening MehanismsSpetral lines are transitions between disrete energy levels of an atom or ion. Severalmehanisms in stellar atmospheres may a�et the formation and width of (initiallysharp) spetral lines yielding the relatively broad lines then observed in a spetrum.34



4.6 Line Broadening Mehanisms
• Natural damping. Every energy level of an atom � exept the ground state �possesses a �nite lifetime

τ =
1

∑

i<j Aji
(4.25)where the Aij are the Einstein oe�ients for spontaneous emission from level

j to i. With Heisenberg's unertainty priniple
∆E · τ ≥ h

2π
(4.26)indiating that the energy levels annot be in�nitely sharp the natural line widthan be desribed with a Lorentz pro�le with damping onstant

γ =
1

τu
+

1

τl
=
∑

k<u

Auk +
∑

k<l

Aul (4.27)where j and i are the levels involved in the transition. Lorentz pro�les anddamping onstant γ are also desribed in Eqn. 4.4.
• Pressure broadening. Collisions between the radiant atom or ion with otherpartile may result in pressure broadening. These ollisions an be interpretedas disturbanes to the phases of the original osillation leading to a Lorentzpro�le as pro�le funtion with damping

γcol. =
2

τ
∝ N (4.28)where τ is the mean time between two ollisions and N the density of ol-liding partiles. The pressure broadening may also be interpreted as (linearor quadrati) Stark e�et. The denser the harged partiles, the stronger theStark e�et and the splitting of the levels. Superpositions over many layers inthe atmospheres with di�erent pressure and thus di�erent density �nally leadto ontinuous line broadening.Further pressure broadening mehanisms are van der Waals interation betweenneutral partiles or broadening due to inherent pressure with the latter beingaused by neutral partiles of the same speies. Due to the large abundane ofhydrogen, interations between hydrogen atoms are the most important proessof this kind.

• Thermal Doppler broadening results from the thermal movement of the absorb-ing partiles and the Doppler e�et thus aused. With that, absorption is nolonger restrited to frequenies lose to the rest transition frequeny but mayextend to Doppler-shifted frequenies. As only the line-of-sight movement toan observer is important, a one-dimensional Maxwell distribution P (v)dv issu�ient: 35



4 STELLAR MODEL ATMOSPHERES
P (v)dv =

1

v0

√
π
· exp

(

−v2

v2
0

)

dv (4.29)with v as the veloity omponent in diretion to an observer and
v0 =

√

2kBT

m
. (4.30)where m is the mass of the atomi speies under investigation. The more atomsat a ertain veloity (interval), the stronger the absorption at the respetiveDoppler-shifted frequeny. The resulting absorption line pro�le will thus re�etthe veloity pro�le to yield the typial Gaussian Doppler broadening

ϕν =
1√

π∆νD

· exp

(

− ∆ν

∆νD

)2 (4.31)where ∆ν = ν − ν0 (ν0 is the unshifted natural frequeny of the transition) and
∆νD the Doppler width of the line,

∆νD =
ν0

c
· v0 (4.32)

• Miroturbulene. In hydrostati model atmospheres as employed in the presentstudy, an additional parameter haraterising non-thermal turbulenes on smallsales (small relative to the mean-free-path photons) is usually neessary for aonsistent agreement between observations and theory.It is assumed that these turbulenes also show a Gaussian distribution leadingto a modi�ation of the Doppler width to
∆νD =

ν0

c

√

v2
0 + ξ2 (4.33)where ξ is the value referred to as miroturbulene.All broadening mehanisms desribed so far diretly a�et the absorption of theradiation ausing both a larger equivalent width and a broader line pro�le.In a star, all these broadening mehanisms at together. The mathematial treat-ment of this is a onvolution over all pro�le funtions where the onvolution of the twoGaussian pro�les (thermal and miroturbulent broadening) leads to another Gaussianpro�le with quadrati addition of the typial widths and the onvolution of the twoLorentzian pro�les leads to another Lorentz pro�le with linear addition of the typialwidths. The onvolution of the Gaussian and the Lorentzian pro�le �nally yields aVoigt pro�le whih has no analytial expression but has to be evaluated by numerialintegration. 36



4.7 Radial Veloity, Rotational Veloity, and Maroturbulene4.7 Radial Veloity, Rotational Veloity, and MaroturbuleneThe radial veloity of the whole star in the line of sight towards an observer leads toa Doppler shift of the whole spetrum aording to
∆λ

λ
=

vr

c
. (4.34)Moreover, the Doppler e�et is important when aounting for the rotation of astar. Various points on the stellar surfae are thus moving towards the observer oraway from him with a distribution of veloities. Points lose to the rotation axismove slowly in the line of sight and experiene a small Doppler shift. A spetral lineis therefore smeared, however, its equivalent width does not hange.Of ourse, the overall e�et of a ertain rotational veloity depends on the orien-tation of the rotation axis with respet to the observer. No e�ets of rotation an forexample be measured if the axis points diretly to the observer. Therefore, in mostases, it is only possible to measure the projeted rotational veloity as vrot sin i where

i is the inlination angle between the line of sight and the rotation axis.Another e�et hanging the line pro�le but not the equivalent width is given bythe maroturbulene. In the maroturbulent veloity ζ , one summarises large-sale(ompared to the mean free path of photons), radial-tangential movements in thestellar atmosphere.There is still an ongoing disussion in the literature on the nature of the maro-turbulene. Convetion an be ruled out (in supergiants) due to the radiative natureof the atmosphere in massive stars. Luy (1976) suggested non-radial pulsations inA-type supergiants to be identi�ed with maroturbulene. This idea was reentlysupported by Aerts et al. (2009) who ould mimi maroturbulent-like e�ets in linepro�les based on time series of syntheti spetra whih were alulated for variousphases during pulsations.
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5 Struture and Evolution of GalaxiesIn order to understand the role of the Small Magellani Cloud in the general pitureof the evolution of dwarf galaxies and to put the results of this work into the ontextan overview of the struture and evolution of galaxies is given.5.1 Basi Galaxy Classi�ationA basi lassi�ation of galaxies was �rst proposed by Hubble in 1926 (with furtherimprovement later on). Solely based on their morphology (in blue olours), galaxiesare lassi�ed aording to the so-alled Hubble sequene as depited in Fig. 5.1.Although this sequene is not a priori an evolutionary sequene, the galaxy types onthe left are referred to as �early types� and the ones on the right as �late types�.The basi distintion is made between elliptial galaxies (E) without any promi-nent features suh as dust bands or bright stars and spiral galaxies (S). Both groupsare �onneted� by the lentiular galaxies (S0).The elliptials are further lassi�ed by their (apparent) �atness from E0 to E7with smaller numbers indiating a more irular shape. The spirals are distinguishedbased on the presene (SB) or absene (S) of a bar. They exhibit a entral bulgewhih is struturally similar to an elliptial as well as a dis (like in an S0 galaxy)onsisting of stars and gas. A further sub-lassi�ation is made as S(B)a, S(B)b, andS(B) with later types showing a smaller entral area and a more deliate strutureof the spiral arms. Diss of lentiulars are not strutured, i.e. they do not show spiralarms.In addition to these, systems showing no rotational symmetry or spiral arms arede�ned as irregular galaxies (Irr). Both Magellani Clouds are examples for irregulars.Elliptial galaxies show a brightness distribution whih may be approximated(pretty well in most ases) by formula of the kind
I(R)

I0
=

1

(1 + R
Rc

)2
or (5.1)
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= exp
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−7.67

[
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)
1
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− 1

]) (5.2)where R is measured along the major axis, I0 is the entral intensity, Rc is thedistane from the enter where the brightness is down to 0.25 I0, Re is the radiuswithin whih half of the luminosity of the system is emitted and Ie is the surfaebrightness at this position. Population synthesis indiates that stars in elliptialgalaxies formed in a narrow time interval. They onsist mainly of old stars with mostof their light emitted by red giants. The interstellar medium in elliptials ontainsvery little amounts of gas or dust whih would be visible as emissions of H ii regionsor as absorption bands. Although small amounts of gas have been deteted in thosegalaxies, no noteworthy star formation is going on in these systems.Elliptials show a olour�luminosity relation indiating that brighter galaxies arealso redder and a dereasing metalliity with lower brightness. The statistial move-39



5 STRUCTURE AND EVOLUTION OF GALAXIES

Figure 5.1: Hubble sequene for lassi�ation of galaxies. (This image is based on the image�The Hubble sequene: lassi�ation of galaxies� from �de.wikipedia.org� and was publishedunder the GNU liense for free doumentation, author: Ville Koistinen; image was olourinverted for printing.)ment of the stars is more important than a large-sale rotation around some axiswhih means that elliptial galaxies are supported by the pressure of the �star gas�.Spiral galaxies, in ontrast, are mainly shaped by an ordered rotation of diskand bulge. Moreover, there is still a onsiderable amount of interstellar gas present(onentrated in the plane) whih is ompressed and expanded by density waves (aninterpretation of the spiral arms) triggering the formation of new stars. The spiralarms thus ontain many young/blue stars and are the main sites for the ongoing starformation in these galaxies. The brightness distribution of the galaxy dis desribedby an exponential deline in radial diretion
I(R) = I0 · e−

R
Rd (5.3)where Rd is alled the sale length.The intensity of the dis is also delining exponentially perpendiular to the plane

I(z) = I0 · e−
z

zd . (5.4)The sale height zd depends of the type of objets ranging from <100 p for gasand dust to more than 1000 p for the oldest stellar populations, the so-alled thikdis.The Magellani Clouds (MCs) are the prototypes of irregular galaxies. There isstill a signi�ant amount of gas in the MCs, espeially in the SMC where the gasis distributed in a very omplex way � probably due to the gravitational interation40



5.2 Priniples of Galati Evolution Theoryof both the Large Magellani Cloud and the Milky Way. Previous studies found ametalliity of ∼1/5 solar implying a di�erent history of star formation and hemi-al enrihment than in the Milky Way (see Set. 9 for a deeper disussion). BothClouds still ontain young stars and young globular lusters in addition to an olderpopulation.It is worth mentioning here that the Hubble lassi�ation only provides a some-what limited view on the galaxy lassi�ation. The Hubble sequene is limited toobservations in the visual while galaxies may show pronouned di�erenes in the UV(e.g. from star formation) or in the X-ray (e.g. high energy phenomena in the entralregion suh as ative galati nulei) and the radio (e.g. old gas in H i regions thatextends muh further out as it does not form stars). Nevertheless, the Hubble typesare still ommonly used and give a good �rst impression on the overall struture.5.2 Priniples of Galati Evolution TheoryIn order to develop a basi understanding of the preditions of galati evolution the-ory, the basi priniples behind the models shall be brie�y explained. The (hemial)evolution of a galaxy is losely related to the evolution of many generations of itsstars. The star formation history (SFH) is the evolution with time of the amount ofstars (i.e. their total mass) formed � de�ned as the star formation rate SFR � andtheir initial hemial omposition � desribed via the age metalliity relation AMR.The star formation history may thus be expressed as
Υ = Υ(Ψ(t), Φ(t)) (5.5)where Ψ(t) is the SFR and Φ(t) the AMR. Of ourse, the star formation rate andthe age metalliity relation will a�et eah other with every new generation of starsejeting their nulear-proessed matter into the interstellar medium during supernovaexplosions or strong stellar winds in evolved stages.In order to trae the hemial evolution of a galaxy through the hemial evolutionof its matter in gas and stars by means of stellar evolution theory, we further needto know the distribution funtion of stellar masses at birth, the initial mass funtion(IMF) desribing the number of stars (dn) born with a mass between M and M +dM :

dn

dM
= CM−x (5.6)where C is a normalisation onstant. This relation is known as Salpeter's law with

x = 2.35. Reent investigations (Kroupa 2001) on�rm x ≈ 2.35 for M ≥ 0.5 M⊙whereas for 0.1 ≤ M/M⊙ < 0.5, x seems to be smaller (around 1.3). Anyway, theresults imply that star formation favours low-mass stars. Moreover, the IMF appearsto be quite universal (Kroupa 2001).Following Salaris & Cassisi (2008), the evolution of the total mass M(t) of thegalaxy negleting possible dark matter is then desribed as41



5 STRUCTURE AND EVOLUTION OF GALAXIES
M(t) = g(t) + s(t) (5.7)

dM(t)

dt
= F (t) − E(t) (5.8)where g(t) and s(t) are the amount of matter in the interstellar gas or in starsrespetively and F (t) and E(t) are the rates of aretion of matter from outside thesystem and the ejetion of matter out of the system, respetively.With ejetion of gas from the stars due to any possible proess (winds, explosionsas provided by stellar evolution models) e(t) the evolution of the mass in gas andstars is then

dg(t)

dt
= F (t) − E(t) + e(t) − Ψ(t) (5.9)

ds(t)

dt
= Ψ(t) − e(t). (5.10)The time evolution of the mass fration Xi(t) of a (non-radioative) element i isthen given as

dg(t)Xi(t)

dt
= eXi

(t) − Xi(t)Ψ(t) + XF
i (t)F (t) − Xi(t)E(t) (5.11)where eXi

(t) is the total mass of the element i ejeted from stars, Xi(t)Ψ(t) themass loked into stars in star formation, XF
i (t)F (t) is the addition of mass fromin�owing material into the system and Xi(t)E(t) the mass loss due to ejetion out ofthe system.Some insight in the hemial evolution of galaxies an already be gained by onsid-ering the `Simple' model with instantaneous reyling desribed by four assumptions:(1) The system is isolated allowing no in�ow or out�ow of matter:

F (t) = E(t) = 0 → M(t) = M = const. (5.12)(2) The system starts with all the matter in the gas phase:
g(0) = M (5.13)(3) The system is well mixed at all times implying that the abundanes are thesame in the gas as well as in newly formed stars(4) The delay between the formation of a generation of stars and the injetion ofthe nulear proessed matter inside the stars into the interstellar medium isnegligible (so-alled instantaneous reyling). At least for the supernova typeII explosions of short-lived massive stars, this is a good approximation.42



5.2 Priniples of Galati Evolution TheoryThe yield pi is de�ned as the mass ratio for an element i that is produed in anew generation of stars divided by the mass that remains loked up in objets suh aswhite dwarfs or neutron stars. 10−1 − 10−2 are typial values for pi whih is assumedto be onstant over the many generations of stars. Furthermore, Zi is de�ned as thetotal mass of an element i

Zi = Xi · g (5.14)The hange in Zi, δZi when forming a new generation of stars is � due to instan-taneous reyling approximation � given by
δZi = piδs − Xiδs (5.15)where δs is the mass loked up in the stellar remnants. This equation aountsfor a positive ontribution due to proessed material re-injeted into the interstellarmedium and a negative ontribution from the loked matter.The abundane hange of Xi is then

δXi = δ

(

Zi

g

)

=
δZi

g
− Zi

g2
δg =

1

g
(δZi − Xiδg) (5.16)Combining this with Eqn. 5.15 and the ondition for a losed system,

δs = −δg (5.17)we �nd
δXi =

1

g
(piδs − Xiδs − Xiδg) = −pi

δg

g
. (5.18)Integration assuming a onstant pi yields

Xi(t) − Xi(0) = pi · ln
(

g(0)

g(t)

) (5.19)This leads already to an interesting onsequene. As g(0) is the total mass Min the Simple model, one an see that the mass fration Xi of an element i is in-reasing with dereasing interstellar gas. This result is expeted as the massive starsformed out of the interstellar medium eventually return some enrihed matter intothe medium while some fration of the gas mass stays loked up into low-mass objetsleading all in all to a derease of gas. In detail, the yields will highly depend on stellarhemial evolution (as well as on the SFR and AMR).So far, the disussion was restrited to whole systems where the quantities men-tioned here are interpreted as mean quantities over the whole system. For inhomoge-neous systems (suh as most galaxies where abundane gradients have been observed),the system an be divided into small volume elements with the equations applied tothese individually. In that ase, one must also desribe or make assumptions to mix-ing proesses. Closed box models are in use as well as dynamial models allowing formass exhange between the di�erent regions.43



5 STRUCTURE AND EVOLUTION OF GALAXIESThe Simple model provides a good basi understanding is already apable of �qualitatively � explaining basi aspets observed suh as abundane patterns. How-ever, for a good quantitative desription, some assumptions of the Simple modelmust be dropped. In the following, several preditions made by these models arepresented and a way to pin down the a priori unknown SFR and AMR of a systemfrom observations is disussed.5.3 Examples for Model Preditions and Observational Constraints5.3.1 Determination of Star Formation Rates and Age�metalliity relations (inthe SMC)A powerful way to determine the star formation rate and the age�metalliity relationfor a system (over the history of this system) is to observe a olour magnitude diagram(CMD), similar to the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram as desribed in Set. 2.1.2 bute.g. plotting V versus V − I (see Fig. 5.2).The main idea then is to model the observed distribution of (many!) stars in theCMD based on a set of elementary stellar populations alulated for various ages
t and metalliities Z. Many linear ombinations of suh populations eah of themforming a syntheti CMD are then ompared to the observation. The parameters �meaning the time-dependent SFRs and AMRs � of the best �tting ombined synthetipopulation should then represent the real star formation history of the system.For example, from the CMD in Fig. 5.2 it is already lear that there must havebeen subsequent phases of star formation due to presene of both evolved red giantsand more massive young stars on the main sequene.Harris & Zaritsky (2004) �nd a quite pronouned epoh of star formation duringthe earliest phases more than 8.4Gyr ago followed by a more quiesent epoh andthen more or less ontinuous star formation from 3Gyr ago to the present. Figure 5.4indiates that the SMC metalliity remained quite low up to ∼3Gyr ago followed bya steady enrihment to the present-day value of about 1/5 solar.In similar studies, Chiosi & Vallenari (2007) �nd a low rate of star formationuntil 6Gyr ago and after that two main periods of pronouned star formation around3−6Gyr and around 0.3−0.4Gyr ago. Noël et al. (2009) �nd two main phases of starformation throughout the SMC at ∼10Gyr and ∼5Gyr ago as well as young starformation in eastern and most entral �elds.5.3.2 Element Ratios in Various EnvironmentsRelative abundanes of the elements may be di�erent depending on the environment.Therefore, abundane patterns other than the solar one (e.g. Grevesse & Sauval 1998)may arise. For example, elements primarily produed in supernovae type II explosionsof massive stars are supposed to be distributed relatively early into the interstellarmedium due to the fast evolution of these stars. The ratio of suh an element withrespet to elements whih are produed more slowly is thus expeted to vary withthe age of a system. 44



5.3 Examples for Model Preditions and Observational Constraints

Figure 5.2: Example for olour�magnitude diagrams (CMD) from photometry of ∼6 millionstars in the Small Magellani loud (from Harris & Zaritsky 2004). The red giants (�lump�,RGB) an be better distinguished at visual and infrared wavelengths (V and I).For example, Fig. 5.5 (left) shows the S/O ratios with respet to oxygen abundanefor various Galati and extragalati H ii regions. The results are onsistent withyield ratios whih are onstant (and solar) with respet to hanging O abundane andthus also with respet to the age of the system. This indiates that the formationof oxygen and sulfur is onneted. In ontrast, Fig. 5.5 (right) implies that the C/Oratio varies with metalliity whih is likely due to strong mass-loss from high- andintermediate-mass stars.The abundanes of all (/most) metals inrease with the age of a system throughmore and more generations of stars whih ejet their nulear proessed material en-rihed with metals into the galaxy. Thus, many elements are suitable in order toserve as a �lok� for measuring the age of the system. However, also due to the goodobservability of iron (lines), iron is mostly used to parameterise the age of a systemor of parts of that system. 45



5 STRUCTURE AND EVOLUTION OF GALAXIES
Figure 5.3: Star formationrate as a funtion of time asdedued from �tting ombi-nations of CMDs of synthetipopulations for various timesand metalliities to the obser-vation in Fig. 5.2 (from Harris& Zaritsky 2004). The �gureshows two time intervals forbetter presentation. The timeaxis runs from small to largeages of the system where anage zero orresponds to starsurrently forming.

Figure 5.4: Age�metalliityrelation as a funtion of timeas dedued from �tting ombi-nations of CMDs of synthetipopulations for various timesand metalliities to the obser-vation in Fig. 5.2 (from Har-ris & Zaritsky 2004). Thederived AMR is shown bythe small points onnetedstraight lines. Overplottedare observational results fromstar lusters and other ob-jets, see Harris & Zarit-sky (2004) for a detaileddisussion.
46



5.3 Examples for Model Preditions and Observational Constraints

Figure 5.5: Left : S/O ratio vs O/H in Galati and extragalati H ii regions (fromPagel 1997, see Pagel 1992). Right : C/O ratio vs O/H in Galati and extragalati H iiregions (from Pagel 1997, see Garnett et al. 1995).Figure 5.6 shows suh a plot of abundanes from multiple elements (oxygen and
α-elements) with respet to the iron abundane whih is then interpreted as a kind oftime axis (with model �ts, from Pagel 1995). The results imply that for a young sys-tem or for parts of the system whih formed early (low [Fe/H℄ values) the elementalabundane is quite onstant. From [Fe/H℄&−1 on, the abundanes (from observa-tions and from the models) relative to iron start to derease � rather fatitious in the�t due to the relatively simple models. This behaviour is explained by the signi�antiron ontribution from SNIa whih appear relatively late in the history of the system(at high [Fe/H℄) due to an delay by the evolution time of their progenitor stars.In priniple, the shape of the theoretial urves of [X/Fe℄ vs [Fe/H℄ as in Fig. 5.6may give some good indiations on the star formation history of the system as illus-trated in Fig. 5.7. Suppose the star formation happened relatively fast ompared tothe solar neighbourhood (denoted S.N. in the �gure) as it may be the ase in theentral bulge of the Milky Way this means that there is a lot of ontribution of metalenrihment from the massive stars before the low-mass stars may injet the quitestrongly iron-enrihed material in SNIa explosions. Therefore, the [Fe/O℄ stays higheven at high [Fe/H℄. In ontrast, if star formation happens on muh longer timesalesor if the star formation is onentrated in bursts giving the low-mass stars more timeto evolve and ontribute to the metal (iron) ontent, the [X/Fe℄ is dereased earlier.This may apply to the Magellani Clouds as indiated.However, the abundanes derived from observations are usually not preise enoughin order to onstrain the SFH. Moreover, the shape of suh urves may also be in�u-ened by matter ejeted from the system in galati winds or in�ow from outside thesystem. For the Magellani Clouds, stripping of material through the tidal interationwith eah other and with the Milky Way may lead to suh e�ets.5.3.3 Abundane GradientsEquation 5.19 from the Simple model predits another interesting feature when it isapplied loally to various divisions of a system/galaxy into small volume elements.47



5 STRUCTURE AND EVOLUTION OF GALAXIES

Figure 5.6:Fits ofelement-to-iron ratiosin the MilkyWay fromPagel (1995).The ob-servationalpoints omefrom varioussoures asindiatedtherein. Themetal-weakobjets (withsmall [Fe/H℄values) aremostly lo-ated inthe Galatithik dis.
Figure 5.7: Predited[O/Fe℄ vs [Fe/H℄ rela-tions in di�erent environ-ments (from Pagel 1997,see Matteui 1991). Thehorizontal line stands forsolar [O/Fe℄. 48



5.3 Examples for Model Preditions and Observational Constraints

Figure 5.8: Galati abundane gradients for O, Mg, Si, S, Ca, Ti, Mn, Co, Ni, and Fe (fromCesutti et al. 2007). The lines show preditions from their Milky Way evolution modelswhile the points represent observations ompiled from a large number of objets from varioussoures (inluding Cepheids, OB stars, red giants, and open lusters; see Cesutti et al. 2007and referenes therein for further information).For higher (loal) gas masses g(0) and thus densities one expets a higher star for-mation rate onsuming the gas faster (smaller g(t)) and thus a higher yield of metalabundanes through fusion proesses in stars. Therefore, when applied to galaxies,this means that in the denser parts of a galaxy whih lie usually loser to the enterthe metal abundane should also be higher resulting in abundane gradients. Suh abehaviour of dereasing metal abundanes with inreasing distane from the galatienter is observed in many galaxies � mainly in (the diss) of spiral galaxies as ourown Milky Way.A nie omparison of galati evolution theory with a large number of observationsfor the Milky Way was made by Cesutti et al. (2007) as shown in Fig. 5.8. Theyderive gradients of ∼ 0.05 dex/kp quite onsistently for all elements (ranges from4 to 14 kp onsidered). However, there is still disussion in the literature on thestrengths of these gradients and a possible dependene on the onsidered speies andon time.Theories desribing these abundane patterns and the overall struture of theMilky Way (onsisting of a entral bulge, a spherial halo, as well as of a thin anda thik dis) usually have to inlude several aspets suh as in�ow from outsidethe Galaxy as well as the assimilation of dwarf galaxies by the Milky Way in orderto explain the observations. However, new models by Shönrih & Binney (2008)agree with the observations without large ontributions from these e�ets. They sug-gest instead that radial mixing plays an important role in galatohemial evolutionthrough �blurring� (radial migration) and �hurning� (plae hange without movingto eentri orbits). 49





6 Observational DataThis setion gives an overview of the harateristis of the targets studied in thepresent work and the parameters of the orresponding observations made in order toobtain the high-quality spetra. These form the basis for the detailed quantitativespetral analysis (Set. 7). The seond part of the urrent setion will summarise thesteps neessary in order to onvert the raw data into a form suitable for analyses (theso-alled data redution).6.1 Overview of the SampleThirty-eight supergiants of spetral types B and A (BA supergiants) ould be inves-tigated in this analysis. The sample stars were mainly seleted based on the SMCstar atalogue of Azzopardi & Vigneau (1982). The targets were seleted from thoseobjets whih were assigned spetral types of B5 to A5 and a luminosity lass ofI. Furthermore, only stars with apparent visual magnitudes V brighter than 13.0were onsidered as the planned investigations required high-quality data whih againdemand enough �ux from eah objet.The observational data for the quantitative analysis are high-resolution spetrafrom the Fiber-fed Extended Range Optial Spetrograph (FEROS, Kaufer 1999)with a resolving power of R = λ/∆λ ∼ 48 000 allowing for preise investigations ofspetral line pro�les. Moreover, the spetra over a wavelength range of ∼ 3500 −
9200Å whih makes it possible to study a large number of spetral lines of many(ioni) speies.Fifteen targets were observed in 1999 when FEROS was attahed to the 1.52m-telesope and 23 in 2006 at the 2.2m-telesope, both in La Silla. The aquisitionof the 1999 data was planned and arried out by N. Przybilla. In order to do thequantitative analysis at the intended auray, a signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of ∼ 100throughout most of the spetral range is neessary and thus exposure times of & 1h.The fainter targets were thus observed with longer exposure times. For the faintertargets observed in 2006, this required multiple observations as eah observation waslimited by ESO to ≤ 1h. Stars observed in 1999 ould be handled in one run as theone hour limit did not apply then and as these stars are generally brighter than theones observed in 2006.The loation of the targets in the plane of the sky within the SMC is illustratedby Figs. 6.1 and 6.2. Where available, star designations as given by Azzopardi &Vigneau (1982) are employed.Figure 6.1 niely shows the relative positions of the targets within the SMC byomparing the plotted oordinates (lower part) with a photograph (upper part) of analmost idential setor in the sky. Three targets (SK194, SK196, and SK202) are toofar eastward (left, at higher right asension α) for the displayed range.Figure 6.2 presents all the targets, and this time in a more spae-saving manner.The four objets further in the SMC wing are shown in an inset into the plot of themain SMC region. From now on, Fig. 6.2 will be the standard frame for plotting thesample stars with respet to their position in the sky.51



6 OBSERVATIONAL DATA

Figure 6.1: Upper panel : Photograph of the Small Magellani Cloud by Stéphane Guisard(as taken from �http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/ap071001.html�), rotated by 180◦. The so-alled SMC wing extends (up) left towards the diretion of the LMC. The bright spherialobjets up and right are NGC362 and NGC104 (=47Tu) respetively � two globularlusters still lying in our own Galaxy in front of the SMC. Lower panel : Loation of (most)stars of our sample aording to their J2000 oordinates. The range was hosen so that itoinides best with the photograph, however, there is a slight warp between the �gures dueto δ 6= 0. Four stars lying further in the SMC wing (larger α) are missing in this frame.The ross denotes the enter of the SMC as inferred from the Simbad database at CDS.52



6.1 Overview of the Sample

Figure 6.2: Similar to Fig. 6.1, lower panel. The oordinate ranges were modi�ed andan additional sub-frame shows the three supergiants omitted in Fig. 6.1. This will be thestandard oordinate frame when further stellar quantities are plotted with respet to theloation of the stars in the SMC.Table 6.1 summarises basi harateristis of the sample stars suh as spetral typeas well as observed magnitudes and olours. Moreover, it gives a detailed overviewof the underlying observational material of eah target suh as the date of the obser-vation, the respetive exposure time (Exp. T.), the S/N, and the radial veloity vrad(see also Set. 6.2). If more than one observation with FEROS was required in orderto meet the desired S/N (in the 2006 data), multiple entries in the date, exposuretime, and S/N olumn are given. In this ase, the S/N ratio refers to the spetrumof the individual observation. At the end of the data redution of the single spetrathey an be ombined to one �nal spetrum with thus inreased S/N.53



6OBSERVATIONALDATA

Table 6.1: Observational summary of the sample stars. Coordinates are adopted from the Simbad database at CDS. Thesoures for photometry and spetral lassi�ation are given: (1) Massey (2002), (2) Ardeberg & Maurie (1977), (3) Arde-berg (1980), (4) Udalski et al. (1998), (5) Lee et al. (2005), (6) Azzopardi et al. (1975), (7) Azzopardi (1981), (8) Sand-uleak (1968), (9) Humphreys (1983). Most of the photometry soures employ photoeletri measurements. Only (1) and (4)use CCD photometry. Explanation of notes: PI=pressure inversion in the �nal model (see Set. 7.1), LBV=star is a knownluminous blue variable.Objet α(J2000) δ(J2000) Sp.T. V B − V # Date(s) Exp. S/N vrad Phot. Note(Sr.) ∆ ∆ obs. (dd.mm.jjjj) T. (s) km s−1 Sr.AV2 00:43:11.6347 -73:23:10.814 B6Iae 11.99 0.04 2 08.09.2006 2350 66 99 (2)(2) ±0.01 ±0.00 08.09.2006 2350 66AV20 00:47:29.21 -73:01:37.4 B8Ia 12.12 0.29 2 08.09.2006 2350 63 163 (3)(7) ±0.01 ±0.01 08.09.2006 2350 48AV22 00:47:38.75 -73:07:48.4 B2Ia 12.225 -0.015 2 09.09.2006 2550 69 140 (4)(7) ±0.025 ±0.039 09.09.2006 2550 64AV56 00:49:51.27 -72:55:45.2 B2Ia 11.15 0.00 1 20.11.1999 3400 105 140 (2)(2) ±0.01 ±0.00AV76 00:50:31.5815 -73:28:42.583 A0Ia 11.19 0.10 1 17.11.1999 4000 86 170 (2)(2) ±0.01 ±0.00AV98 00:51:24.5977 -72:22:58.592 B9Ia 11.45 0.06 1 09.09.2006 3180 90 163 (2)(2) ±0.01 ±0.00AV105 00:51:41.24 -72:28:06.7 A0Iab 12.22 0.04 2 10.09.2006 2650 70 159 (3)(7) ±0.01 ±0.01 10.09.2006 2650 71AV110 00:51:51.986 -72:44:13.57 A0Ia 12.08 0.07 3 01.10.2006 2400 60 152 (3)(7) ±0.01 ±0.01 22.09.2006 2400 5201.10.2006 2400 60AV136 00:52:51.2374 -73:06:53.632 A0Ia 10.97 0.13 1 16.11.1999 2800 106 146 (2)(2) ±0.01 ±0.00SK56 00:53:04.8879 -72:38:00.150 B8.5Ia 10.87 0.04 1 20.11.1999 2700 86 148 (2)(2) ±0.01 ±0.01
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6.1OverviewoftheSample

Table 6.1: Observational summary of the sample stars (ontinued).Objet α(J2000) δ(J2000) Sp.T. V B − V # Date(s) Exp. S/N vrad Phot. Note(Sr.) ∆ ∆ obs. (dd.mm.jjjj) T. (s) km s−1 Sr.AV151 00:53:59.38 -72:45:59.5 B5Ia 12.26 -0.02 2 01.10.2006 2650 54 117 (1)(7) ±0.01 ±0.01 01.10.2006 2650 63AV152 00:54:03.21 -72:31:44.7 A3Iab 11.86 0.17 2 24.09.2006 2110 92 140 (2) PI(2) ±0.01 ±0.01 24.09.2006 2110 86AV200 00:58:07.90 -72:38:30.5 OB 12.17 0.07 2 01.10.2006 2300 47 177 (2)(8) ±0.01 ±0.01 01.10.2006 2300 51AV205 00:58:23.26 -72:21:34.9 A2Ia 12.32 0.12 2 02.10.2006 2650 59 169 (1)(7) ±0.01 ±0.01 02.10.2006 2650 67AV211 00:58:41.2226 -72:26:15.548 A0Ia 11.52 0.10 1 18.11.1999 5000 99 174 (2)(2) ±0.01 ±0.00AV254 01:00:40.756 -71:32:30.28 A3Ia 11.62 0.14 4 10.09.2006 2100 37 174 (2) PI(2) ±0.01 ±0.00 10.09.2006 2100 7510.09.2006 2100 7710.09.2006 2100 88AV269 01:01:15.65 -72:32:36.9 A1Ia 11.41 0.13 1 19.11.2006 4500 90 153 (2) PI(2) ±0.01 ±0.00AV270 01:01:17.0034 -72:17:31.135 A0Ia 11.42 0.03 1 17.11.1999 4800 87 117 (2)(2) ±0.01 ±0.01AV273 01:01:27.43 -72:07:06.1 A1Ib 12.16 0.07 2 03.10.2006 2550 71 118 (2)(7) ±0.01 ±0.01 03.10.2006 2550 87AV297 01:02:09.80 -72:00:23.3 B7Ia 12.10 -0.03 2 11.09.2006 2550 58 169 (1)(7) ±0.00 ±0.00 11.09.2006 2550 69AV298 01:02:12.23 -72:02:51.7 A0Iab 12.47 0.03 4 13.09.2006 3050 41 156 (1)(7) ±0.01 ±0.01 05.10.2006 3050 4913.09.2006 3050 3005.10.2006 3050 51
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Table 6.1: Observational summary of the sample stars (ontinued).Objet α(J2000) δ(J2000) Sp.T. V B − V # Date(s) Exp. S/N vrad Phot. Note(Sr.) ∆ ∆ obs. (dd.mm.jjjj) T. (s) km s−1 Sr.AV315 01:02:49.6050 -72:10:14.443 B9Ia 10.90 0.06 1 17.11.1999 3000 68 151 (2)(2) ±0.01 ±0.00AV338 01:03:43.05 -72:15:29.9 A0Iab 12.54 0.03 2 05.10.2006 3050 49 159 (1)(2) ±0.00 ±0.00 05.10.2006 3050 48AV347 01:04:12.2636 -71:52:03.279 A0Ia 12.13 0.00 2 05.10.2006 2500 68 149 (2)(7) ±0.01 ±0.01 05.10.2006 2500 57AV362 01:04:49.351 -72:06:21.79 B3Ia 11.36 -0.02 1 20.11.1999 4900 112 198 (2)(2) ±0.01 ±0.00AV367 01:04:52.908 -72:08:36.71 B7Ia 11.22 0.07 1 16.11.1999 3800 100 192 (2)(2) ±0.01 ±0.01AV382 01:05:27.4813 -72:48:15.007 B8Ia 11.41 0.06 1 18.11.1999 4600 84 156 (2)(2) ±0.01 ±0.01AV392 01:05:57.941 -71:19:13.62 A3Ib 12.57 0.03 3 11.09.2006 3050 56 184 (6)(7) ±0.01 ±0.01 11.09.2006 3050 5111.09.2006 3050 60AV399 01:06:08.96 -72:24:08.9 B7Ib 12.33 0.01 2 05.10.2006 2850 55 141 (1)(7) ±0.01 ±0.01 05.10.2006 2850 52AV415 01:07:18.2179 -72:28:03.658 B9Iae 10.52 0.10 1 18.11.1999 2000 97 171 (2) LBV(2) ±0.00 ±0.00 PIAV442 01:08:56.854 -73:02:34.25 A3Ia 11.35 0.13 1 19.11.1999 4200 77 191 (2) PI(2) ±0.01 ±0.01AV443 01:09:03.9511 -72:32:17.649 B3Ia 10.97 -0.06 1 20.11.1999 3200 87 247 (2)(2) ±0.01 ±0.00
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6.1OverviewoftheSample

Table 6.1: Observational summary of the sample stars (ontinued).Objet α(J2000) δ(J2000) Sp.T. V B − V # Date(s) Exp. S/N vrad Phot. Note(Sr.) ∆ ∆ obs. (dd.mm.jjjj) T. (s) km s−1 Sr.AV463 01:11:43.20 -72:07:27.6 A2Ib 12.10 0.09 4 13.09.2006 2600 38 164 (1)
±0.00 ±0.00 05.10.2006 2600 5613.09.2006 2600 2505.10.2006 2600 47AV478 01:14:21.6445 -73:12:44.805 A0Ia 11.54 0.10 1 16.11.1999 5000 91 175 (2) PI(2) ±0.01 ±0.01AV504 01:21:48.2352 -72:45:59.034 B9Ia 11.91 -0.03 2 09.09.2006 2100 77 145 (2)(2) ±0.01 ±0.01 09.09.2006 2100 86SK194 01:45:03.828 -74:31:32.49 B9Ia 11.74 0.02 1 01.09.2006 3195 81 172 (2)(2) ±0.01 ±0.01SK196 01:49:12.573 -74:00:37.060 B8Ia 12.04 -0.02 3 12.09.2006 2400 58 178 (2)(2) ±0.01 ±0.01 11.09.2006 2400 5212.09.2006 2400 69SK202 01:53:03 -73:55.5 B5I 12.32 -0.09 5 02.10.2006 2750 56 163 (2)(9) ±0.01 ±0.01 10.10.2006 2750 4512.09.2006 2750 5502.10.2006 2750 6010.10.2006 2750 39
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6 OBSERVATIONAL DATAFigure 6.3: Example of a rawspetrum from the FEROSspetrograph as employed inthis study. The (slightlyurved) horizontal di�rationorders are learly visible.Darker regions within theseorders indiate spetral lines.Bright spots allover the CCD(mostly) orrespond to im-pats of osmi rays.6.2 Data RedutionThe stellar spetrum diretly obtained from the instrument, the so-alled raw data,needs to be further proessed before a quantitative analysis. The exat steps ofthis data redution vary from instrument to instrument. This setion shall give anoverview of the typial steps applied in the redution of an Ehelle spetrum asprovided by the FEROS spetrograph.Classial spetrographs separate the wavelengths in one dimension. Therefore,the overed wavelength range or the resolution of the spetrum are strongly limitedby the size of the CCD hip whih �nally detets the light. Moreover, the full areaof the CCD hip is used rather ine�iently. An Ehelle spetrograph provides animprovement in these respets. Its grating produes a highly dispersed spetrumin high and overlapping di�ration orders. Eah order ontains a small part of thewhole spetrum (e.g. some 180Å at a total overage from ∼3500 to 9200Å in thease of FEROS). The overlapping di�ration orders are separated by an additionaldispersion element perpendiular to the distribution of the �rst grating. In this way,a �two-dimensional� spetrum is produed.Figure 6.3 shows an example of suh a 2-D FEROS spetrum. The bright (andslightly urved) lines are the various di�ration orders plaed in this way by the seonddispersion element. Several darker spots in these orders indiate spetral lines. Dueto the onstrution of the instrument the intensity varies between di�erent ordersand also within one order.With this quite omplex setup, Ehelle spetrographs are able to o�er both high-resolution and large wavelength overage while e�iently using the CCD area andthus the limited observation time. The high resolution and large wavelength overageare a prerequisite for omprehensive and preise quantitative analyses of e.g. hemialabundanes in stars. However, Ehelle spetrographs usually imply a more omplexdata redution than simple longslit spetrographs. The individual steps are brie�ydisussed in the following.
• Bias. Converting the generated harges in the CCD to an eletroni signalintrodues systemati e�ets aused by the detetor eletronis. In order toremove this bias signal, a zero-seonds-exposure is read out from the hip andsubtrated from the observation. 58



6.2 Data Redution
• Dark urrent. Thermal exitation reates harges in the CCD whih are thenof ourse not the result of an illumination of star light. This e�et may beaounted for with images without light exposure. The dark urrent an alsobe redued by ooling the detetor whih is done in the ase of FEROS (toabout −110◦C). Moreover, in ase of relatively bright targets suh as the SMCsupergiants of the present work, the dark urrent is negligible. Therefore, darkexposures are not produed for FEROS every day if not expliitly demanded.Comparing redued spetra with and without dark orretion revealed indeed nomeasurable di�erene for a seletion of stars. Thus, dark urrent was negletedin the data redution.
• Flat �eld. Eah CCD pixel is supposed to show a (slightly) di�erent quantume�ieny and thus a di�erent sensitivity. Illuminating the detetor with a uni-form soure with a ontinuous spetrum (suh as a halogen lamp) � so-alled�at �eld exposures � may aount for that. Moreover, �at �eld exposures anbe used to determine the loation of the various di�ration orders on the CCDand to orret for the Blaze funtion � an intensity distribution aused by thespetrograph. Flat �eld exposures an be made by illuminating the dome orwith an internal lamp produing a ontinuous spetral energy distribution. Flat�elds employed in this work all ome from an internal lamp.
• Order detetion and extration. So-alled guess �les whih are indiating theloation of the 39 di�ration orders on the CCD hip are provided for FEROS byESO. The �ux within these de�ned ranges is then summed up perpendiular tothe diretion of an order and onverted to a one-dimensional spetrum. Duringthis proess, it is possible to orret for osmis, bright spots (very few pixelswide) on the image due to the impat of osmi rays. Moreover, the pixelsbetween the orders an be used to subtrat bakground ontributions.
• Wavelength alibration. The raw observation provides only information overthe intensity with respet to pixel position. In order to assign the wavelengthinformation to the position on the CCD, a spetrum of a speial lamp withwell-de�ned spetral lines is used (in ase of FEROS lamps with Th, Ar, andNe).
• Merging. The 39 one-dimensional parts of the spetrum (from the 39 di�ra-tion orders) are ombined to one single spetrum overing the whole wavelengthrange. Most orders partly overlap, only at longer wavelengths there are wave-length ranges not overed at ∼8530 and at ∼8860Å .
• Normalisation. Comparing absolute �uxes is di�ult for Ehelle spetrographsdue to loss of intensity at the slit (where light enters a spetrograph) and itsrather omplex setup. Thus, only the relative �uxes shall be of interest in thepresent work and the observed spetral ontinuum (the spetral ranges withoutabsorption lines) is also normalised to one. This was done by manually �ttinglow-order polynomials (step by step) to ranges of about 150Å in the redued(as desribed so far) and merged spetrum.59



6 OBSERVATIONAL DATA

Figure 6.4: Examples for redued (inluding normalisation) spetra for stars with di�erentspetral types. No variations with the luminosity lass are plotted as most stars are of thesame luminosity lass Ia or Iab. Vertial lines along the bottom mark spetral lines visible(depending on the spetral type). Short lines denote Ti ii lines. One an niely see howhydrogen and most metal lines are getting weaker towards higher temperatures or earlierspetral types while the strength of the helium line(s) inreases. The spetra are vertiallyshifted by 0.5 relative to eah other.
• Averaging. In ase multiple spetra were obtained from the same objet anaveraging to one spetrum was performed. The individual (normalised) spetrawere weighted with their squared S/N implying a higher ontribution of the�better� spetrum. This step leads to a higher S/N of the ombined spetrum.The S/N was alulated as the 1σ satter of the normalised observed ontinuumaround the mean value (=1) in a wavelength range devoid of spetral lines,typially ∼ 4725 − 4730Å .
• Radial veloity orretion. The observed spetrum is generally shifted in wave-length due to the radial veloity of the star (Doppler e�et). A ross orrelationof the observation with a syntheti spetrum alulated at rest wavelengths isused to orret for this. The Balmer lines of hydrogen in the BA supergiantsof this work should be avoided for this omparison as they are very likely in�u-ened by the stellar wind, produing asymmetri line pro�les unreliable for thispurpose.The data redution was performed with the FEROS environment within the MI-DAS pakage. This pipeline is provided by ESO and allows almost automati os-mis orretion, subtration of bias urrent, �at�elding, wavelength alibration with60



6.2 Data Redutionbaryentri orretion and merging of the Ehelle orders. After that, the spetra weremanually normalised, averaged, and orreted for the radial veloity. In addition, the�nal observed spetrum ould be averaged over three wavelength points as the reso-lution of the CCD detetor was better than the spetral resolution provided by thedispersive elements. This improves the S/N further.Examples for the thus obtained observed spetra are shown in Fig. 6.4. Severalspetra of SMC BA supergiants are plotted for stars with various spetral types.
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7 Quantitative Spetral AnalysisBasi atmospheri parameters suh as e�etive temperature Teff , surfae gravity log g,miroturbulent veloity ξ, helium abundane n(He) (= NHe/(NH + NHe)) as well asprojeted rotational veloity v sin i, maroturbulent veloity ζ , and stellar abundanesare derived by omparing observed and syntheti spetra. This setion introdues themethod for alulating the syntheti spetra (the basi assumptions are disussed inSet 4) as well as the spetral analysis strategy with whih parameters are derivedfrom observed spetra.7.1 Model Atmospheres and Syntheti Spetra Using a Hybrid non-LTEApproahAs explained at the end of Set. 4.3, deviations from the LTE approah have to beaounted for in order to redue systemati errors. However, the temperature-pressurestrati�ation is often only little a�eted by deviations from LTE. This allows to use aso-alled hybrid non-LTE approah, as illustrated in detail by Przybilla et al. (2006).In this approah, it is assumed that the atmospheri struture is well desribed inLTE and only the line formation as well as the radiative transfer need speial non-LTE treatment. This has been shown to be a good approximation for BA supergiantsand keeps the omputational e�ort at a modest level.Figure 7.1 provides an overview (of the non-LTE part) of the proedure to omputea syntheti spetrum. The �rst step in this approah is to alulate the atmospheristruture, a so-alled model atmosphere, in LTE. This is done with the ATLAS9routine developed by Kuruz (1993), in the version of M. Lemke as obtained from theCCP7 library (http://p7.dur.a.uk/). Further modi�ations (Przybilla et al. 2001b)allowed to overome model onvergene problems lose to the Eddington limit, whihturns out to be ruial in the ase of the supergiants.The ATLAS9 input onsists of the atmospheri parameters e�etive temperature
Teff , surfae gravity log g, miroturbulent veloity ξ, helium abundane n(He), and theoverall metalliity [M/H ]. Moreover, ATLAS9 needs so-alled opaity distributionfuntions (ODFs). ODFs inlude tabulated opaities. They are an e�ient methodin order to aount for the line-blanketing in a stellar atmosphere: the restrition ofthe photon �ux due to absorption lines leads to a steeper temperature gradient withbakwarming and surfae ooling. Furthermore, the strong absorption of photonsin the UV range due to strong spetral lines leads to a re-distribution of photonstowards higher wavelengths a�eting the overall spetral energy distribution. TheODFs employed in this work by Kuruz (1992) were alulated and tabulated forvarious metalliities and miroturbulenes. Higher metalliities imply an enhanedontribution of the numerous metal lines to the opaity. Higher miroturbulene alsostrengthens the line blanketing e�et beause the spetral features beome stronger.Of ourse, the ODF should be onsistent with the �nal abundanes and miroturbu-lenes derived for the stellar atmosphere.The LTE model atmosphere omputed with ATLAS9 provides then the distri-butions of e.g. temperature and pressure with depth. In order to keep the hybridnon-LTE approah justi�ed, the model atmosphere must be alulated down to depth63



7 QUANTITATIVE SPECTRAL ANALYSIS

Figure 7.1: Illustration of the non-LTE alulations with DETAIL and SURFACE.points deep enough so that the radiation �eld is well desribed in LTE. Here, themodel atmospheres extend to a value of τROSS (Rosseland optial depth) of ∼ 180,whih is su�ient.Another ruial input for the non-LTE alulations are various sets of atomi data.This inludes information on exitation energies and statistial weights for all relevantionisation stages as well as osillator strengths and ross setions for ionisation andexitation by photons and ollisions. Although vast amounts of atomi data arerequired for the non-LTE modelling, one might expet that all neessary informationis available beause atomi physis is a mature �eld of researh and well understood.However, this is not the ase and more di�ulties arise as the atomi data must betested by omparison with observations and transformed into so-alled model atomswhih an be read by the odes. Construting suh a model atom � even for a smallnumber of ionisation stages and for a limited parameter range � an easily requirethe work of a whole Ph.D. thesis. Fortunately, suh well tested model atoms are64



7.1 Model Atmospheres and Syntheti Spetra Using a Hybrid non-LTE ApproahTable 7.1: Non-LTE model atoms.Ion SoureH Przybilla & Butler (2004)He i Przybilla (2005)C i/ii Przybilla et al. (2001b), Nieva & Przybilla (2006, 2008)N i/ii Przybilla & Butler (2001)O i/ii Przybilla et al. (2000) ombined with Beker &Butler (1988), the latter with updated atomi dataMg i/ii Przybilla et al. (2001a)S ii/iii Vranken et al. (1996), with updated atomi dataTi ii Beker (1998)Fe ii Beker (1998)available for this work (see Table 7.1). Of ourse, the information on ionisationstates and transitions implemented in these model atoms de�nes the lines whih anbe investigated from the theoretial point of view.Model atmosphere and model atoms are then the input for omputing the non-LTEoupation numbers of the various atomi levels. This is done by simultaneously solv-ing the equations for statistial equilibrium and radiative transfer (Eqs. 4.13 and 4.24)as depited in the entral box of Fig. 7.1. The equation of statistial equilibrium mustbe solved for the oupation numbers ni. However, the oe�ients Rij depend onthe radiative proesses in the stellar atmosphere and thus on the spei� intensity
Iν . This in turn is obtained from the radiative transfer equation with oe�ients κνand ǫν whih desribe the absorption and emission harateristis of the atmospherimaterial. These are again a funtion of the oupation numbers providing only aformal solution in the �rst plae.The problem needs to be solved with several iterations. The program used in thiswork, DETAIL (Giddings 1981; Butler & Giddings 1985; reently updated by K. But-ler), makes use of an aelerated/approximate lambda iterations (ALI) approah inorder to solve the statistial equilibrium and the radiative transfer. For that, theintensity Iµν results from the soure funtion Sµν through the lambda operator :

Iµν = Λµν [Sµν ] (7.1)where µ indiates the diretion of radiation and ν the frequeny. The problemwith the lassial lambda iteration is the slow onvergene of the alulations. Theidea behind the aelerated lambda iterations is then to split the lambda operator as
In = Λ∗Sn + (Λ − Λ∗)Sn−1 = Λ∗Sn + ∆In−1 (7.2)where n indiates the n-th iteration step and Λ∗ is the approximate lambda op-erator (indies for diretion and frequeny were omitted). This way, the intensityis expressed in terms of the soure funtion Sn (whih needs to be determined) andthe known ∆In from the previous iteration. Convergeny is then obviously ahievedwhen Sn = Sn−1. Good hoies for Λ∗ are diagonal forms deoupling the depth de-65



7 QUANTITATIVE SPECTRAL ANALYSISpendene or tridiagonal from taking into aount only nearest neighbour interations.See Rybiki & Hummer (1991) for details.In addition to model atmospheres and model atoms, DETAIL also needs elemen-tal abundanes, miroturbulenes, and ODFs as input. The reason for this is thatDETAIL oupation numbers are usually alulated for eah atomi speies sepa-rately in order to speed up the omputations. This is a reasonable assumption asoupling between lines of di�erent atomi speies is very small in the stars investi-gated. Nevertheless, the e�et of the omitted speies on the opaity and thus onthe soure funtion needs to be aounted for whih is done by employing the samepre-tabulated ODFs as used in the LTE ATLAS9 alulations.Hydrogen and helium are � by far � the most abundant elements in the atmo-spheres of the stars in this work and, therefore, need to be always aounted for asbakground opaity in parallel with the partiular element under investigation.Finally, the oupation numbers omputed with DETAIL are the basis for thelast step, the line formation alulations with SURFACE (Giddings 1981; Butler &Giddings 1985; reently updated by K. Butler). SURFACE uses a muh more so-phistiated line formation (i.e. broadening) treatment as implemented in DETAIL.SURFACE also requires miroturbulene, abundanes, the model atmosphere, as wellas various atomi quantities as input parameters desribing mehanisms of line broad-ening.After taking into aount the e�ets of radial veloity, projeted rotational velo-ity, and maroturbulene (Set. 4.7) the syntheti spetra may be diretly omparedto the observation. Note that the spetrograph auses an additional broadening of theobserved lines whih is aounted for as instrumental pro�le. It leads to an additionalGaussian broadening ontribution with width
σ(λ) = ∆λ · 1

2
√

ln 2
(7.3)where ∆λ is the resolution of the spetrograph. With

v =
σ(λ)

λ
· c (7.4)the instrumental pro�le an be desribed in veloity spae via the Doppler formula.In the ase of FEROS, a value of 3.75 km s−1 is obtained.First of all, Fig. 7.2 summarises the basi idea for deriving stellar parameters.Syntheti spetra are alulated for an adopted set of parameters and ompared tothe observation. In order to improve the agreement between theory and observations,the parameters are altered until satisfying agreement is established. This an happeneither by (automatially) �tting a lot of syntheti spetra to the observation searhingfor the best χ2 or by alulating a few spetra based on eduated guesses on how asyntheti spetrum will reat to parameter variations. Both approahes based on twosets of hybrid non-LTE models were used in this work to some extent.An extensive grid of syntheti spetra (as desribed in Kudritzki et al. 2008)overing e�etive temperatures from 8300 to 15 000K and surfae gravities from 0.75to 2.70 dex gave a good starting point for the parameter determination. Although the66



7.1 Model Atmospheres and Syntheti Spetra Using a Hybrid non-LTE Approah

Figure 7.2: A basi sheme for quantitative spetral analyses. The entral point is theomparison of the observations with syntheti spetra alulated based on several assump-tions for a spei� set of parameters. The model parameters are altered until a satisfyingagreement is ahieved.grid was also alulated for SMC metalliity, it is limited to a �xed helium numberfration (0.09 at SMC metalliity) and �xed miroturbulene (depending on Teff and
log g, mostly 8 km s−1 for the present sample).Changing the helium abundane has similar e�ets on the models as hanging thesurfae gravity through its impat on the mean moleular weight (Kudritzki 1973).Similarly, the miroturbulene a�ets the absorption of radiation in the stellar plasmaand is thus also in�uening the line strengths. Fortunately, the high quality of theobservational material in this study allowed to determine these parameters indepen-dently. In order to redue systemati errors in the present analysis, it was thereforedeided to perform several more iteration steps using new models spei�ally adjustedfor eah star, thus �xing all parameters onsistently. This represents the seond �set�of syntheti spetra.Supergiant model atmospheres ooler than Teff ∼ 8300K may be subjet to pres-sure inversion and thus density inversion depending mostly on the model surfaegravity. Inversion is a problem for the parameter determination as it leads e.g. toa huge sensitivity of the Balmer lines whih is mostly an artefat of the models.Moreover, the inversion happens usually at τROSS ∼ 1 in the models whih meansthat the formation of many lines will be systematially a�eted. Stars subjet topressure inversion (indiated in Table 6.1) are therefore omitted from the furtheranalysis. For a detailed disussion on this matter, see Przybilla et al. (2006). As aguide, the ATLAS9 atmospheres did not show pressure inversion at Teff = 8300K,67



7 QUANTITATIVE SPECTRAL ANALYSIS
log g = 1.00dex or at Teff = 8000K, log g = 1.40dex (alulated for 1/5 solar metal-liity, n(He)=0.09, ξ = 4 km s−1). At lower temperatures or lower surfae gravities,pressure inversion is then likely to our.7.2 Spetrosopi Indiators for Various Atmospheri ParametersSeveral spetrosopi features used to onstrain the atmospheri parameters are dis-ussed in the following. Note that although the quantities and their related indiatorsare disussed separately all quantities were derived in an iterative proess foring si-multaneous agreement between theory and observation for all indiators at the end.All derived parameters are summarised in Table 8.1.7.2.1 E�etive Temperature and Surfae GravityThese most important atmospheri parameters were derived by �tting the Balmerline series as well as various ionisation equilibria. Based on the available modelatoms, ionisation equilibria for Mg i/ii, N i/ii, O i/ii, and S ii/iii are examined.Figure 7.3 shows the basi strategy for determining Teff and log g. At �xed ξ, n(He),and [M/H ], one searhes at various temperature values for the log g value with thebest agreement to observation. Generally, ionisation equilibria are extremely sensitiveto temperature hanges whereas the Balmer lines are mainly sensitive to hanges in
log g. Due to these di�erent sensitivities, it is possible to �nd a unique best solutionin the intersetion of the two trends.If possible, ionisation equilibria from multiple elements were used. However, dueto the generally low metalliity in the SMC and thus weak metal lines, only oneionisation equilibrium ould be investigated in most ases. For the sample SMCsupergiants Mg i/ii works in a temperature range from ∼ 8000 to 10 000K, N i/iifrom ∼ 10 000 to 14 000K, O i/ii above ∼ 14 000K and S ii/iii at above ∼ 16 000Kin general. At Teff & 10,000K, Mg i beomes too weak due to ionisation. Similarly,N i is too strongly ionised at Teff & 14,000K while N ii lines need at least ∼ 10 000Kfor the respetive levels to be exited. Similar arguments apply for O i/ii and S ii/iiiat higher temperatures.Table 8.1 gives all derived atmospheri parameters as well as abundane infor-mation onerning the element(s) of the ionisation equilibria examined. Figure 7.4shows example �ts of Balmer lines and an ionisation equilibrium for a hot (AV443at Teff = 16 250K) and a ool (AV273 at Teff = 8200 K) objet. Both objets showemission ontributions even in the higher Balmer lines. The �gure also inludes modelspetra for parameters modi�ed aording to the unertainties. These were alwaysadopted based on the strength, quality, and number of suitable lines in a spetrumand the intensity of their responses to parameter variations. Generally, the ool ob-jets have smaller unertainties beause the Mg i/ii equilibrium is extremely sensitiveto temperature hanges and also quite sensitive to hanges in log g.Many objets show emission in the Balmer lines due to a stellar wind making itneessary to onentrate on the higher Balmer lines whih are less a�eted as well asto fous on the blue wings in ase even the higher Balmer lines show wind-a�etedpro�les. 68
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Figure 7.3: Example for the determination of log g and Teff employing Balmer lines of hy-drogen and an ionisation equilibrium (i.e. lines of multiple ionisation stages of one element�tting simultaneously at the same abundane) while keeping the miroturbulene, metal-liity, and helium abundane �xed. Eah indiator alone annot independently determine
log g and Teff . The degeneray an only be solved by onsidering two independent india-tors whih are sensitive to hanges in log g and Teff by di�erent degrees. In general, theionisation equilibria are more sensitive to temperature hanges than the Balmer lines. ForMg i/ii, raising the temperature and thus the ionisation of Mg i makes the Mg i lines tooweak with respet to the Mg ii lines. This is aounted for by a higher surfae gravityimplying a higher density in the stellar atmosphere ompensating the ionising e�ets of thehigh temperature. This an be understood as an interplay of exitation and ionisation (seeSet. 4.2).At parameter ranges where the Mg i lines are weak (Wλ . 30mÅ), one faessome di�ulties with them. Aording to several analyses (N. Przybilla and M.Firnstein, priv. omm.), the ionisation of Mg as implemented in the employed modelatom is very likely too large, produing too weak Mg i lines. Determining e�etivetemperatures from establishing the Mg i/ii equilibrium would thus underestimate
Teff . This disrepany is a problem at e�etive temperatures around 9500K and isgetting larger with lower gravities (where the Mg i lines are getting weaker). Thesolution of N. Przybilla and M. Firnstein in a study of galati supergiants was touse the � presumably more reliable � N i/ii equilibrium instead. However, this is notan option in the metal-poor environment of the SMC as the N ii lines are not strongenough to be investigated at these relatively low temperatures.69



7 QUANTITATIVE SPECTRAL ANALYSIS

Figure 7.4: Examples for spetral line �ts. Top row (left to right): H8, Mg i, and Mg iifor AV273 at Teff = 8200K; Bottom row (left to right): H8, O i, and O ii for AV443 at
Teff = 16250K. Besides the models for the �nal parameters (entral red line) model spetrafor parameter hanges of the order of the adopted unertainties are also plotted. The upperspetra in eah frame are shifted by +0.5 for the Balmer lines or +0.2 for the metal lines.In order to avoid systemati errors on the basi atmospheri parameters whihwould also lead to signi�ant errors in the derived abundanes it was deided toperform �ts of the overall spetral energy distribution (SED) in addition to the Balmerlines to �x Teff and log g. Fitting SEDs an not provide as aurate parameters asionisation equilibria and requires an assumption on the extintion whih is ratherdi�ult to onstrain. However, this was aepted for the relevant objets in orderto avoid the muh larger errors whih ould be made by relying on the Mg i lines.Objets for whih the SED was used instead of the Mg i/ii equilibrium are markedin Table 8.1 with �y� in the SED olumn.To reliably onstrain the basi atmospheri parameters Teff and log g this way, agood overage of the �ux distribution from the ultraviolet to the infrared is needed.The Ehelle spetra from the FEROS spetrograph � the main data for the quanti-tative spetral analysis � are not suitable for examining the SED. Although Ehellespetrographs o�er both exellent resolution and wavelength overage making thempowerful instruments to study the relative �ux in a stellar spetrum their omplexsetup inluding multiple di�ration elements makes it pratially impossible to re-onstrut any absolute �ux information. Another reason for this in the ase of FEROSis the usage of �ber optis and a irular entry for the light (instead of a slit). Due toatmospheri di�ration, di�erent olours may then be partly shifted outward of thisentry.UV information for several of the relevant targets an be obtained from thedatabase of UV spetra taken by the IUE satellite (as extrated from the INES arhiveat http://sd.lae�.inta.es/gi-ines/IUEdbsMY). Flux-alibrated, low-dispersion spe-tra with large aperture from 1150 to 1980Å and from 1850 to 3290Å are used. In70



7.2 Spetrosopi Indiators for Various Atmospheri ParametersTable 7.2: Underlying data for �ts of the spetral energy distribution. UV spetra arefrom the IUE satellite (http://sd.lae�.inta.es/gi-ines/IUEdbsMY); IR photometry for theJHK bands omes from the online atalogue of the 2MASS projet (Cutri et al. 2003); Rphotometry was also obtained from this atalogue.Objet UV spetra from IUE R J H Kfar UV near UV mag mag mag magAV98 SWP44955LL LWP23322LL 11.38 11.272 11.241 11.228AV110 ... LWP21936LL 12.19 11.754 11.710 11.716AV315 SWP18054LL LWR14206LL 10.82 10.665 10.592 10.555AV338 SWP46131LL LWP24262LL 12.50 12.474 12.459 12.432AV382 SWP44930LL LWP23307LL 11.19 11.235 11.181 11.183addition, magnitudes in the infrared (J, H, K) ould be obtained from the Two MironAll Sky Survey survey (2MASS, Cutri et al. 2003). Table 7.2 summarises information(in addition to the UBV magnitudes from the soures in Table 6.1) of targets forwhih SED �ts were performed.Figure 7.5 shows an example for a �t of suh a SED and the responses to tem-perature hanges. The syntheti �uxes are obtained from ATLAS9. The variousmagnitudes are transformed into �uxes by adopting zero points aording to Heberet al. (2002, their Table 3). The observed �uxes were dereddened (orreted for ex-tintion) using a reddening law as desribed by Cardelli et al. (1989), assuming a ratioof extintion to olour exess AV /E(B − V ) = 3.1. In general, this ratio dependson the omposition of the interstellar medium. For the SMC, slightly lower valuesdown to 2.7 are proposed. For the analysis, 3.1 is adopted whih is also justi�ed sinethe main ontribution to extintion omes from the Milky Way foreground for mostobjets.Five objets with possibly unreliable Mg i lines in theory (AV98, AV110, AV315,AV338, and AV382) ould be investigated with SED �ts based on the available UVand IR data and are found to have signi�antly higher temperatures indiated bythe SEDs than by the Mg ionisation equilibrium. In the � rather extreme � ases ofAV98 or AV315 whih have both a very low surfae gravity the disrepany is of theorder of 800K. For the other objets at higher surfae gravities it is only few hundredK. Unertainties in Teff are adopted based on the sensitivity of the syntheti �ux totemperature hanges as well as the quality of the observational material.Another objet (AV270) ould not be examined with respet to their SEDs beausethe UV �ux is likely ontaminated with the �ux from a hot ompanion not visible inthe examined FEROS spetrum. A ompanion based on the radial veloity variationwas �rst proposed by Thakeray (1978). Based on the experiene from the SED�ts an empirial temperature orretion with respet to the results of the Mg i/iiionisation equilibrium was applied in this ase.71
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Figure 7.5: Fit of the spetral energy distribution (SED) of AV315 ombining the photo-metri information as listed in Table 6.1 as well as UV �ux from the IUE satellite (solidblak urves) and infrared photometry from the 2MASS projet (see Table 7.2). The SED isprimarily sensitive to the e�etive temperature and, to a muh lesser extent, to the surfaegravity. In addition to the best �t (dotted, red urve), additional syntheti (dashed, blakurves) �uxes with Teff hanged by the amount of the adopted unertainties are overplotted(extintion is left onstant). The syntheti �uxes are obtained from the ATLAS9 routineand normalised to the V magnitude. In the UV, more weight is given to the far UV part,as the optial UV part lies lose to the Balmer jump (near the U magnitude) whih is hardto reprodue with ATLAS9 (N. Przybilla, priv. omm.). Moreover, there are also problemsas the extintion in this range does not orrelate well with the typial reddening law.7.2.2 Helium AbundaneUsually, one starts from the a helium abundane of 0.09 whih is about the solarvalue sine the generally lower initial helium abundane of the SMC stars is expetedto be already inreased due to rotationally indued mixing. It was often neessary tohange the helium abundane in order to bring Balmer lines, ionisation equilibrium,and helium lines into agreement with theory simultaneously. This is not only amatter of just mathing the helium lines sine the helium abundane also a�etsthe ionisation equilibria and the Balmer line widths. To give a rough idea aboutthe e�ets, hanging the helium abundane from 0.09 to 0.13 (at Teff = 12 000Kand log g = 1.70) has the same e�et as raising log g by ∼0.05 dex when �tting the72



7.2 Spetrosopi Indiators for Various Atmospheri Parameters
Figure 7.6: Example for a he-lium line �t for AV297. Be-sides the models for the �-nal parameters (entral redline, see Table 8.1) variationsin helium abundane (±0.03)and in Teff (±400K) are alsoplotted. The upper set ofspetra is shifted by +0.2.Balmer lines. Fig. 7.6 shows a �t of a helium line for AV297 as well as its responseto parameter hanges. Note that while the temperature hanges orrespond to theadopted unertainties, the hanges indiated for the helium abundane do not. Thepro�les for the various helium abundanes are just meant to illustrate the response ofthe model spetrum to abundane hanges. Unertainties in n(He) are always derivedfrom the satter of line-to-line abundanes given by multiple helium lines.7.2.3 Metalliity and MiroturbuleneBoth metalliity and miroturbulene a�et the line strengths and onsequently themagnitude of the line-blanketing. Thus, they should be treated as free parametersmaking further iterations neessary. A detailed disussion on this subjet is given inPrzybilla et al. (2006).Based on the spei� abundanes obtained from �tting ionisation equilibria aswell as from the subsequent abundane analysis one an obtain a good estimateof the overall metalliity of a supergiant. As a result, the models for eah starwere alulated for one �fth (or −0.7 dex) solar metalliity in the respetive opaitydistribution funtions (ODFs).The miroturbulene leads to a non-linear behaviour of the Doppler widths asa funtion of the thermal veloity, (see Eqn. 4.33). It has a larger e�et for lineswhih are formed in regions with lower temperature. Stronger spetral lines are duea larger opaity at the orresponding olour whih implies that these photons esapefrom the star in regions lying more outward. More outward usually also means oolerand thus a redued photon �ux (Stefan-Boltzmann law). All in all, it follows thatstrong lines � whih originate from ooler regions � are more a�eted by e�ets of themiroturbulene. The miroturbulene is therefore determined on the ondition thatthere is no dependene of the abundane on the equivalent width for a partiularioni speies. Aording to the e�etive temperature in the atmosphere, di�erentelemental speies an/have to be used. In ase of the metal-poor supergiants in thiswork Ti ii is suitable for this task for Teff . 9000K and Fe ii for Teff . 12 000K73



7 QUANTITATIVE SPECTRAL ANALYSISbeause these elements provide a su�ient number of lines of various strengths. Athigher temperatures a newly onstruted model atom (N. Przybilla, priv. omm.)for Si ii/iii was used.7.2.4 Projeted Rotational Veloity and MaroturbuleneFinally, omparisons between observed and theoretial line pro�les allowed to derivethe projeted rotational veloity v sin i and the (radial-tangential) maroturbulentveloity ζ . Two approahes were ombined for this task.Firstly, automati χ2 �ts of onvolved syntheti pro�les to metal lines (mostlyFe ii and Ti ii) arefully seleted in terms of strength and symmetry (to exludeline blends) were performed. Only obviously unblended lines with equivalent widthsbetween ∼ 20 − 130mÅ were onsidered. Besides a �xed Gaussian instrumentalpro�le the syntheti pro�les were onvolved with multiple values for v sin i and ζfrom between 0 to ∼50 km s−1 in steps of 1 km s−1 for both parameters.Seondly, syntheti and observed line pro�les were also ompared by eye. Thisis always a good idea in order to make sure that an automati proedure is notmislead by tiny blends, artifats, and other spetral features not aounted for in anautomati �t. Moreover, when it omes to the hotter stars in the present sample(Teff & 13 000K), the number of suitable lines for the desribed automati proedureis swiftly dereasing making it neessary to also onsider the proper parts of blendedor slightly disturbed lines.Unertainties in v sin i and ζ are estimated based on several points. One majoraspet is the standard deviation of the distribution from the automati best �ts to aseletion of lines. However, this requires a ertain number of lines to be signi�antwhih is espeially an issue in the hotter stars of the sample. Therefore, it wasalso aounted for the line strength in the spetrum, its S/N ratio, as well as thesensitivity of the lines to hanges in v sin i and ζ . For example, if either rotation ormaroturbulene is dominating, the other one will usually have a larger unertaintysine the dominant one has a greater impat on the line pro�le. This is illustratedby Fig. 7.7.
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Figure 7.7: Upper panels: Comparison of the observation (blak line) with theoretial spetraonvolved with various values for the projeted rotational veloity v sin i and the marotur-bulene (red lines). Shown are �ts of the Fe ii line at 4173.45Å for AV110 (left) and AV392(right). The entral red lines show the theoretial pro�les onvolved with values of v sin iand ζ orresponding to the best �ts to this line as indiated. The other red lines show theresponses of the syntheti pro�les to variations of 10 km s−1 in both parameters. The highvalue of v sin i for AV392 (right frame) of 43 km s−1 implies that the line pro�le is dominatedby v sin i and the line is less sensitive to variations in ζ for AV392 than for AV110 in theleft frame. This means the unertainties of the omponent whih is not dominating are ingeneral relatively larger.Lower panels: Contour plots of √χ2 values for ombinations of v sin i and ζ for the linesand stars above. Left : AV110, right : AV392. The goodness of the agreement between theobservation and a theoretial spetrum onvolved with the respetive values (in steps of1 km s−1) is presented via the olour as indiated by the legend above eah plot. The whitedot marks the best �tting parameters (as denoted also in the upper panels). The slope ofthe lines of onstant χ2 is a measure of the relative sensitivity of a line to variations of v sin iand ζ. Nearly horizontal slopes mean that the line pro�le is not very sensitive to hanges in
v sin i whereas nearly vertial slopes mean that the pro�le is rather insensitive to hanges in
ζ. This is the ase in the right hand frame desribing the line pro�le for AV392. The best�t for this iron line is at v sin i=43 and ζ =19 km s−1. Around that point at high v sin i,the steep slope indiates that ζ has a muh smaller e�et on the line pro�le leading to largerunertainties � as disussed for the upper panels.75





8 Basi Atmospheri Parameters8.1 Results for the Sample StarsBasi atmospheri parameters suh as Teff , log g, n(He), ξ, v sin i, and ζ ould be reli-ably determined for 31 of the 38 SMC supergiants as shown in Table 8.1. Six objets(AV269, AV415, AV442, AV478, AV152, and AV254) show pressure inversion in theirmodel atmospheres for the �nal parameters (see. Set. 7.1) rendering these parame-ters unreliable. Moreover no ionisation equilibrium was available for AV2. Althoughthe parameters ould in priniple be estimated by assuming a helium abundane orby �tting the spetral energy distribution (SED), there are no lines suitable for adetermination of the miroturbulene and many lines, inluding all available Balmerlines, helium lines and even metal lines are notieably a�eted by emission in thestellar wind. In order to avoid the orresponding large (systemati) unertainties itwas deided to neglet this problemati objet to guarantee a onsistent analysis forall stars of the sample.Therefore, the mentioned objets were omitted in the further analysis and are notlisted in the table. Table 8.1 also presents the abundanes of those hemial elementsfor whih ionisation equilibria ould be used and indiates whether a �t of the SEDwas favoured over the Mg i/ii equilibrium (see Set. 7.2). For AV270, this was notpossible due to the UV �ux ontribution from a ompanion star. Instead of �tting theSED, an empirial temperature orretion with respet to the temperature indiatedby the Mg i/ii equilibrium was applied leading to an intentional disrepany. If theMg i abundane is �agged by a olon in Table 8.1, it is regarded as unertain.
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Table 8.1: Overview of basi atmospheri parameters and ionisation equilibria. Unertainties of the quantities are given inevery seond line (see Set. 7.2 for a disussion).Objet Teff log g n(He) ξ v sin i ζ V E(B ǫ(X) = log(x/H) + 12 SEDK dex km s−1 −V ) Mg i Mg ii N i N ii O i O ii S ii S iii (y)AV20 8700 1.10 0.13 6 29 20 12.12 0.25 6.83 6.83 ... ... ... ... ... ...
± 50 0.05 0.01 1 2 3 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 ... ... ... ... ... ...AV22 14 600 1.90 0.13 5 32 23 12.225 0.10 ... ... ... ... 7.92 7.94 ... ...
± 500 0.10 0.01 2 5 8 0.025 0.04 ... ... ... ... 0.01 0.01 ... ...AV56 16 150 2.00 0.11 7 42 19 11.15 0.13 ... ... ... ... 8.04 8.04 6.34 6.31
± 250 0.10 0.02 1 5 8 0.01 0.01 ... ... ... ... 0.01 0.04AV76 10 250 1.30 0.12 6 39 25 11.19 0.10 ... ... 8.20 8.18 ... ... ... ...
± 500 0.10 0.01 2 5 8 0.01 0.02 ... ... 0.04 ... ... ... ...AV98 9650 1.35 0.13 6 27 20 11.45 0.06 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... y
± 300 0.05 0.01 1 2 3 0.01 0.01 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...AV105 9350 1.60 0.10 5 27 20 12.22 0.06 6.92 6.82 ... ... ... ... ... ...
± 75 0.05 0.02 1 2 3 0.01 0.01 0.05 0.01 ... ... ... ... ... ...AV110 9500 1.40 0.17 5 23 21 12.08 0.08 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... y

± 400 0.05 0.01 1 3 2 0.01 0.01 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...AV136 8250 0.95 0.13 6 28 21 10.97 0.07 6.89 6.92 ... ... ... ... ... ...

± 50 0.05 0.01 1 2 4 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.05 ... ... ... ... ... ...SK56 12 500 1.70 0.11 6 41 21 10.87 0.11 ... ... 8.11 8.09 ... ... ... ...

± 500 0.10 0.01 1 4 10 0.01 0.02 ... ... 0.05 ... ... ... ...AV151 16 750 2.25 0.13 8 48 24 12.26 0.14 ... ... ... ... 8.23 8.22 6.46 6.47

± 250 0.10 0.01 2 5 10 0.01 0.01 ... ... ... ... 0.04 0.03AV200 12 000 1.70 0.12 6 33 23 12.17 0.14 ... ... 8.07 8.08 ... ... ... ...

± 500 0.10 0.01 1 6 10 0.01 0.02 ... ... ... ... ... ...AV205 8850 1.35 0.09 4 18 10 12.32 0.11 6.90 6.90 ... ... ... ... ... ...

± 75 0.05 0.01 1 2 6 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.01 ... ... ... ... ... ...
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Table 8.1: Overview of basi atmospheri parameters and ionisation equilibria (ontinued).Objet Teff log g n(He) ξ v sin i ζ V E(B ǫ(X) = log(x/H) + 12 SEDK dex km s−1 −V ) Mg i Mg ii N i N ii O i O ii S ii S iii (y)AV211 10 250 1.45 0.09 7 30 17 11.52 0.11 ... ... 7.92 7.94 ... ... ... ...
± 400 0.10 0.01 1 4 5 0.01 0.02 ... ... 0.07 ... ... ... ...AV270 9500 1.40 0.09 6 32 21 11.42 0.03 7.03: 6.79 ... ... ... ... ... ...
± 500 0.05 0.01 1 3 5 0.01 0.02 0.04 ... ... ... ... ... ...AV273 8200 1.35 0.09 4 25 17 12.16 0.06 6.79 6.78 ... ... ... ... ... ...
± 50 0.05 0.00 1 3 7 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.03 ... ... ... ... ... ...AV297 11 750 1.80 0.10 5 20 19 12.10 0.04 ... ... 7.98 7.98 ... ... ... ...
± 400 0.10 0.01 2 4 6 0.00 0.01 ... ... ... ... ... ...AV298 8850 1.50 0.09 3 4 7 12.47 0.03 6.63 6.62 ... ... ... ... ... ...

± 50 0.05 0.01 1 3 3 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.09 ... ... ... ... ... ...AV315 9700 1.35 0.11 6 29 17 10.90 0.06 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... y

± 300 0.05 0.02 1 3 4 0.01 0.01 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...AV338 9750 1.80 0.08 4 40 21 12.54 0.07 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... y

± 300 0.05 0.02 1 4 7 0.01 0.01 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...AV347 10 500 1.60 0.09 7 24 22 12.13 0.03 ... ... 8.11 8.15 ... ... ... ...

± 400 0.10 0.01 1 3 3 0.00 0.01 ... ... 0.04 ... ... ... ...AV362 14 000 1.95 0.15 8 40 24 11.36 0.09 ... ... 8.12 8.12 7.92 7.92 ... ...

± 125 0.10 0.01 2 4 7 0.01 0.01 ... ... 0.06 0.02 0.03 ... ...AV367 10 500 1.30 0.09 7 33 26 11.22 0.07 ... ... 7.95 7.97 ... ... ... ...

± 400 0.10 0.01 2 3 6 0.01 0.02 ... ... 0.02 ... ... ... ...AV382 9900 1.45 0.10 5 27 23 11.41 0.07 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... y

± 300 0.05 0.02 1 2 3 0.01 0.01 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...AV392 8550 1.70 0.09 3 41 21 12.57 0.04 6.93 6.93 ... ... ... ... ... ...

± 75 0.05 0.01 1 3 5 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.01 ... ... ... ... ... ...
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Table 8.1: Overview of basi atmospheri parameters and ionisation equilibria (ontinued).Objet Teff log g n(He) ξ v sin i ζ V E(B ǫ(X) = log(x/H) + 12 SEDK dex km s−1 −V ) Mg i Mg ii N i N ii O i O ii S ii S iii (y)AV399 9650 1.75 0.09 2 5 7 12.33 0.04 6.80 6.71 ... ... ... ... ... ...
± 150 0.05 0.01 1 3 4 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 ... ... ... ... ... ...AV443 16 250 1.95 0.12 8 47 23 10.97 0.06 ... ... ... ... 8.19 8.19 ... ...
± 400 0.10 0.01 2 5 10 0.01 0.01 ... ... ... ... 0.04 0.03 ... ...AV463 8000 1.40 0.09 4 26 14 12.10 0.07 6.75 6.76 ... ... ... ... ... ...
± 50 0.05 0.00 1 2 3 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.06 ... ... ... ... ... ...AV504 11 000 1.80 0.10 6 19 20 11.91 0.03 ... ... 7.93 7.91 ... ... ... ...
± 500 0.10 0.01 1 4 6 0.01 0.02 ... ... 0.05 ... ... ... ...SK194 11 500 1.65 0.10 6 42 25 11.74 0.07 ... ... 8.09 8.09 ... ... ... ...
± 500 0.10 0.01 1 6 10 0.01 0.02 ... ... ... ... ... ...SK196 12 600 1.75 0.10 7 28 28 12.04 0.06 ... ... 8.01 7.99 ... ... ... ...
± 400 0.10 0.01 2 5 7 0.01 0.02 ... ... 0.08 ... ... ... ...SK202 15 400 2.25 0.09 6 28 19 12.32 0.05 ... ... ... ... 8.00 8.01 ... ...

± 400 0.10 0.01 2 4 8 0.01 0.01 ... ... ... ... 0.04 0.04 ... ...80



8.2 Projeted Rotational Veloity and Maroturbulene

Figure 8.1: Overview of projeted rotational veloities for the sample stars oded via thesymbol size as indiated in the legend. Stellar evolution traks at SMC metalliity fromMaeder & Meynet (2001) for 9 to 25 M⊙ (ZAMS mass) and Meynet & Maeder (2005) for30 and 40M⊙ are overplotted as denoted. Note the tiny points at Teff ∼ 3.95 and log g ∼ 1.6marking the exeptional stars AV298 and AV399.8.2 Projeted Rotational Veloity and MaroturbuleneFigures 8.1 and 8.2 summarise the results for the projeted rotational veloity v sin iand the maroturbulene ζ respetively. No trends for ζ with Teff or log g an bereognised. Throughout the parameter range of the sample maroturbulent veloitieslose to ∼ 20 km s−1 are found.Exeptions worth mentioning are AV298 and AV399. These objets do not onlyshow very small values in ζ but also for ξ as well as for v sin i.Fig. 8.1 indiates a trend in rotational veloities with respet to the atmospheriparameters. For smaller log g the mean v sin i is smaller by trend and there are norelatively large (v sin i & 40 km s−1) rotational veloities for log g . 1.5dex. This is inagreement with the idea of angular momentum onservation when a star is expandingwhile evolving towards the red (super)giant phase.8.3 Comparison with Previous AnalysesThe atmospheri parameters derived here are ompared with several objets fromother works in Table 8.2. Venn (1999) provided an investigation in LTE with addi-tional non-LTE orretions while Lee et al. (2005) performed a study using modelatmospheres in full non-LTE. Moreover, Trundle et al. (2004) as well as Trundle &Lennon (2005) employ full non-LTE (hydrodynami) model atmospheres.We have eight stars in ommon with the study of Venn (1999). We omittedthree (AV254, AV442, and AV478) of them beause of the pressure inversion problem81
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Figure 8.2: Same as Fig. 8.1 but for maroturbulent veloities oded via the symbol size.Similar to the v sin i plot in Fig. 8.1, AV298 and AV399 at Teff ∼ 3.95 and log g ∼ 1.6 showremarkably small values for ζ(see Set. 7.2.1). For the remaining �ve stars, e�etive temperatures and surfaegravities are well within the given unertainties for most stars the only exeptionbeing AV298 whih is remarkable with respet to very low values for ξ, v sin i, and ζ .
v sin i is di�ult to ompare as Venn (1999) did not investigate the maroturbulene.However, v sin i values seem generally in good agreement exept for AV392 with ahigher veloity derived in the present analysis. Exellent agreement is ahieved interms of the miroturbulene.The study of Lee et al. (2005) has three stars in ommon with the present samplewith Teff and log g agreeing (fairly) well for all of them. A omparison for the miro-turbulene is not possible as they only present their results for two assumed valuesof ξ.AV20 and AV362 have also been analysed by Trundle et al. (2004). Teff is in exel-lent agreement for both stars while log g di�ers for AV362. This star shows (strong)emission ontributions in all Balmer lines in the spetrum even in the ores and thered wings of the highest Balmer within the spetral range of FEROS. This might leadto an underestimation of log g. The miroturbulene for AV22 is signi�antly smallerin the present analysis. For AV362 Trundle et al. (2004) were not able to derive themiroturbulent veloity but simply adopted ξ = 10km s−1. Maroturbulene was notderived independently but is a ontribution to their v sin i's whih would well ombinethe broadening a�ets of our two ontributions from v sin i and ζ .In a similar study, Trundle & Lennon (2005) have examined three stars from thepresent sample. Again, there is good agreement in Teff for all stars. Very good agree-ment is also found in log g for two stars (AV56 and AV443) while modest agreementis found for AV151 with the values still lying within the ombined unertainties. The82



8.3 Comparison with Previous AnalysesTable 8.2: Comparison of atmospheri parameters for literature soures � ordered by soureand growing right asension. Soures: t.w. (this work), (1) Venn (1999), (2) Lee et al. (2005),(3) Trundle et al. (2004), (4) Trundle & Lennon (2005).Objet Teff log g ξ v sin i ζ Sr.K dex km s−1AV110 9500±300 1.40±0.05 5±1 23±3 21±2 t.w.9500±200 1.4±0.1 4±1 25±5 (1)AV136 8250±50 0.95±0.05 6±1 28±2 21±4 t.w.8200±100 1.0±0.1 6±1 20±5 (1)AV298 8850±50 1.50±0.05 3±1 4±3 7±3 t.w.9400±200 1.7±0.1 3±1 15±5 (1)AV392 8550±50 1.70±0.05 3±1 41±3 21±5 t.w.8500±200 1.7±0.1 3±1 25±5 (1)AV463 8000±50 1.40±0.05 4±1 26±2 14±3 t.w.8000±100 1.3±0.1 4±1 25±5 (1)SK194 11 500±500 1.65±0.10 6±1 42±6 25±10 t.w.11 700/ 1.7 10/ (2)11 500 20SK202 15 400±400 2.25±0.10 6±2 28±4 19±8 t.w.14 750 2.2 10/20 (2)AV22 14 600±500 1.90±0.10 5±2 32±5 23±8 t.w.14 500±1500 1.90±0.15 10 46 (3)AV362 14 000±125 1.95±0.10 8±2 40±4 24±7 t.w.14 000±1500 1.70±0.15 10 51 (3)AV56 16 150±250 2.00±0.10 7±1 42±5 19±8 t.w.16 500±2000 2.05±0.20 10 80 (4)AV151 16 750±250 2.25±0.10 8±2 48±5 24±10 t.w.16 000±1500 2.10±0.15 15 62 (4)AV443 16 250±400 1.95±0.10 8±2 47±4 23±7 t.w.16 500±2000 1.95±0.20 11 73 (4)projeted rotational veloities are signi�antly higher in their study for most aseseven if the values of the present work for v sin i and ζ are ombined. As in Trundleet al. (2004), the miroturbulene is systematially lower in the urrent analysis.Although some of these studies use odes aounting for full non-LTE or even hy-drodynami e�ets, the present hydrostati, hybrid non-LTE approah is muh moresophistiated with respet to the implemented atomi data and the treatment of ion-isation via photons or ollisions. This point is ruial and generally more importantas shown e.g. by Przybilla et al. (2006) or by Nieva (2007) for OB stars. Anotherimprovement in the present work is the individual treatment of rotation and maro-83



8 BASIC ATMOSPHERIC PARAMETERSturbulene. The results learly indiate that ontributions from maroturbulene arerequired in order to reprodue the line pro�les satisfatorily. Together with the highquality of the observational material, these are the reasons for the small unertaintiesof the derived parameters.
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9 Chemial Abundane Analysis9.1 Results for the Sample StarsElemental abundanes for various elements and ioni speies were derived through�ts of syntheti line pro�les to the observation. The results from the analysis of the31 supergiants in the sample are summarised in Table 9.1 ombining all ioni speiesfor an element. Abundanes labeled with a olon in the table should be treated withaution as there may be some problems in the respetive model atoms (C ii at hightemperatures, see Set. 9.2.1 for a disussion). Suh abundanes are omitted whenexamining e.g. N/C ratios or abundane gradients in the next setions. For AV270,the Mg i abundane is not reliable (see Set. 7.2.1 and Set. 8.1) and thus ignored inthe following. However, the Mg ii abundane an be regarded reliable.Good onsisteny ould be ahieved throughout the sample. The line-to-line sat-ter for He, C, N, O, as well as Mg is very small (≤ 0.05dex) in almost all objets. Thesatter for S, Ti, Fe is slightly larger adding up to typially . 0.10dex with almostall unertainties being less than < 0.15dex.For the further disussion of hemial mixing in massive stars (see Set. 9.4, N/C...), Table 9.1 also inludes the ombined abundanes of C, N, and O (denoted as
ΣCNO, where the abundanes are added on the linear sale) as well as N/C and N/Oratios if respetive lines ould be examined in a star. The latter two are given as massratios. Corresponding unertainties are derived from the line-to-line satter for eahelement with Gaussian error propagation. Thus, they are only given if more than oneline ould be investigated for either element.

Figure 9.1: Examples for abundanes (relative to the solar omposition of Grevesse &Sauval 1998) determined from a ool (left) and a hot (right) objet. The symbol size indi-ates the number of spetral lines analysed � small: 1 to 5, medium: 6 to 10, large: morethan 10. Boxes: neutral, irles: single-ionised, diamonds: double-ionised speies. The errorbars represent 1σ-unertainties from the line-to-line satter. The grey shaded area marksthe metalliity of the objets with 1σ-errors (see text) as dedued from the average of O,Mg, S, Ti, and Fe abundanes if available. Abundane patterns for the rest of the samplean be found in Fig. 9.2.
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Table 9.1: Overview of basi atmospheri parameters and elemental abundanes. 1σ-unertainties from the line-to-line satterare given in every seond line. Note that the N/C and N/O ratios are given as mass frations.Objet Teff log g ξ n ǫ(X) = log(x/H) + 12 m(X)/m(Y )K dex km s−1 He C N O Mg S Ti Fe ΣCNO N/O N/C [M/H ]AV20 8700 1.10 6 0.13 ... 7.87 8.11 6.83 6.62 4.36 6.75 ... 0.50 ... −0.68
± 0.01 ... 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.12 0.12 0.04 ... 0.09AV22 14 600 1.90 5 0.13 6.85: 7.93 7.93 6.97 6.39 ... ... ... 0.87 ... −0.77
± 0.01 0.02: 0.04 0.02 0.03 ... ... 0.09 ... 0.15AV56 16 150 2.00 7 0.11 7.32: 7.92 8.04 6.84 6.32 ... ... ... 0.66 ... −0.80
± 0.02 0.03: 0.03 0.04 0.02 ... ... 0.07 ... 0.07AV76 10 250 1.30 6 0.12 7.62 8.19 8.23 6.92 6.52 ... 6.83 8.57 0.80 4.36 −0.65
± 0.01 0.03 0.03 ... 0.09 0.04AV98 9650 1.35 6 0.13 7.19 8.17 8.13 6.77 6.55 4.61 6.88 8.47 0.97 11.14 −0.62
± 0.01 0.05 0.02 0.01 0.07 0.10 0.14 0.11 0.18AV105 9350 1.60 5 0.10 ... 7.80 8.18 6.87 ... 4.38 6.74 ... 0.36 ... −0.67

± 0.02 ... 0.03 0.02 0.06 ... 0.10 0.12 0.03 ... 0.09AV110 9500 1.40 5 0.17 7.82 7.97 8.16 6.76 6.63 4.45 6.79 8.48 0.55 1.64 −0.65

± 0.01 0.06 0.02 0.09 0.15 0.08 0.13AV136 8250 0.95 6 0.13 7.60 7.96 8.21 6.89 ... 4.36 6.81 8.47 0.49 2.68 −0.64

± 0.01 0.04 0.08 0.04 ... 0.06 0.05 0.10 0.05SK56 12 500 1.70 6 0.11 7.29 8.09 ... ... 6.37 ... 6.96 ... ... 7.48 −0.68

± 0.01 0.05 0.04 ... ... 0.04 ... ... 1.11 0.20AV151 16 750 2.25 8 0.13 7.02: 7.83 8.22 6.96 6.47 ... ... ... 0.35 ... −0.66

± 0.01 0.04: 0.03 0.03 0.01 ... ... 0.04 ... 0.07AV200 12 000 1.70 6 0.12 7.41 8.07 8.17 6.79 6.41 ... 7.10 8.47 0.70 5.46 −0.66

± 0.01 0.05 0.01 0.07 ... 0.05 0.63 0.18
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Table 9.1: Overview of basi atmospheri parameters and elemental abundanes (ontinued).Objet Teff log g ξ n ǫ(X) = log(x/H) + 12 m(X)/m(Y )K dex km s−1 He C N O Mg S Ti Fe ΣCNO N/O N/C [M/H ]AV205 8850 1.35 4 0.09 7.78 7.77 8.27 6.90 6.66 4.42 6.88 8.49 0.27 1.13 −0.58
± 0.01 0.06 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.11 0.09 0.04 0.07AV211 10 250 1.45 7 0.09 7.57 7.92 8.24 6.78 6.37 ... 6.85 8.46 0.42 2.64 −0.72
± 0.01 0.02 0.06 0.02 0.04 ... 0.07 0.07 0.41 0.11AV270 9500 1.40 6 0.09 ... 8.00 8.14 6.79 6.57 4.68 6.76 ... 0.64 ... −0.62
± 0.01 ... 0.03 0.06 0.04 0.05 0.15 0.10 ... 0.21AV273 8200 1.35 4 0.09 7.41 7.76 8.15 6.79 ... 4.11 6.81 8.35 0.36 2.63 −0.75
± 0.00 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.04 ... 0.13 0.11 0.03 0.21 0.07AV297 11 750 1.80 5 0.10 7.52 7.98 8.19 6.63 6.47 ... 6.93 8.45 0.54 3.40 −0.72

± 0.01 0.04 0.00 0.03 0.09 ... 0.11 0.04 0.28 0.17AV298 8850 1.50 3 0.09 7.20 7.72 8.11 6.63 6.49 4.09 6.64 8.30 0.35 3.86 −0.82

± 0.01 0.05 0.02 0.06 0.13 0.14 0.05 0.10AV315 9700 1.35 6 0.11 ... 8.09 8.31 6.83 6.45 4.70 6.89 ... 0.53 ... −0.57

± 0.02 ... 0.03 0.08 0.16 0.14 ... 0.21AV338 9750 1.80 4 0.08 ... 7.90 8.16 6.93 ... 4.55 6.91 ... 0.48 ... −0.57

± 0.02 ... 0.04 0.03 ... 0.06 0.18 ... 0.13AV347 10 500 1.60 7 0.09 ... 8.11 8.21 6.89 6.54 ... 6.92 ... 0.71 ... −0.64

± 0.01 ... 0.04 0.08 0.06 0.05 ... 0.11 0.14 ... 0.05AV362 14 000 1.95 8 0.15 7.21 8.12 7.92 6.64 6.14 ... ... 8.36 1.37 9.40 −0.97

± 0.01 0.06 0.03 0.02 0.02 ... ... 0.11 1.37 0.08AV367 10 500 1.30 7 0.09 7.44 7.95 8.25 ... 6.56 ... 6.83 8.47 0.45 3.85 −0.63

± 0.01 0.06 0.02 0.02 ... 0.09 ... 0.14 0.03 0.59 0.04AV382 9900 1.45 5 0.10 7.44 7.89 8.31 6.89 6.44 4.70 6.97 8.49 0.34 3.31 −0.55

± 0.02 0.03 0.05 0.04 0.14 0.12 0.05 0.20
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Table 9.1: Overview of basi atmospheri parameters and elemental abundanes (ontinued).Objet Teff log g ξ n ǫ(X) = log(x/H) + 12 m(X)/m(Y )K dex km s−1 He C N O Mg S Ti Fe ΣCNO N/O N/C [M/H ]AV392 8550 1.70 3 0.09 7.57 7.35 8.16 6.93 ... 4.57 6.92 8.31 0.14 0.71 −0.57
± 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.03 ... 0.14 0.14 0.01 0.14AV399 9650 1.75 2 0.09 7.76 7.83 8.13 6.75 6.49 4.27 6.86 8.41 0.43 1.37 −0.71
± 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.05 0.03 0.16 0.09 0.02 0.04 0.07AV443 16 250 1.95 8 0.12 6.94: 7.94 8.19 6.89 6.46 ... ... ... 0.49 ... −0.69
± 0.01 0.04: 0.05 0.03 ... ... 0.06 ... 0.05AV463 8000 1.40 4 0.09 7.53 7.26 8.18 6.75 ... 4.35 6.78 8.31 0.11 0.63 −0.70
± 0.00 0.03 0.05 0.04 ... 0.13 0.13 0.01 0.10AV504 11 000 1.80 6 0.10 7.41 7.92 8.20 6.86 6.53 ... 6.96 8.42 0.47 3.80 −0.64
± 0.01 0.04 0.02 0.13 ... 0.11 0.05 0.08SK194 11 500 1.65 6 0.10 7.63 8.09 8.19 6.88 6.47 ... 7.23 8.51 0.70 3.36 −0.59
± 0.01 0.00 0.05 ... 0.07 0.21SK196 12 600 1.75 7 0.10 7.12 8.00 8.15 ... 6.32 ... 7.20 8.40 0.62 8.80 −0.62

± 0.01 0.04 0.06 ... 0.14 ... 0.12 1.53 0.29SK202 15 400 2.25 6 0.09 6.78: 7.57 8.01 6.78 6.30 ... ... ... 0.32 ... −0.84

± 0.01 0.07: 0.04 0.04 0.01 0.08 ... ... 0.04 ... 0.05
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9.1 Results for the Sample StarsAn overview of all aessible elemental abundanes for an example of a hot anda ool objet are shown in Fig. 9.1 with respet to the solar values of Grevesse &Sauval (1998). Similar plots for the other objets of the sample are summarisedin Fig. 9.2. Signi�ant nitrogen enrihment and arbon depletion was found for allour objets given that nitrogen or arbon lines ould be analysed in the respetivespetrum. Strong variations in the C and N abundane are found from star to star,however, the sum of C, N, and O abundanes (ΣCNO in Table 9.1) are very similarfor all objets. These abundane patterns are signs of onversions between C, N, andO within the CNO yle and of pronouned mixing of the atmosphere with proessedmatter from the stellar ore. See Set. 9.4 for a more extensive disussion of thissubjet.Figure 9.1 also indiates the metalliity of an objet with the grey-shaded area(see also Table 9.1). Mean and satter of the metalliity are always based on theabundanes for O, Mg, S, Ti, and Fe if available with all elements weighted equally.Abundane patterns are in very good agreement with the solar pattern for the vastmajority of the objets with the 1σ-satter of the metalliity being .0.1 dex. Largersatter an (almost) always be seen as the result of either Fe or Ti abundanes beingo� the overall metalliity indiated by O, Mg, and S. This might indiate problems inthe respetive model atoms. This issue is far beyond the sope of the present projetbut should be kept on the agenda for further improvements.
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Figure 9.2: Similar to the plots of Fig. 9.1. The abundane patterns for all other stars (ifappliable) are shown. Possibly unreliable abundanes (indiated with a olon in Table 9.1)are shown as open symbols. 90
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Figure 9.2: ontinued91
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Figure 9.2: ontinued92
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9 CHEMICAL ABUNDANCE ANALYSIS9.2 Systematis in Abundanes9.2.1 Trends with the TemperatureAs a onsisteny hek, it is reasonable to look for any systemati trend of the derivedabundanes with respet to the atmospheri parameters of the respetive star. Themost important atmospheri parameter in�uening the strength of a metal line �apart from the abundane itself � is the e�etive temperature. Therefore, Fig. 9.3 ispresenting the derived abundanes as a funtion of the e�etive temperature of therespetive star.In general, the good news is that the ionisation equilibria N, O, Mg, and S showno (signi�ant) trends with the e�etive temperature � an argument for the reliabilityof the derived atmospheri parameters. Only the O and S abundanes at high tem-peratures seem systematially lower. However, the point in the O and the S plot at14 000K � orresponding to AV362 � is supported by two ionisation equilibria (N i/iiand O i/ii). This makes the temperature and abundanes for this objet quite seureso that the low abundanes for this star are very likely real. Moreover, it strengthensthe trust in temperatures (and thus abundanes) derived with the O i/ii equilibriumfor objets at Teff & 14 000K. However, it should be noted that O i/ii strongly reliesfor O i on the lines at 7770Å whih are usually di�ult to model as they are quitesensitive to hanges in the miroturbulene and beause of their � in general � largeequivalent width (in the low-metalliity environment of SMC, this problem is lessimportant).The temperature basis in the ase of Ti is too small for any signi�ant trend tobe found. For Fe, however, there seems to be a rather lear e�et where quite largeabundane are found for Teff ≥ 11 000K. In ombination with the rather large 1σsatters found for the iron abundanes in most stars (see Table 9.1) or the deviationof the Fe abundane from the �usual� pattern in some objets (Fig. 9.2), this mightindiate some inonsistenies in the underlying atomi data as implemented in theused model atom. A detailed investigation of the model atom is far beyond thesope of the present work but should be performed in the future. Of ourse, thehigh Fe abundanes in the stars ould also be real. Despite this apparent systematitrend, whih is rather small ompared to unertainties given by some other studieson supergiants, these abundanes are still suitable for further disussions (e.g. ongalati gradients) within some restritions.A speial note is also indiated for arbon. Almost all abundanes are derivedfrom C ii while C i ould only be studied for the oolest stars around 8000K. TheseC ii lines are mostly the lines at 4267Å as well as around 6580Å. These lines anbe quite a hallenge to model (in non-LTE) whih is desribed in detail by Nieva& Przybilla (2006, 2008). They onstruted a new model atom based on up-to-dateatomi data and areful investigation of observed stellar spetra and were thus able tosolve this problem. The model atoms was alibrated with early-type main-sequenestar in the Milky Way. The low metalliity and low density of the (atmospheresof) SMC supergiants might enhane the problem in this respet as we �nd the Cabundanes to be lower at high temperatures.In priniple, one ould also think of a seletion e�et to explain these low abun-94



9.2 Systematis in Abundanes

Figure 9.3: Derived abundanes (with 1σsatter) as a funtion of the e�etive tem-perature. No signi�ant trend is present forMg whereas Ti shows a few high abundanevalues around 9500K. Linear trends are alsoabsent for O and N although the O abun-dane is somewhat low around 15 000K.However, the statistis at these temperatures is not good enough to suggest a systematie�et. There may be a slight trend for S indiating smaller abundanes at higher tem-peratures. Rather lear systemati e�ets are found for C and Fe meaning systematiallysmaller/larger abundanes at 15 000K or 12 000K respetively. The orresponding arbonabundanes for C at stars with high e�etive temperatures (AV22, AV151, AV443, SK196,and SK202, indiated by grey irles) may be the result of problems in the model atom(see disussion in the text). They are thus probably not reliable and will be omitted in thefurther disussion of e.g. N/C ratios.danes. At high temperatures, the sample onsists only of rather massive stars (seee.g. Fig. 8.1) whih are supposed to experiene stronger enrihment of the atmospherewith nulear proessed matter from the ore. The low C abundane would then bereated by e�ets of the CNO yle. However, this would imply a simultaneous pro-nouned enhanement of the nitrogen abundane. As this an not be seen, the low C95



9 CHEMICAL ABUNDANCE ANALYSISabundanes (from the singly ionised stage) for higher temperatures are more likely aproblem of the modelling. Therefore, these abundanes (marked with grey symbolsin Fig. 9.3 and with a olon in Table 9.1) are exluded in the following when arbonabundanes are ompared (e.g. also in the disussion of the N/C ratios in Set. 9.4).9.2.2 Systemati Unertainties from Parameter VariationsIn order to better estimate the systemati unertainties of the derived atmospheriabundanes, the hange in these abundanes when modifying the basi atmospheriparameters is examined. Table 9.2 ompares the �nal abundanes with ones orre-sponding to parameter hanges for a �ool� (AV136), a �warm� (AV297), and a �hot�(SK202) objet. These hanges are not the parameter unertainties as adopted forthose objets, but shall represent unertainties (a bit higher than) typially foundin the respetive parameter ranges. E.g., the Mg i/ii equilibrium shows smaller un-ertainties than the 200K di�erene investigated for AV136 as it shall also give anidea for objets with parameter determinations based on SEDs (with unertainties ofabout 300K).Examining Table 9.2, one �nds that the e�etive temperature unertainties havethe largest impat on the determined abundanes. This is espeially the ase for theionisation equilibria (Mg i/ii, N i/ii, and O i/ii) whose abundanes reat � exeptfor Mg � in opposite ways allowing small error bars for Teff to be adopted. Note thatalthough Mg i and Mg ii lines reat in the same ways to parameter hanges, this ismore than ompensated by the extreme sensitivity of the Mg i lines.The hanges of the ioni abundanes when modifying the stellar parameters asindiated amount to typially≤ 0.1 dex. Exeptions are only the reations of Fe ii andTi ii lines to temperature variations and some ions employed for ionisation equilibria.However, in the latter ase, the elemental abundanes averaged over the ionisationstates will be less a�eted and thus more stable.Thus, the systemati unertainties of the elemental abundanes due to unertain-ties in the atmospheri parameters are omparable to the statistial unertaintiesinferred from the line-to-line satter (see e.g. Table 9.1).9.3 Comparison with Abundane Results for the Sample Stars in theLiteratureThe stars of our sample whih have been analysed in previous studies (see alsoSet. 8.3) an also be ompared to the results of the present work with respet to thederived abundanes. An overview of mean abundanes and unertainties is given inTable 9.3 for various literature soures: t.w. (this work), (1) Venn (1999), (2) Lee etal. (2005), (3) Trundle et al. (2004), (4) Trundle & Lennon (2005). Only elementstreated in the present study are listed. Note that the unertainties from (3) and (4)are not derived from the line-to-line satter as done in this work but inlude theirpronouned systemati unertainties (e.g. from simply adopting a miroturbulenein 3). In partiular, these two studies ould only investigate one Mg ii line (at 4481Åthe same as in this work) at the high temperatures.96



9.3 Comparison with Abundane Results for the Sample Stars in the LiteratureTable 9.2: Estimate of systemati abundane unertainties from abundanes based on mod-i�ed atmospheri parameters for three seleted objets. The abundanes presented in the�rst line for eah star are the ones derived for the �nal atmospheri parameters as indiatednext to the designation of eah star. The following lines give the abundanes whih may bederived when one atmospheri parameter is modi�ed as indiated.
ǫ(X) = log(x/H) + 12C i C ii N i N ii O i O ii Mg i Mg ii S ii Ti ii Fe iiAV136: Teff =8250K, log g=0.95 dex, ξ=6km s−17.60 ... 7.93 ... 8.25 ... 6.89 6.92 ... 4.36 6.82

Teff +200K: 7.83 ... 8.03 ... 8.32 ... 7.26 6.95 ... 4.73 6.97
log g +0.05: 7.54 ... 7.93 ... 8.24 ... 6.79 6.91 ... 4.31 6.81
ξ+1 : 7.58 ... 7.91 ... 8.25 ... 6.85 6.90 ... 4.30 6.78AV297: Teff =11750K, log g=1.80 dex, ξ=5km s−1... 7.52 7.98 7.98 8.19 ... ... 6.63 6.47 ... 6.93
Teff +350K: ... 7.38 8.04 7.88 8.26 ... ... 6.71 6.39 ... 7.10
log g +0.10: ... 7.54 7.95 8.05 8.18 ... ... 6.55 6.50 ... 6.88
ξ+2 : ... 7.45 7.89 7.91 8.19 ... ... 6.57 6.41 ... 6.91SK202: Teff =15400K, log g=2.25 dex, ξ=6km s−1... 6.78 ... 7.57 8.00 8.01 ... 6.78 6.30 ... ...
Teff +500K: ... 6.71 ... 7.41 8.08 7.86 ... 6.89 6.38 ... ...
log g +0.10: ... 6.80 ... 7.62 7.99 8.10 ... 6.74 6.30 ... ...
ξ+2 : ... 6.71 ... 7.48 7.99 7.96 ... 6.74 6.27 ... ...We have derived abundanes for �ve objets from Venn (1999) who determined theabundanes based on LTE (ATLAS9) alulations with additional non-LTE orre-tions. The present study deals with the more sophistiated approah of full non-LTEpopulation number omputations. Good to exellent agreement is obtained for Feand Ti abundane for all stars (exept Ti for AV110). Good agreement is found forMg for three stars (AV110, AV136, and AV392) while there are signi�ant di�erenesfor AV298 and AV463. For AV298, this is � among other reasons � a onsequeneof the di�erent atmospheri parameters (mainly Teff). Very good agreement is foundfor all oxygen abundanes and for the upper limits of her arbon abundanes withrespet to the arbon abundanes derived in the present work. The nitrogen abun-danes (exept for AV392) were taken from an update in Venn & Przybilla (2003).The updated values are higher than the original ones from Venn (1999) by typially0.2−0.3 dex and lie thus muh loser to the results of the present work. Nevertheless,their updated N abundanes still lie about 0.1−0.2 dex lower in most ases.Good agreement with the three objets in ommon with the non-LTE study ofLee et al. (2005) is found for almost all elements (C, N, O, and Mg) where abun-danes are given for two assumptions (10 and 20 km s−1, left and right abundane97



9 CHEMICAL ABUNDANCE ANALYSISvalues respetively) on the miroturbulene. The lower miroturbulene generallymeans higher abundanes whih �t better to the abundanes derived in the presentwork. The only exeption are their nitrogen abundanes whih are larger for largermiroturbulene. A very large disrepany of the order of 1 dex is found for iron. Dueto the similarity of the basi atmospheri parameters, this must be an issue of theunderlying modelling odes and/or model atoms.The study of Trundle et al. (2004) reveals for the two stars AV22 and AV362fair (within ∼ 0.2 dex) agreement in magnesium and in arbon � inluding the un-ertainties whih are quite large for arbon � and very good agreement for nitrogen(≤ 0.1 dex). The similar analysis of Trundle & Lennon (2005) also shows fair agree-ment in arbon for AV56 and AV443 while the arbon abundane for AV151 in thepresent study seem signi�antly higher. The nitrogen abundane for AV443 is wellonsistent with the present value while signi�antly higher or lower nitrogen abun-danes are found for AV151 and AV56 respetively. Although both studies aountfor non-LTE e�ets and even employ hydrodynami model odes (FASTWIND, Pulset al. 2005), these odes rely on model atoms whih are less sophistiated than theones used here whih might explain some di�erenes.None of the quantitative analyses whih have objets in ommon with the presentsample derive the helium abundane independently but assume the standard solarhelium abundane of 0.09. Moreover, Lee et al. (2005) as well as Trundle et al. (2004)do not derive the miroturbulene but only give abundanes for assumptions on it.However, these parameters may have signi�ant in�uene on the atmospheri param-eters and also diretly on the other stellar abundanes (see Set. 7.2). The presentstudy aounts for non-standard helium abundane and miroturbulene and an thusprovide a onsistent piture.Taking these e�ets into aount leads � in ombination with the exellent atomidata implemented in the odes and model atoms � to a high degree of onsisteny.This is re�eted � among other things � in the small statistial unertainties of de-rived abundanes where multiple lines indiate very similar values. This is a majorimprovement with respet to earlier studies. Prominent examples are the unertain-ties in C and N of Trundle et al. (2004) and Trundle & Lennon (2005) ompared tothose from the present work. Suh large unertainties make it hard to disuss stellarevolution in terms of evolution of the N/C ratio as in Set. 9.4.
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9.3ComparisonwithAbundaneResultsfortheSampleStarsintheLiterature

Table 9.3: Comparisons with abundanes from previous analyses (see Set. 8.3 for soures).Objet Teff log g n(He) ǫ(X) = log(x/H) + 12K dex C N O Mg S Ti Fe Sr.AV110 9500 1.40 0.17±0.01 7.82 7.97±0.06 8.16±0.02 6.76 6.63 4.45±0.09 6.79±0.15 t.w.9500 1.40 ... <8.7 7.84±0.06 8.1 6.82±0.04 ... 4.04±0.04 6.68±0.21 (1)AV136 8250 0.95 0.13±0.01 7.60 7.96±0.04 8.21±0.08 6.89±0.04 ... 4.36±0.06 6.81±0.05 t.w.8200 1.0 ... <8.2 7.73±0.05 8.1 6.79±0.13 ... 4.26±0.12 6.82±0.21 (1)AV298 8850 1.50 0.09±0.01 7.20 7.72±0.05 8.11±0.02 6.63±0.06 6.49 4.09±0.13 6.64±0.14 t.w.9400 1.7 ... <8.4 7.72±0.07 8.1 7.01±0.08 ... 4.12±0.10 6.70±0.15 (1)AV392 8550 1.70 0.09±0.01 7.57 7.35±0.04 8.16±0.01 6.93±0.03 ... 4.57±0.14 6.92±0.14 t.w.8500 1.7 ... <8.1 < 7.2 8.2 6.83±0.08 ... 4.48±0.16 6.76±0.17 (1)AV463 8000 1.40 0.09±0.00 7.53 7.26±0.03 8.18±0.05 6.75±0.04 ... 4.35±0.13 6.78±0.13 t.w.8000 1.3 ... <7.8 7.07 8.2 7.01±0.06 ... 4.48±0.17 6.82±0.21 (1)SK194 11 500 1.65 0.10±0.01 7.63 8.09±0.00 8.19 6.88 6.47±0.05 ... 7.23±0.07 t.w.

∼11 700 1.7 ... ... 7.9/8.0 ... 6.8/6.6 ... ... 6.2/6.1 (2)SK202 15 400 2.25 0.09±0.01 6.78±0.07 7.57±0.04 8.01±0.04 6.78±0.01 6.30±0.08 ... ... t.w.14 750 2.1 ... 6.8/6.8 7.6/7.4 6.7/6.6 ... ... ... (2)AV22 14 600 1.90 0.13±0.01 6.85±0.02 7.93±0.04 7.93±0.02 6.97 6.39±0.03 ... ... t.w.14 500 1.90 ... 7.07±0.27 7.92±0.16 ... 6.83±0.09 ... ... ... (3)AV362 14 000 1.95 0.15±0.01 7.21±0.06 8.12±0.03 7.92±0.02 6.64 6.14±0.02 ... ... t.w.14 000 1.70 ... 7.12±0.48 8.22±0.25 ... 6.72±0.06 ... ... ... (3)AV56 16 150 2.00 0.11±0.02 7.32±0.03 7.92±0.03 8.04±0.04 6.84 6.32±0.02 ... ... t.w.16 500 2.05 ... 7.19±0.53 8.27±0.32 ... 6.68±0.09 ... ... ... (4)AV151 16 750 2.25 0.13±0.01 7.02±0.04 7.83±0.03 8.22±0.03 6.96 6.47±0.01 ... ... t.w.16 000 2.10 ... 6.85±0.12 7.55±0.19 ... 6.70±0.08 ... ... ... (4)AV443 16 250 1.95 0.12±0.01 6.94±0.04 7.94±0.05 8.19±0.03 6.89 6.46 ... ... t.w.16 500 1.95 ... 6.99±0.36 7.96±0.22 ... 6.72±0.08 ... ... ... (4)
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9 CHEMICAL ABUNDANCE ANALYSIS9.4 Constraints on Chemial Mixing in Massive StarsAs illustrated in Set. 3.4, it should be possible to detet the produts of CN-proessedmatter in the atmosphere of a massive star through mixing of the atmosphere withmatter from the stellar ore. The degree of the nitrogen enrihment and arbondepletion depends on the e�ieny of the mixing proess. It was already mentionedin this setion (see e.g. Figs. 9.1 and 9.2) that � if orresponding lines ould beanalysed � there are lear signs of pronouned N enrihment and C depletion (withrespet to the dedued metalliity) for all of the sample stars. This is aompaniedby slight helium enrihment. Typially, the N enrihment and C depletion (omparedto [M/H ]) are of the order of 0.6 and 0.4 dex respetively.For a more detailed disussion of this matter and a omparison to the preditionsof stellar evolution theory, Fig. 9.4 presents the N/C mass ratios for all objets withrespet to their N/O mass ratio. For expliit numbers, see Table 9.1. Of ourse,only objets where abundanes of all three elements ould be derived based on theavailable spetral lines are inluded. Moreover, typial error bars for a few objetsbased on the line-to-line satter from lines of eah elemental speies are provided.For the rest of the objets, the error bars are omitted for larity and sine in someases only one line ould be investigated for C, N, or O.There is a rather tight trend between the N/C and N/O ratios when onsideringthe statistial unertainties from the line-to-line satters. If one aounts in additionfor possible systemati e�ets, the relation beomes even more onvining.The theoretial preditions in Fig. 9.4 indiates that the shape and slope of theN/C vs. N/O urves is almost onstant with respet to mass (and depends more onthe physis of the models). However, higher masses imply higher values of N/C andN/O at whih the lines end indiating more e�ient mixing for higher masses in theevolution phases overed (until the end of entral helium burning).The di�erent signi�antly di�erent slopes in Fig. 9.4 of the two models � �lassial�star and Wolf-Rayet star models � is mainly aused by the adopted initial hemialomposition of stars in the SMC. The Wolf-Rayet models are alulated with a saledsolar mixture of CNO elements whereas an α-enhaned omposition was adopted forthe lassial models. The latter implies also higher O abundanes, and thus smallerN/O ratios and a steeper slope. These di�erent initial hemial patterns in the modelsalso explain why the models do not start at the same point in the lower left orner.The omparison of the observational trend with the preditions for the evolution ofthe N/C vs. N/O ratio in stars at SMC metalliity in Fig. 9.4 reveals two fundamentaldisrepanies.
• The �lassial� models seem to typially overestimate the N/C ratios for givenN/O ratios while the Wolf-Rayet star models underestimate the dedued rela-tion. It is of major importane to note that this statement is only valid whentheoretial abundanes predited for the major part of a stellar life up to theend of entral helium burning in the red supergiant regime are onsidered.
• If only the abundane evolutions predited for a stellar evolution from the mainsequene to a lower temperature around 10 000K (thik part of the lines in Fig.100



9.4 Constraints on Chemial Mixing in Massive Stars

Figure 9.4: Mass fration of N/C versus N/O for objets with determined abundanes. Thesymbol size odes the ZAMS mass as inferred from the evolutionary traks in Fig. 9.5. The-oretial preditions for the evolution of these rations in 15, 20, 25, and 40M⊙ stars fromMaeder & Meynet (2001) and for 30 and 40M⊙ Wolf-Rayet stars from Meynet & Maeder(2005, �30/40 WR�) as indiated. The thik part of eah urve orresponds to the evolu-tionary phase from the main sequene towards the red supergiant stage until Teff =10 000Kis reahed (see e.g. Fig. 9.5). Representative unertainties for a few objets are indiated.9.4) are onsidered, one faes the severe problem that the theoretial N/C andN/O ratios do not grow high enough in time to math the observed ones.The onlusion from the �rst disrepany for the stellar evolution is thus thatphysis and parameters orresponding to the �golden mean� would best �t the mea-sured trend. This would demand tailored alulations for the speial SMC abundanepattern of CNO elements (see also Set. 9.6).The seond disrepany is somewhat more ompliated. One explanation ould bethat the vast majority of the objets must have already undergone the �rst dredge-up in the red supergiant stage where pronouned mixing takes plaes. Most of thesample stars would have to be on the way bak to the blue or be aught in a blue loopeven at these high masses. This is hard to explain with the urrent stellar evolutionmodels.Another possibility to explain the seond disrepany is that mixing in massive101



9 CHEMICAL ABUNDANCE ANALYSIS

Figure 9.5: Loation of our sample stars in the Teff -log g-plane. Only stars where nitro-gen and arbon abundanes ould be derived are shown with the symbol size oding theN/C mass fration. Evolutionary traks from Maeder & Meynet (2001) for 9 to 25 M⊙(ZAMS mass) and Meynet & Maeder (2005) for 30 and 40M⊙ (Wolf-Rayet star models)are overplotted as denoted. The beginnings of the trak in the lower left part of the �gureorresponds to the main sequene in a HRD.stars prior to the red supergiant stage is muh more e�ient than assumed up tonow. (This would happen mainly on the main sequene due to the relatively fastevolution towards the red after leaving the main sequene.) The models at SMCmetalliity already aount for rotationally indued mixing of the atmosphere withproessed matter from the stellar ore � an important step to adequately desribea star. Still, this seems to be not enough onsidering the results of the presentwork. Rotation is either more e�ient than implemented in the models so far oran additional mehanism enhanes the mixing. One possibility in this respet is theinterplay of rotation with magneti �elds (Maeder & Meynet 2005) whih was shownto strongly enhane the mixing e�ieny.Another interesting point whih may be inferred from Fig 9.4 (and Fig. 9.5) is thedependeny of the ratio on the (initial) mass of a star. Although the largest masses(symbol size in Fig 9.4, loation in Fig. 9.5) are not found at the highest N/C or N/Oratios, stars with high N/C or high N/O ratio show by trend a relatively high mass.This supports the established idea of more pronouned mixing at higher masses (seealso Set. 3.4). 102



9.4 Constraints on Chemial Mixing in Massive Stars

Figure 9.6: Similar to Fig. 9.4, but for the mass fration of helium versus the N/O massfration for objets with determined abundanes. The symbol size odes the ZAMS massas inferred from the evolutionary traks in Fig. 9.5.Helium abundanes o�er a further opportunity to ompare results from the presentwork with preditions from stellar evolution theory as done in Fig. 9.6. Similar toFig 9.4, only a few representative error bars are implemented for reasons of learnessand as some unertainties for N/O mass ratios are not derived beause of a limitednumber of spetral lines.Very similar notes and onlusions as made investigating the N/C vs. N/O plotan be given here. There is a lear and rather tight (inluding statistial unertaintiesand possible systemati ones) trend indiating higher helium abundane with higherN/O ratio. It means that helium � the net result of hydrogen burning � is mixedinto the atmosphere as well as the other signatures of hydrogen burning in the CNOyle (N up, C down). Thus, it is not surprising that this in agreement with stellarevolution theory � although the observed slope seems a bit shallower.However, there are still some issues for debates left. The points are the same asin the disussion of N/C vs. N/O. Again, it seems that the �golden mean� betweenlassial and Wolf-Rayet star models would best desribe the �ndings. And again,the mixing of the material within the time it takes the star to leave the main sequeneand ool down to ∼ 10 000K (orresponding to the thik part of the urves in Fig 9.4)103



9 CHEMICAL ABUNDANCE ANALYSISseems to be too ine�ient. And �nally, stars with high N/O and espeially high Heabundane also possess very likely a high mass implying stronger mixing for moremassive stars. The disussion is thus fully analogue to the one before.9.5 Chemial Homogeneity of the Small Magellani CloudThe hemial elements not a�eted by the fusion and mixing proesses whih havetaken plae so far in a star allow a disussion of the distribution of elements in theSMC. Here, the individual objets serve as probes of the metal ontent of the SMC atvarious points. The relative young ages of the sample stars ensure that this ontentis pratially the same as that of the surrounding medium. Moreover, the targets inthis work over well the SMC as visible in the �eld-of-view (see Figs. 6.1 and 6.2)thus allowing to searh for abundane patterns throughout this galaxy.The distribution of the stellar atmospheri abundanes (exept C and N whih area�eted by nulear proesses in the sample stars) is shown in Figs. 9.7 and 9.8 with atwo-dimensional presentation over the �eld-of-view of the SMC and as a funtion ofthe two-dimensional distane of the objets (right frames). Linear regression valuesinferred from the latter are also listed in Table 9.4 together with mean abundanesand 1σ satter derived from the various values of individual stars.These linear regressions (�tted with all stars weighted equally) reveal no signi�antabundane gradient based on the two-dimensional position of the targets in the SMC.Regarding the relatively small abundane ranges as well as the statistial (line-to-linesatter) and possible systemati (e.g. e�ets of atmospheri parameters, Set. 9.2)unertainties, the derived abundanes indiate a quite homogeneous (present-day)omposition of the SMC. This an also be seen with the 1σ satters of the abundanesover all stars (Table 9.4) whih may be explained with the (statistial and systemati)unertainties in a single star. Only for the small unertainties found for O, and Mg(and S to some extent), one ould think of a small real variation of the abundane.In Set. 10.5, this disussion is ontinued in three dimensions.At this point, even with the high auray and onsisteny ahieved in the presentwork pinning down atmospheri abundanes to 10−20%, no lear hemial inhomo-Table 9.4: Possible gradients and average abundanes in the SMC. Given are the gradientsas derived from distribution of stars in the two-dimensional �eld of view, see also Figs. 9.7and 9.8. Additionally, the simple average of abundanes from all stars (ignoring their loa-tion) as well as the 1σ satter are presented.Element linear trend average abundanes/dex ∅ relativeentral/dex slope/dex/kp ∅ 1σ satter to solar/dexO 8.16 ± 0.04 0.010 ± 0.029 8.16 0.09 −0.67Mg 6.84 ± 0.04 −0.018 ± 0.031 6.83 0.09 −0.75S 6.47 ± 0.05 0.001 ± 0.043 6.46 0.12 −0.74Ti 4.44 ± 0.11 0.005 ± 0.093 4.44 0.20 −0.50Fe 6.84 ± 0.04 0.021 ± 0.033 6.89 0.14 −0.61Overall SMC metalliity: −0.65104



9.5 Chemial Homogeneity of the Small Magellani Cloud

Figure 9.7: Mean abundanes of the sample stars and their respetive position in the SMC.Left panels: stellar abundanes for oxygen and iron in the SMC �eld of view. Star designa-tions were omitted for reasons of larity. Fast identi�ations are nevertheless possible usingFig. 6.2 whih shows the same �eld of view. Abundanes are indiated via the symbol size.The ross denotes again the enter of the SMC. Right panels: Stellar abundanes for oxygenand iron as a funtion of the (two-dimensional) distane of a star from the SMC enter.The error bars indiate typial unertainties from the line-to-line satter of the employedspetral lines. The distane in kp was alulated based on the oordinates and an adopteddistane modulus of 19.0mag. Overplotted for eah element is a simple regression line �ttedto the data points with eah star weighted equally and an error bar representing the averageabundane unertainty for a single objet. Only stars within the main frames of the leftframes are onsidered here, the stars of the inset (further away in the wing) are ignored inthis ase.geneity or pattern (in two dimensions) among the young supergiants � and thus inthe present-day omposition � of the SMC an be found. Nevertheless, the presentresults well onstrain the present-day hemial omposition of the SMC to −0.65dexor one �fth with respet to the solar values of Grevesse & Sauval (1998).105
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Figure 9.8: Similar to Fig. 9.7, but for Mg, S, and Ti.106



9.6 Previous Abundane Studies in the SMC9.6 Previous Abundane Studies in the SMCThe abundane �ndings for the BA supergiants derived in this work are ompared tothe results of a large number of studies treating various kinds of objets. A summaryis given by Table 9.5.9.6.1 Young Stellar PopulationsYoung stellar populations suh as OB stars or supergiants are thought to well rep-resent the present-day hemial omposition of their surrounding exept for nulearproessed material mixed into their atmospheres (suh as CN-yled matter) throughmixing during and before the dredge-ups in the red supergiant regime. Results fromother analyses should therefore be diretly omparable to the �ndings in this workwithin these restritions.Cepheids as pulsating stars of several solar masses and ages of ∼100Myr shouldalso re�et the (almost) present-day omposition of the medium they were born in.However, abundane studies of Cepheids mainly rely on the estimation of overallblanketing e�ets from photometry introduing large unertainties e.g. through ex-tintion. Only mean metalliities suh as [Fe/H℄ are determined in most ases. Nu-merous early studies with very similar results exist. The works of Harris (1983) froma study of 45 Cepheids and of Luk & Lambert (1992) of seven Cepheids/supergiantsare mentioned here exemplarily. Good agreement is found with the overall metalliityof Harris (1983). The Mg, S, Ti, and Fe values are higher in Luk & Lambert (1992)than in the present work while good agreement is found for O. The α elements ofthe Cepheids are found to be overabundant with respet to supergiants. Carbon andnitrogen show a large satter due to di�erent mixing with CN-proessed matter (asin the present work). The lower C and higher N abundane of the present work mayindiate more e�ient mixing than was present in the � not as massive � Cepheidson the mean. A later study of Luk et al. (1998) �nds similar results as Luk &Lambert (1992).More reent studies suh as of Keller & Wood (2006) or Mottini et al. (2006)indiate overall metalliities in good agreement with the �typial� SMC metalliitywhih was also on�rmed in the present study.F supergiants Abundanes of other supergiants of various spetral types an beompared with the present work. First, a omparison is made with supergiants ofspetral type F whih lie loser to the red supergiant region and the dredge-up(s)ourring there. An investigation of several elements for three supergiants was on-duted by Spite et al. (1989a), (1989b), and Spite & Spite (1990). There is quitegood agreement between these studies and the present work for O and Mg. Forthe heavier elements suh as S, Ti, and Fe they tend to systematially overestimatethe abundanes. A similar study for eight F supergiants based on photometry andspetrosopy was presented by Russell & Bessell (1989) and indiated slightly higherabundanes for Mg with respet to the urrent work. The iron abundane �ts re-markably well. 107



9 CHEMICAL ABUNDANCE ANALYSISA and B supergiants The work of Venn (1999) was already mentioned before asabundanes for �ve of her stars were also determined in this work. Very good agree-ment was found exept for N and C for a few stars. Very good to exellent agreementis also found for the elements whih are una�eted by CN-proessed material up tonow: O, Mg, S, Ti, as well as Fe. Like in the present work, a relative abundane pat-tern very similar to the solar one (Grevesse & Sauval 1998) is found by Venn (1999)for these elements.The studies of Trundle et al. (2004), Dufton et al. (2005), Trundle & Lennon (2005)as well as of Lee et al. (2005) reveal omparable abundanes to the present workfor O and Mg whereas Fe is muh less abundant aording to Lee et al. (2005).Moreover, they also show a onsiderable satter in the C and N abundanes whih isan indiation for variously e�ient mixing with CN-proessed matter from the stellarore (the arbon abundane is systematially and signi�antly smaller).B stars Reent work on large samples of B stars (supergiants and less luminousstars) is provided by Hunter et al. (2007, 2009) and Trundle et al. (2007). Fairagreement with respet to the present work is found for the heavier metals O, Mg,and Fe as well as for C. In fat, their C abundane is even lower than found forthe more evolved supergiants of the present work, whih are supposed to show thestronger depletion due to more e�etive mixing. This would be very surprising butmight ome from the estimated orretions they applied to their C abundanes.9.6.2 Old Stellar Populations (Red Giants)When omparing the abundane pattern of old stars to ours, one has to keep inmind that it provides information on the metal enrihment history during the timebetween the formation of those objets and of the young supergiants. Nevertheless,they an also be used to disuss the hemial homogeneity of the SMC. Some reentinvestigations of larger samples are presented for this purpose in the following.Carrera et al. (2008) derive metalliities [M/H℄ from Ca ii triplet spetrosopy inred giant branh stars employing a � rather simple � formula relating the metalliityto the sum of the three equivalent widths and the magnitude of the star. Abundanesof the 350 stars of various ages (up to ∼10Gyr) indiate for the �rst � and only �time a metalliity gradient. The average metalliity was ∼ −1 in the entral regiondereasing to about −1.6 towards the outer regions (more than 4◦ away from theenter). However, Carrera et al. (2008) onlude that this gradient an be explainedas an age gradient.A similar analysis of the Ca ii triplet from red giant branh stars by Parisi etal. (2010), however, �nds no gradient at all but onsistently [Fe/H℄∼ −1. There isonly an indiation for the �eld stars to be slightly more metal-poor than the lusterstars. Similar results are found by Cioni (2009) from an analysis of the ratio of AGBstar types.Although these results are not diretly omparable to the young objets (and aresubjet to substantial systemati unertainties), they provide at least the indiationthat the SMC has a homogeneous omposition at populations of various ages.108



9.6 Previous Abundane Studies in the SMCTable 9.5: Overview of mean abundanes from other studies treating various kinds of objets.Diret omparisons are made for elements whih are also investigated in the present study.Abundanes are given in the usual logarithmi notation log x/H + 12 (exept for helium),negative values indiate di�erenes to the solar omposition (Grevesse & Sauval 1998).Soure Method El.(s) mean value 1σ-satter remarks
This work BAsupergiants,spetrosopy,non-LTE

He 0.11 0.02C 7.47/−1.05 0.20N 7.90/−0.02 0.21O 8.16/−0.67 0.09Mg 6.83/−0.75 0.09S 6.46/−0.74 0.12Ti 4.44/−0.50 0.20Fe 6.89/−0.61 0.14Harris (1983) Cepheids,photometry [M/H℄ −0.65 (∼0.3)Keller &Wood (2006) Cepheids,light urves [M/H℄ −0.64 0.04Mottini etal. (2006) Cepheids,spetral anal-ysis [M/H℄ −0.75 0.08
Luk & Lam-bert (1992) Cepheids/Supergiants,spetralanalysis

C 7.65 0.32
α elements inCepheidsoverabundantwith respet tosupergiantsN 7.71 0.35O 8.26 0.20Mg −0.45 0.12S −0.41 0.15Ti −0.55 0.17Fe −0.53 0.12Spite etal. (1989a,1989b), Spite&Spite (1990) F supergiants,spetralanalysis, LTE C 7.77 0.08O 8.1 0.08Mg 6.89 0.05S 6.70 0.12Ti 4.39 0.26Fe 7.02 0.10Russell &Bessell (1989) F supergiants,photometry/spetrosopy,LTE C 7.56 0.06Mg 7.00 0.12Ti 4.51 0.11Fe 6.78 0.18Venn (1999),N updates byVenn &Przy-billa (2003) A supergiants,spetralanalysis,non-LTE N 7.52 0.38O 8.14 0.10Mg 6.83 0.11Ti 4.29 0.15Fe 6.71 0.14109



9 CHEMICAL ABUNDANCE ANALYSISTable 9.5: Overview of mean abundanes from other studies (ontinued).Soure Method El.(s) mean value 1σ-satter remarksTrundle etal. (2004),Trundle etal. (2005) B supergiants,spetrosopy,non-LTE C 6.93 0.15N 7.72 0.33O 8.13 0.14Mg 6.83 0.11Lee etal. (2005) B supergiants,spetrosopy,non-LTE C 6.9 0.3 targets in SMCwingN 7.7/7.6 0.2/0.3O 8.3/8.0Mg 6.7/6.6 0.1/0.1Fe 6.2Dufton etal. (2005) B supergiants,spetrosopy,non-LTE C 7.06 0.12N 7.42 0.15O 8.09 0.12Mg 6.70 0.10Hunter etal. (2007,2009),Trundle etal. (2007) B stars,FLAMESsurvey,spetrosopy,non-LTE C 7.30 0.28 Fe in LTE,estimatedorretions for C,supergiantsexluded for NN 7.28 0.31O 7.99 0.21Mg 6.72 0.18Fe 6.92 0.15Carrera etal. (2008) red giants,Ca ii triplet [M/H℄ −1 to −1.6 �rst detetionof gradient,due to ageParisi etal. (2010) red giants,Ca ii triplet [M/H℄ ∼ −1 ∼0.2 no gradienteven fordi�erent agesCioni (2009) AGB stars,ratio of C andM types [M/H℄ ∼ −1.25 ∼0.3 no gradient
Dufour (1984) H ii regions,spetrosopy He 0.08 0.003 relatively strongdepletion of Cand NC 7.16 0.04N 6.46 0.12O 8.02 0.08S 6.49 0.14Garnett (1999) H ii regions,spetrosopy C 7.4 relatively strongdepletion of Cand N, new HSTobservationsN 6.5O 8.0S 6.3Vermeij &van derHulst (2002) H ii regions,spetrosopy He 0.085 0.004N 6.45 0.09O 7.96 0.06S 6.18 0.12110



9.6 Previous Abundane Studies in the SMC9.6.3 Interstellar Medium: H ii RegionsAbundanes from the interstellar medium are mainly based on emission-line spe-trosopy of H ii regions. Early studies of the 1970s and 1980s (Aller et al. 1974,Dufour 1975, Lequeux et al. 1979, Dufour & Harlow 1977, Pagel et al. 1978, Alleret al. 1975, and Dufour et al. 1982) are summarised by Dufour (1984). No trend ofabundanes with respet to position is deteted and all studies indiate quite on-sistent abundanes. Therefore, only the review abundanes are listed in Table 9.5.A more reent review is given by Garnett (1999) inluding also studies of Dennefeld& Stasi«ska (1983), Heydari-Malayeri et al. (1988), and Russell & Dopita (1990).Abundanes based on updated atomi data are proposed by Kurt & Dufour (1998)implying slight hanges of .0.1 dex. Little has hanged sine then. Another studyworth mentioning here omes from Vermeij & van der Hulst (2002) who investigatedseveral elements in three SMC H ii regions. Their mean and 1σ-satter of these threeobjets is also given in Table 9.5.Generally, abundanes for O, Ne, S, Ar, Si, Cl, and Ar onsistently show lowerabundanes by∼0.7−0.8 dex with respet to the standard solar abundanes of Grevesse& Sauval (1998). However, arbon and espeially nitrogen indiate still muh lowerrelative abundanes of the order of −1.1 to −1.5. (The underabundane with respetto values derived for the loal interstellar medium is slightly smaller.)It should be noted that studies of the emission lines of H ii regions are still subjetto onsiderable systemati unertainties. Several alibrations relating measured �uxesto abundanes are in use and yield values di�ering by up to an order of magnitude. Aruial point is also the determination of the temperature of the eletron gas. A niedisussion and an example on how di�erent alibrations lead to di�erent abundanesis given by Kudritzki (2010).Nevertheless, good agreement in general is found between the abundanes fromH ii regions (Table 9.5) and the mean abundanes from the present study (Table 9.4).Oxygen abundanes �t very well while sulfur abundanes still agree well with betteragreement for earlier abundanes. Abundanes for arbon and nitrogen are hard toompare due to the CN-proessed matter in the stellar atmosphere of massive starsbut seem extraordinarily small in the H ii regions. The helium abundanes of theH ii regions are a good lower limit for the ones found in the present work. The Cabundanes derived from H ii regions are even lower than in most studies of Cepheids,supergiants, or B stars where the C abundane is expeted to be already smaller thanin their surroundings due to nulear proesses. This an be explained by the e�ientdepletion of C from the gas phase into a ondensed dust phase, whih is a knownphenomenon in the interstellar medium. The N abundane in the H ii regions showsthe greatest disrepanies between stars and gas (by about 1.5 orders of magnitude).In ontrast to C, N is not readily bound into dust grains. The low N abundane inH ii regions thus seems to be real implying a low pristine abundane. As most of theN is likely produed in AGB stars via neutron apture of C ores, the low abundaneof this seed ore would result in a smaller N abundane. In the supergiants, N anthen be strongly enrihed by the CNO proess and mixing.111



9 CHEMICAL ABUNDANCE ANALYSIS9.6.4 Summary and Connetion to the Present Supergiant SampleIn summary, it an be noted that there is fair agreement between the abundanesderived from the B and A supergiants in the present work and other studies from theliterature dealing with objets of similarly young age.Overall metalliities from Cepheids �t well to the ones from the present work.However, in this work, it was possible to give muh more detailed abundane infor-mation omprising several elemental speies.Studies about F supergiants in non-LTE provide rather good agreement for mostelements but also show systematial o�sets e.g. for S or Mg � possibly due to amodelling only in LTE whih may be violated to some degree in the low-densityatmospheres of these stars. Good to exellent agreement with the non-LTE studyof A supergiants by Venn (1999) (with updates for N by Venn & Przybilla 2003) isfound. Moreover, the spread in abundanes from star to star is omparably low.Abundanes from B supergiants and B stars in the literature are generally infair agreement with the present work for O, Mg, and partly Fe. For the B stars,the FLAMES surveys �nd lower abundanes for O and Mg. C and N abundanesare systematially lower than in the present work. These systematis may be dueto less sophistiated atomi data, to negleting non-LTE e�ets (e.g. for Fe), andto estimated abundane orretions (e.g. for C). For the elements whih are stilluna�eted by stellar evolution (O, Mg, and Fe) and whih were also studied in thepresent work, smaller 1σ-satters of the abundanes from star to star are found here.It was already noted that C and N abundanes in H ii regions are very smallompared to the supergiants (depletion into dust for C). Remarkably, the metalsuna�eted by CN-proessed material, O and S, are in fair agreement with the presentresults if all unertainties (relatively large systematis for H ii regions) are takeninto aount. Interestingly, the earlier the abundanes were derived, the better theagreement with the the BA supergiants of this work.All in all, the present study �nds relatively good agreement for most elements(exluding C and N) with previous abundane studies, however at signi�antly re-dued statistial and systemati unertainties. The thorough determination of stellarparameters and the use of up-to-date atomi data for non-LTE modelling are key in-gredients for the auray and reliability ahieved. The present work may be regardedas the most onsistent evaluation of hemial abundanes in the SMC so far and themost omprehensive in terms of the supergiant population of the SMC. With that,the highest degree of hemial homogeneity in the SMC up to now was determined.
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10 Distane and Depth Extension of the SMC � the Flux-weighted Gravity�Luminosity Relationship (FGLR)Deriving distanes is one of the key problems in astronomy. In priniple, distanesan be inferred from
fν = Fν

R2

d2
(10.1)or

m − M = −2.5 log

(

l

L

)

= 5 · log d − 5 + AV . (10.2)with fν and Fν being the �ux densities at the stellar surfae (radius R) and foran observer at distane d, L and l the orresponding luminosities, AV the interstellarextintion, and m/M the apparent/absolute magnitude. However, neither F norabsolute magnitudes (M) an usually be derived diretly.The only diret distane estimate is based on the parallax, a slightly di�erentposition of an objet in the sky due to the movement of the earth around the Sun.The angular di�erene π (measured at time intervals of six months) is related to thedistane d via the simple relation
d =

1

π
(10.3)where π is given in mas (milli ar seonds) and d in kp (kilo parse). Thissimpliity is due to the de�nition of a parse as the distane from whih the diameterof earth's orbit around the Sun is seen under an angle of 1 ar seond. The limitingfator for this kind of distane estimate is the auray with whih parallaxes an bemeasured, whih is & 1mas at best for bright targets. Reliable distane estimatesbased on the urrent tehnial equipment (suh as the Hipparos satellite) are thuson�ned to objets well within distanes of 1 kp. Future missions suh as the GAIAsatellite are expeted to signi�antly redue the unertainties but will still be limitedto distanes around 100kp.The seond possibility for distane estimates relies on variable stars suh asCepheids (named after δCephei). Cepheids are pulsating stars whih periodiallyhange their luminosity in parallel to their radius and their atmospheri mean den-sity. It was �rst found by Leavitt in 1912 from Cepheids in the Small MagellaniCloud that these variables obey a period−luminosity relationship of the form

M ≈ −2.88 log P − 1.24. (10.4)The onstant o�set was not yet known to Leavitt. It has to be determined inde-pendently � ideally from parallaxes of Cepheids. This ould be ahieved only for a fewMilky Way objets (ombined with light ehoes), so that one also relies e.g. on main-sequene �tting of CMDs of lusters. E�ets whih may in�uene this relationshipare dimming by interstellar matter or metalliity dependene. However, investiga-tions to onstrain these e�ets usually are or must be omitted, introduing signi�ant113



10 DISTANCE AND DEPTH EXTENSION OF THE SMC � THE FLUX-WEIGHTEDGRAVITY�LUMINOSITY RELATIONSHIP (FGLR)unertainties to distanes derived this way. Despite the mentioned problems variablestars suh as Cepheids are the standard objets for deriving extragalati distanes.Several other ways to estimate distane suh as RR Lyrae stars or red lump starsare in use but are subjet to similar unertainties.For muh larger distanes one relies on supernovae of type Ia whih are thoughtof as standard andles. However, this is still a matter of debate and requires a arefulalibration e.g. with the help of Cepheids.Therefore, another possibility to derive distanes is well appreiated. Suh a possi-bility is given by the �ux-weighted gravity−luminosity relationship (FGLR, Kudritzkiet al. 2003) for blue supergiants evolving towards the red supergiant stage.10.1 Theoretial and Observational MotivationThe FGLR relies on two basi assumptions. First, massive stars from ≈12M⊙ to
≈40M⊙ evolve through the BA-type supergiant stage at almost onstant luminosity L(see Fig. 3.7). Furthermore, the evolution through that regime happens on relativelyshort timesales (of the order of 20 000 years for a 20M⊙ star) implying that mass-loss may well be negleted and thus that the mass is onstant. This has interestingonsequenes for the relationship of gravity and e�etive temperature:

M ∝ gR2 ∝ L · g

T 4
eff

= LgF = const. (10.5)indiating a onstant �ux-weighted gravity
gF =

g

T 4
eff

(10.6)for the evolution at onstant luminosity through the BA-type supergiant domain.This means also that during this whole evolutionary phase, the luminosity of a staris fully determined by its e�etive temperature and the surfae gravity � two basiparameters of stellar atmospheres whih an be determined through spetral analyses.It is only in the last deade(s) that quantitative analyses have beome reliable andaurate enough to allow for a trustworthy alibration and appliation of the FGLR.Employing the mass−luminosity relation (Eqn. 3.2) one �nds
L1−α ∝

(

g

T 4
eff

)α

. (10.7)Expressed in absolute bolometri magnitudes Mbol ∝−2.5 log L, the �ux-weightedgravity�luminosity relationship for blue supergiants adopts the following form
−Mbol = aFGLR(log gF − 1.5) + bFGLR (FGLR) (10.8)where the onstants depend on the exponent of the mass−luminosity relation, i.e.

aFGLR = 2.5 · α

1 − α
. (10.9)114



10.1 Theoretial and Observational Motivation

Figure 10.1: Flux-weighted gravities (the temperature T,4 is given in units of 10 000K) andabsolute bolometri magnitudes from Kudritzki et al. (2008) for their sample of stars invarious galaxies. A linear �t (solid line) reveals a slope of the FGLR of −3.41. The stellarevolution FGLRs (Meynet & Maeder 2005, Maeder & Meynet 2001) for models with rotationare superimposed (dashed : Milky Way metalliity, long-dashed : SMC metalliity).One the slope a and the o�set b are alibrated with observations, it is thus possibleto derive distanes to individual stars as well as galaxies (from a sample of super-giants). Of ourse, before applying the FGLR as distane indiator, an observationalalibration is mandatory.The state-of-the-art alibration for the FGLR was provided by Kudritzki et al.(2008, in the following abbreviated as Kud08) in a study of 24 supergiants of spe-tral type B and A from NGC300 together with other supergiants from seven othergalaxies. The ombined results are shown if Fig. 10.1 and indiate
aFGLR,Kud08 = −3.41 ± 0.16

bFGLR,Kud08 = 8.02 ± 0.04 . (10.10)Note that in the �gure as well as from now on, log gF is not simply the logarithmof gF but de�ned as 115



10 DISTANCE AND DEPTH EXTENSION OF THE SMC � THE FLUX-WEIGHTEDGRAVITY�LUMINOSITY RELATIONSHIP (FGLR)
log gF = log g/T 4

,4 = log g − 4 · log

(

Teff

10 000 K

) (10.11)Good agreement between the observations and theory (dashed lines in the �gure)was found. Signi�ant deviations ourred only at the lowest gF values or the highestluminosities or absolute bolometri magnitudes where the theoretial FGLRs tend tobend upward.Aording to the disussion in Maeder (2009), their Set. 24.3, 25.2 and Fig. 25.6,the exponent of the mass−luminosity relation α varies with the mass of a star andits evolutionary phase. This is due to hanges in nulear reation rates, radiationpressure, and opaities. α is maximal on the main sequene of solar metalliityaround solar-mass stars (α ∼ 4.5) and slowly dereasing towards higher masses (∼ 2at 100M⊙). Although these values are derived for main sequene stars, the priniplesbehind them may also be applied to more evolved stars. With that, higher massesimply smaller α and with Eqn. 10.9 also higher absolute values of aFGLR (as longas α > 1, whih is the ase for reasonable assumptions on the stellar parameters).Higher masses in turn an be expeted at higher luminosities and thus lower log gFvalues. As a result, the slope of the theoretial FGLR relations is steeper meaninghigher absolute values of aFGLR at low log gF as it is the ase in Fig. 10.1.Mass-loss during the stellar life is less pronouned at lower metalliity in a stellaratmosphere (e.g. Kudritzki & Puls 2000). Thus, supergiants in the SMC will havelost less mass during their previous evolution ompared to stars at ∼solar metalliity.Looking at two stars � one metal-poor and one metal-rih � of the same e�etivetemperature and luminosity, the metal-poor one will still possess more of its originalmass and thus a higher log g. As mass-loss rates are generally higher at highermasses, this will have a larger e�et in ranges with high luminosities. This is aseond ontribution to the bend in the theoretial FGLR at high luminosities andauses the deviation between the theoretial urves in Fig. 10.1 at SMC and solarmetalliity.10.2 An Attempt to Calibrate the FGLR in the low-Metalliity Environ-ment of the SMCThe oe�ients a and b of the FGLR depend on the exat form of the mass�luminosityrelation and may thus vary in di�erent environments suh as the low-metalliityenvironment of the SMC ompared to the Milky Way or other galaxies. The �rstapproah was therefore to alibrate the FGLR by deriving the onstants a and b. Thisan be done when distanes and thus absolute bolometri magnitudes are known foreah objet.The distane of eah objet was adopted to be equal to the mean distane ofthe SMC whih is a good solution in ase the depth extension in the line of sight issmall ompared to the distane of about 60 kp. The distane of the SMC has been amatter of debate through many deades now (see Set. 10.4). It was deided to workwith the anonial distane modulus of 19.0 (orresponds to ∼ 63 kp) as distanesfor the SMC and all of the targets. 116



10.2 An Attempt to Calibrate the FGLR in the low-Metalliity Environment of the SMCFor a alibration of the FGLR, the �ux-weighted gravity gF and the absolutebolometri magnitude Mbol then had to be determined for eah objet. gF is di-retly derived from the atmospheri parameters Teff and log g derived in Set. 8 viaEqn. 10.11.To determine the absolute bolometri magnitude, several ontributions must betaken into aount. Combining Eqs. 2.12 and 2.14 one �nds
Mbol = mV − (mV − MV )0 + B.C. − AV (10.12)The apparent visual magnitudes have been measured in photometri observations(photoeletri measurements for most stars and CCD photometry for a few objets).Values from multiple soures were employed (see Table 6.1). (mV − MV )0 is thedistane modulus for eah objet and was set to 19.0 as desribed above. The bolo-metri orretion an be inferred either from an analysis of the energy distribution ofthe model atmosphere or from an analytial �t formula (as disussed in Kud08, theirformula 6):

B.C.(Teff , log g, [Z]) = fmax

[

1 − a exp

(

− log gF − xmin

h

)]

− 4.3 log
Teff

10 000 K
·
(

1 + log
Teff

10 000 K

)

+ 0.09[Z] · (1 + 0.26[Z]) (10.13)with a = 1−fmin/fmax, fmin = −0.39, fmax = −0.265, xmin = 1.075, and h = 0.17.This formula was employed for all bolometri orretions.Finally, the extintion AV an be derived with Eqn. 2.13. Extintion towardsthe SMC is dominated by the Milky Way foreground for most objets (based on theequivalent widths of the SMC and MW omponents of the interstellar NaD lines).Thus, working with a typial RV of 3.1 for the Milky as well as with a Galatireddening law is justi�ed.The olour exess E(B −V ) (Eqn. 2.11) in turn is determined from a omparisonof observed � (B − V ) � and syntheti � (B − V )0 � olours based on the modelatmosphere for the �nal parameters of eah objet.The resulting �ux-weighted gravities and bolometri magnitudes are plotted inFig. 10.2 as �lled symbols for a redued sample. This exludes targets for whihatmospheri parameters ould not be reliably determined. A simple linear regressionto the SMC BA-type supergiants would reveal the following alibration:
aFGLR,SMC = −3.37 ± 0.35

bFGLR,SMC = 7.86 ± 0.07 . (10.14)Comparing these results with the alibration from Kud08 reveals exellent agree-ment in terms of the slope of the FGLR in the SMC and in the average over eightgalaxies and modest agreement in terms of the vertial o�set. Note that the un-ertainty in b is not the satter of deviations from the linear regression but the117



10 DISTANCE AND DEPTH EXTENSION OF THE SMC � THE FLUX-WEIGHTEDGRAVITY�LUMINOSITY RELATIONSHIP (FGLR)

Figure 10.2: Flux-weighted gravities gF and absolute bolometri magnitudes Mbol for theBA supergiant sample of this work (31 stars with reliable atmospheri parameters) as �lledsquares. The solid line is the simple linear regression �tted to these targets with eah objetweighted equally. See text for a disussion of the error bars. Open squares denote the targetsfrom the state-of-the-art alibration of the FGLR from Kud08 from the average over eightgalaxies. The dotted line marks the linear regression to their objets. There is exellentagreement in terms of the slope of the two relations. The dashed urve is the theoretialFGLR as inferred from stellar evolution models for 12, 15, 20, and 25M⊙ from Maeder &Meynet (2001) and for 30 and 40M⊙ from Meynet & Maeder (2005). Their models arealulated for an initial rotational veloity of 300 km s−1 and for SMC metalliity (one �fthsolar).unertainty in the o�set parameter of the �tted line (with log gF =1.5 as the zeropoint).It is now appropriate to disuss the individual unertainties of gF and Mbol ofthe program stars and the overall satter around the FGLR �t. At �rst, the satterof the BA-type supergiants of the present study in Fig. 10.2 around the linear �twould seem reasonable as it is of a similar order of magnitude as the satter of theKud08 objets. However, the satter of the SMC sample treated in the present workis expeted to be signi�antly smaller than the Kud08 sample for two basi reasons.
• Firstly, stellar parameters in the present work ould be determined more au-rately and onsistently. Although both analyses made use of the same modelodes, there are some di�erenes in the analysis strategy and the quality of118



10.2 An Attempt to Calibrate the FGLR in the low-Metalliity Environment of the SMCTable 10.1: Flux-weighted gravities log gF from the parameter determination and absolutebolometri magnitudes Mbol inferred under the assumption of the same distane modulusof 19.0 for the program stars in Fig. 10.2. These values were derived to alibrate the FGLRfor the SMC. The last olumn ontains the theoretial distane moduli (tDM) whih an bederived when adopting the (�xed) FGLR alibration from Kud08 (see below for a disussionof the unertainties). The objets are ordered by growing right asension (as in Table 6.1).Objet log gF Mbol tDMdex mag magAV20 1.34±0.05 −7.74±0.05 19.82±0.18AV22 1.24±0.12 −8.26±0.20 19.64±0.45AV56 1.17±0.10 −9.71±0.13 18.44±0.38AV76 1.26±0.13 −8.53±0.19 19.32±0.48AV98 1.41±0.07 −8.00±0.08 19.32±0.26AV105 1.72±0.05 −7.15±0.04 19.13±0.18AV110 1.49±0.09 −7.39±0.10 19.66±0.32AV136 1.28±0.05 −8.26±0.04 19.49±0.18SK56 1.31±0.12 −9.28±0.15 18.38±0.44AV151 1.35±0.10 −8.68±0.08 18.84±0.36AV200 1.38±0.12 −7.96±0.14 19.46±0.44AV205 1.56±0.05 −7.12±0.04 19.69±0.18AV211 1.41±0.12 −8.21±0.12 19.13±0.43AV270 1.49±0.10 −7.90±0.12 19.16±0.37AV273 1.69±0.05 −6.99±0.04 19.36±0.18AV297 1.52±0.12 −7.67±0.10 19.29±0.41AV298 1.71±0.05 −6.73±0.04 19.56±0.18AV315 1.40±0.07 −8.56±0.08 18.80±0.26AV338 1.84±0.07 −6.94±0.07 18.91±0.26AV347 1.52±0.12 −7.39±0.10 19.58±0.42AV362 1.37±0.10 −8.98±0.05 18.49±0.35AV367 1.22±0.12 −8.46±0.18 19.54±0.45AV382 1.47±0.07 −8.12±0.08 19.01±0.26AV392 1.97±0.05 −6.60±0.04 18.81±0.18AV399 1.81±0.06 −7.05±0.05 18.91±0.20AV443 1.11±0.11 −9.74±0.21 18.62±0.42AV463 1.79±0.05 −7.06±0.04 18.98±0.18AV504 1.63±0.13 −7.68±0.11 18.88±0.45SK194 1.41±0.13 −8.09±0.14 19.24±0.45SK196 1.35±0.11 −7.95±0.12 19.59±0.41SK202 1.50±0.11 −8.12±0.09 18.90±0.38the observational material. The present work was based on line pro�le �ts tovarious Balmer lines and (multiple) ionisation equilibria being more sensitiveto temperature hanges than the size of the Balmer jump employed in Kud08(together with Balmer lines). This was possible beause of a higher quality ofthe observational material. The present work ould investigate high-resolution119



10 DISTANCE AND DEPTH EXTENSION OF THE SMC � THE FLUX-WEIGHTEDGRAVITY�LUMINOSITY RELATIONSHIP (FGLR)(R = 48 000), high S/N spetra (∼ 100) whereas the majority of targets inKud08 was observed at medium resolution (R = 1 000) and lower S/N (∼ 40).The lower quality of the data (the objets are muh fainter and thus harder toobserve) made it neessary to use less sensitive spetral features and leads tolarger unertainties for eah objet.Another important point with respet to the atmospheri parameters is theonsisteny of an analysis in terms of an independent determination of otheratmospheri parameters. To be preise, the model grids employed by Kud08did aount for various e�etive temperatures, surfae gravities, and metalli-ities, however, assumed �xed values for the helium abundane and the miro-turbulene. These model grids were also the starting point for the parameterdetermination of this work, however, additional re�nements due to individuallyadapted helium abundanes and miroturbulenes with additional alulationswere possible beause of the high quality of the observational material. A he-lium abundane and miroturbulene di�erent than the expeted value wouldalso demand a modi�ation on the other parameters Teff and log g. If this is thease, ignoring these e�ets will lead to additional systemati errors.
• Seondly, besides the issue of parameter auraies, one an also expet theinhomogeneity of the Kud08 sample to enlarge the satter around the FGLRlinear �t. As an be seen e.g. in the theoretial urves of Fig. 10.1, di�er-ent environments suh as di�erent metalliities may imply (slightly) di�erentalibrations. As the alibration employed from Kud08 inludes stars from eightgalaxies omprising environments of various metalliities (mostly objets around1/2 solar metalliity), an e�et on the satter around the linear �t annot befully ignored. In the present study, all targets are loated in the same envi-ronment, were observed with the same instrument, and analysed with the samemethods.Therefore, one would expet a signi�antly smaller satter for the present SMCstudy than for the Kud08 analysis. However, the 1σ-satter of deviations from thelinear �t in the present study (0.40mag) is even larger than in Kud08 (0.32mag).Thus, there ould be an e�et unaounted for so far.Before a deeper disussion on this matter, let us �rst disuss the order of magni-tude of the unertainties in Mbol in the present study. Unertainties may originatefrom several soures (see the individual terms in Eqn. 10.12):
• Photometry. Unertainties from photometri observations may represent a non-negligible ontribution. Observed magnitudes suh as mV and (B − V ) nees-sary for deriving Mbol often had to be taken from rather early studies in the1970's and 1980's (see Table 6.1 for an overview on photometry soures). Laterstudies often exluded the very objets analysed in this work due to a possiblesaturation of these bright targets in the observation. This is one of the rareoasions where the high luminosity of BA supergiants � a major advantagemaking extragalati stellar spetrosopy possible � is atually a disadvantage.All photometri investigations for the program stars assume unertainties in120



10.2 An Attempt to Calibrate the FGLR in the low-Metalliity Environment of the SMCthe apparent magnitudes of few hundredths of magnitudes (Table 6.1). A moreonservative estimate based on the satter of magnitude values for the samestars from di�erent studies would be . 0.1mag. In this regard, it should alsobe noted that supergiants may be subjet to intrinsi variability (pulsations).Bresolin et al. (2004) found them to be of the order of 0.1mag and to have nosigni�ant e�et on the alibration of the FGLR.
• Extintion. The extintion AV depends on observed photometry as well as onspetrosopially derived atmospheri parameters (through a hange of synthetiolours from the model atmosphere). The unertainty ontribution from thederived atmospheri parameters are hosen based on the reation of the (B−V )0olour when hanging Teff and log g aording to their unertainties so that thee�ets add up. This is a onservative estimate and leads to unertainties in

AV (ombined with the observational unertainties) of the order of . 0.05 to
. 0.1mag for the ool and hot objets of the urrent sample respetively. Coolerobjets have smaller unertainties due to the high preision for Teff derived fromthe extremely sensitive Mg i/ii ionisation equilibrium (if appliable).

• Bolometri orretion. Similar to the extintion, the unertainty in the bolo-metri orretion is also a funtion of the unertainties in the atmospheri pa-rameters. Again, the unertainty in B.C. was � onservatively � derived fromthe hange aording to Eqn. 10.13 when Teff and log g are altered aording totheir unertainties so that the e�ets add up. . 0.05 to . 0.15mag for the ooland hot objets of the sample are the result.Combining these e�ets by simple Gaussian error propagation leads to quite on-servative unertainties for Mbol of typially ∼ 0.05 − 0.15 (see Table 10.1).When disussing the (vertial) distanes of the stars in Fig. 10.2, one must alsoaount for another unertainty ontribution:
• Stellar parameters. The stellar parameters may also diretly in�uene the dis-tane of a star from the linear FGLR �t through a horizontal shift. Unertaintiesin log gF of ∼0.05 to <0.10 dex for ool and hotter objets respetively translateto unertainties in Mbol of ∼0.1 to 0.2mag. Note that the ombined unertaintyof Teff and log g to log gF is atually smaller than the individual ones due toa higher sensitivity of the spetral indiators to hanges in log gF (see Kud08,their Set. 6.1 for a detailed disussion). Here, a very onservative estimatebased on Gaussian error propagation of Teff and log g to log gF is adopted.In order to estimate the overall unertainty of the distane (in mag) of an objet tothe derived FGLR line (whih may be written as Mbol −Mbol,FGLR(log gF)), one musttake into aount that the unertainty ontributions are orrelated. For example,if the e�etive temperature was underestimated, the objet would move to highertemperatures and thus to lower log gF values. In a plot suh as in Figs. 10.1 or 10.2the star would move to the right. However, raising the e�etive temperature alsoa�ets the theoretial olours as the �ux in the blue band will grow faster than in thevisual band. Thus, the B magnitude will derease faster than V implying a smaller121



10 DISTANCE AND DEPTH EXTENSION OF THE SMC � THE FLUX-WEIGHTEDGRAVITY�LUMINOSITY RELATIONSHIP (FGLR)olour (B − V )0. With Eqn. 2.11, this means that the olour exess will inreaseand that one must orret for a larger extintion AV . Finally, one arrives at smaller
Mbol's (see Eqn. 10.12) or (intrinsially) brighter targets. The star moves upward inFigs. 10.1 or 10.2.To summarise this onsideration, hanging the atmospheri parameters Teff and
log g annot diretly (i.e. horizontally in the FGLR plots) bring the star loser tothe linear �t of the FGLR, there will always be a motion more parallel to the linearregression � in other words a kind of evasion manoeuvre. Evasions also happen asreations to log g hanges, although with redued responses. Therefore, unertaintiesin Mbol − Mbol,FGLR(log gF) are even smaller than for Mbol alone.Thus, the unertainty estimates made for the sample stars are onservative intwo respets. First, onerning the estimate of the unertainty in log gF from simpleerror propagation and seond, in terms of the ontributions to the unertainty in thetheoretial distane moduli by ignoring orrelation e�ets. This provides additionalseurity meaning that onlusions based on these unertainties an be expeted to bequite signi�ant.With these unertainties in mind, one omes to the onlusion that the satterof the distane of the program stars to the linear FGLR (Fig. 10.2) is too large tobe explained solely by the unertainties disussed. Most stars do not lie within the(onservative) error bars on the linear �t in ontrast to Fig. 10.1. Therefore, theassumption of equal distanes for all objets annot be fully sustained. The SMC islikely to have a signi�ant extension in the line of sight.In that ase, the SMC would not be suitable to alibrate the FGLR as di�erentindividual distane moduli would have to be applied in order to obtain a properestimate of bFGLR. Nevertheless, the slope of the relation should be hardly a�etedif the number of objets is large enough. With that, one ould at least say, that nosigni�ant deviation (at the auray whih an be ahieved at present) of the slopeis found between about solar and one �fth solar metalliity.10.3 Probing the Depth Extension of the Small Magellani CloudIn order to further disuss suh an extension in the line of sight, Fig. 10.3 shows ahistogram of distane moduli for the program stars in Fig. 10.2. The distane moduliare now derived based on the FGLR as already alibrated by Kud08 form the averageover eight galaxies. (Although they may be systemati e�ets for the FGLR due to thedi�erent environment in the SMC, the relative distanes should be hardly a�eted.)For that, the apparent bolometri magnitude mbol is �rst determined similarly as
Mbol in Eqn. 10.12 but without the distane modulus (mV − MV )0. The theoretialdistane moduli are than derived as

tDM = mbol − Mbol,FGLR(log gF) (10.15)where Mbol,FGLR(log gF) is the absolute bolometri magnitude indiated by thegiven FGLR due to the value of log gF from the atmospheri parameters.As mentioned before, even when aounting for the unertainties as disussed inthe last setion, the spread among the sample is too large to be ompatible with one122



10.3 Probing the Depth Extension of the Small Magellani Cloud

Figure 10.3: Histogram of distane moduli (binned to 0.1mag) for single stars derived fromthe di�erene of the apparent bolometri magnitude and the absolute bolometri magni-tude indiated by a given FGLR as alibrated by Kud08: Eqn. 10.10 or the dotted line inFig. 10.2). Stars loated above this dotted FGLR thus produe a distane modulus smallerthan the 19.0 adopted for plotting Fig. 10.2 and would lie loser to us. Stars below thisFGLR produe a distane modulus larger than 19.0 and would be further away.

Figure 10.4: Same as Fig. 10.3 but with additional early B supergiants in the SMC fromstudies of Trundle et al. (2004) and Trundle & Lennon (2005) as re-investigated by M.Urbaneja (priv. omm.). 123



10 DISTANCE AND DEPTH EXTENSION OF THE SMC � THE FLUX-WEIGHTEDGRAVITY�LUMINOSITY RELATIONSHIP (FGLR)Table 10.2: Parameters of the early B supergiants from M. Urbaneja (priv. omm.). Theo-retial distane moduli (tDM) are derived in the same way as for the BA supergiants withthe FGLR of Kud08.Objet Teff log g mV (B�V ) E(B�V ) B.C. tDM RA DEK dex mag (J2000) (J2000)AV10 17000 2.20 12.58 −0.02 0.12 −1.56 19.43 00:45:46.97 −73:39:54.7AV18 19000 2.30 12.46 0.03 0.18 −1.81 19.19 00:47:12.21 −73:06:33.1AV78 21500 2.40 11.05 −0.03 0.13 −2.17 17.96 00:50:38.39 −73:28:18.2AV96 22000 2.55 12.59 −0.10 0.08 −2.17 19.28 00:51:23.13 −72:07:20.6AV104 27500 3.10 13.17 −0.16 0.06 −2.71 18.83 00:51:38.49 −72:48:05.7AV210 20500 2.40 12.60 −0.02 0.14 −2.00 19.37 00:58:35.79 −72:16:25.0AV215 27000 2.90 12.69 −0.09 0.12 −2.67 18.78 00:58:55.64 −72:32:08.0AV264 22500 2.55 12.36 −0.15 0.03 −2.22 19.29 01:01:07.76 −71:59:58.8SK191 22500 2.55 11.86 −0.04 0.13 −2.33 18.37 01:01:57.22 −72:12:42.3AV303 22500 2.75 12.78 −0.13 0.06 −2.23 18.92 01:02:21.45 −72:00:17.6AV373 19000 2.30 12.17 −0.09 0.06 −1.81 19.27 01:04:58.06 −72:39:59.5AV374 20000 2.65 13.04 −0.13 0.04 −1.93 19.19 01:05:01.75 −72:26:53.6AV420 27000 3.05 13.09 −0.17 0.05 −2.66 18.89 01:07:32.52 −72:17:38.7AV462 21000 2.50 12.54 −0.13 0.04 −2.05 19.37 01:11:25.92 −72:31:20.9AV472 20000 2.50 12.62 −0.11 0.06 −1.93 19.23 01:13:01.91 −72:45:48.6AV487 26000 2.80 12.58 −0.15 0.05 −2.55 19.12 01:15:53.36 −73:19:08.5distane modulus or a negligible extension in the line of sight. In order to furtherimprove the statistis of the distribution of distane moduli, Fig. 10.4 inludes earlyB supergiants from studies of Trundle et al. (2004) and Trundle & Lennon (2005) asre-investigated by M. Urbaneja (priv. omm., parameters are given in Table 10.2).Note that these objets were observed with di�erent instruments and analysed withdi�erent odes and tehniques than employed in the present study. This might leadto systematial e�ets between the two samples. Moreover, the hotter and brighterearly B supergiants populate a region where theory predits a signi�ant urvatureof the FGLR and a deviation from a linear relation (see e.g. the dashed urves inFig. 10.1).Nevertheless, there are no obvious signs for lear systematial e�ets between theBA-type supergiant sample in Fig. 10.3 and the ombination of the two samples inFig. 10.4. Only the few objets in the early B supergiant sample produing verysmall distane moduli (suh as AV78) probably do so beause their large brightnessould make it neessary to aount for a urved FGLR (in this luminosity regime)as predited by theory. Nevertheless, it was deided to onentrate on the empiriallinear alibration by Kud08.Even when this is taken into aount, Fig. 10.3 and espeially Fig. 10.4 learlyindiate a signi�ant extension of the SMC in the line of sight. A onservative es-timate � based on the two maxima around 18.9 and 19.3 � is a typial width ofthe distribution and a depth extension of 0.4mag whih translates to an extensionof 100.4/5 = 20% with respet to the distane of the SMC. Adopting a distane of124



10.3 Probing the Depth Extension of the Small Magellani Cloud

Figure 10.5: The distane moduli derived with the Kud08 FGLR for our BA supergiantssample as blak irles. The size of the irles denotes the derived distane as indiated bythe legend. Small symbols indiate large distanes and large symbol stars whih lie loser tous. Star designations were omitted for larity, however, quik identi�ation for the objetsof the present work is possible with Fig. 6.2. The supergiants from the early B objets fromM. Urbaneja are overplotted as red irles.
∼63 kp (distane modulus of 19.0) this implies an extension of enormous ∼13 kp.This means that the SMC extends beyond its tidal radius of ∼4 kp and is in theproess of irreversible disintegration due to gravitational fores of the near-by LMCand the Milky Way.As a omparison, the width of the SMC from the distribution of stars in theplane of the sky is only ∼4000 p. The SMC would thus be 4 times as long as it is125



10 DISTANCE AND DEPTH EXTENSION OF THE SMC � THE FLUX-WEIGHTEDGRAVITY�LUMINOSITY RELATIONSHIP (FGLR)apparently wide and resemble a igar viewed from the front or the end. Moreover,the �gures may indiate a bimodal depth distribution of stars in the SMC. Fig. 10.5shows the sample of the BA supergiants together with the early B supergiants onthe plane of the sky with the symbol size oding the orrespondent distane moduli.No signi�ant orrelation of small or large distanes with the position (or the radialveloity) an be found.10.4 Distane and Depth Extension of the Small Magellani Cloud in theLiteratureAfter several deades of intense disussion on the matter of the proper distane toboth Clouds and of a possible signi�ant extension in the line of sight of the SMC, onemust still admit that these issues are not su�iently well onstrained. A (neessarilylimited) overview of the disussion in the literature is therefore reommended andwill be ompared to the �ndings of this work.The distanes to the Clouds and the Small Magellani Cloud in partiular havebeen derived with the aid of several objet lasses or tehniques. An importantmethod is the distane determination using the period�luminosity (PL) or period�luminosity�olour (PLC) relations for Cepheids suh as in Eqn. 10.4 as derived byMadore & Freedman (1991) for the LMC. Here, one already faes the �rst di�ultiesas several alibrations of the PL (or the PLC) are proposed in literature (for theSMC). Moreover, both relations are sensitive to metalliity or reddening. These e�etssometimes an not be or are not taken into aount when alibrating or using therelations. Nevertheless, Cepheids are the standard andles for extragalati distanes.RR Lyrae stars are also pulsating variables with relatively small brightness varia-tions (usually less than a magnitude) and small periods (less than a day). RR Lyraestars are all of similar age and mass. The absolute magnitudes of the RR Lyrae starsare all about MV = 0.6 ± 0.3 although a metalliity orretion may be neessary asproposed e.g. by Feast (1988)
MV (RR) = 0.92 + 0.2 · [Fe/H]. (10.16)Several other distane determinations tehniques suh as main sequene �tting orelipsing binaries have been used in the literature. A proper disussion of these goesbeyond the sope of the present projet.Table 10.3 summarises distanes, line-of-sight depths, and struture models as dis-ussed in this setion. The main fous will be on analyses investigating or disussinga possible depth extension. The SMC was long thought to possess a onsiderableextent in depth e.g by Johnson (1961) or Hindman (1964, 1967) who proposed threeexpanding gas shells based on studies of the H i distribution.Two separate H i distributions were also seen in veloity-spae by Mathewson &Ford (1984) proposing that the SMC was torn apart by its last lose enounter withthe LMC some 200−400Myrs ago reating a slower fragment, the Small MagellaniCloud Remnant(SMCR) in front of a faster fragment, the Mini-Magellani Cloud.The two systems are found to be separated by about 6 kp and 30 km s−1.126



10.4 Distane and Depth Extension of the Small Magellani Cloud in the LiteratureTable 10.3: An overview of mean distane moduli (m − M)0, depth extensions of the SMC(∆(m−M)0) in the line of sight (los), and derived information on its struture if indiatedin the respetive paper. See text for further disussion.Soure Method (m−M)0 ∆los omments on(mag) (mag) the SMC strutureCaldwell &Coulson (1986) Cepheids (PL, PLC),H i regions 18.97±0.07 0.10�0.13 near, fast arm NE andfar, slow arm SWMathewson etal. (1986) Cepheids (PL) ∼1.2 two omponents withdepth 6 kp eahLaney & Sto-bie (1986) Cepheids (PL, PLC) 19.05±0.05 0.56 wing up to 0.4magloserWelh etal. (1987) Cepheids (PL, PLCin JHK) 18.93±0.05 0.12 no extension behindthe tidal radiusStothers (1988) Cepheids (PL, PLC,new [Z℄ alibration) 18.80±0.06Groenewegen(2000) Cepheids (PL in
IJHKS) 19.11±0.1119.04±0.17 ∼0.5 SMC inlined withNE part loserReid & Stru-gnell (1986) RR Lyrae (MV=0.75) 18.78±0.15Walker &Mak (1988) RR Lyr. in NGC 121(MV =0.60) 18.86±0.07SMC �eld 19.2Szewzyk etal. (2009) RR Lyrae 18.97±0.03 no signi�ant depthGarmany etal. (1987) OB stars: Spe. Par-allax 19.1±0.1and ZAMS �tting 18.9Arellano Ferroet al. (1991) F supergiants:Spe. Parallax 19.33±0.31Massey etal. (1995) OB stars: Spe. Par-allax 19.1±0.3Mathewson &Ford (1984) H i regions ∼0.2 2 H i distributionsseparated by 6 kpand 30-40 km s−1,near+slow andfar+fast
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10 DISTANCE AND DEPTH EXTENSION OF THE SMC � THE FLUX-WEIGHTEDGRAVITY�LUMINOSITY RELATIONSHIP (FGLR)Table 10.3: Mean distane moduli and depth extensions from the literature. ontinuedSoure Method (m−M)0 ∆los omments on(mag) (mag) the SMC strutureMathewson &Ford (1984) H i regions ∼0.2 2 H i distributionsseparated by 6 kpand 30-40 km s−1,near+slow andfar+fastMathewson &Ford (1988) H i regions andCepheids (PL) 18.8 ∼0.8 slow, NE arm 10 kploser than fast SWarmMartin etal. (1989) H i and H ii regions,young stars . 0.4 4 veloity ompo-nents; slow ompo-nents in frontHatzidimitriou&Hawkins (1989) Horizontal branh(HB)/lump ∼0.7 deeper NE regions,two depth om-ponents for olderpopulationSubramanian& Subrama-nian (2009) red lump stars 0.34 maybe an SMC bulgeHarries etal. (2003) andHildith etal. (2005) Elipsing binaries 18.91±0.03North etal. (2009) Elipsing binaries 19.05±0.04 0.36
Caldwell & Coulson (1986) derived a mean distane modulus of 18.97±0.07 froman analysis of 63 Cepheids and H i veloities in the SMC. From the satter of thedistane modulus, they onlude that a planar model is barely adequate to desribethe SMC and that the line-of-sight satter after taking into aount individual un-ertainties must still be 0.10−0.13mag (based on a planar model for the SMC). Thenorth east (NE) part of the SMC (larger values of delination and right asension)seems to be loser than the south west (SW) part. Moreover, some material was ap-parently pulled out of the SMC enter. The far arm in the SW was identi�ed with alower-veloity H i omponent and the near NE arm with a higher-veloity omponent128



10.4 Distane and Depth Extension of the Small Magellani Cloud in the Literature� ontrary to Mathewson & Ford (1984).In a later study by Mathewson et al. (1986) measuring distanes to 161 Cepheids,a signi�ant extension from 43 to 75 kp, with a maximum onentration at 59 kpwas deteted. A nearly omplete sample for Cepheids with periods smaller than10 days reveals two omponents with a depth of about 6 kp eah with the entresseparated by 12 kp. The results again agree with a near-ollision with the LMCsome 200−400My ago.Laney & Stobie (1986) ome to similar onlusions and �nd that the SMC wingwhih lies towards the diretion of the LMC also is loser to us and thus also loser tothe LMC in the line of sight (0.27mag or 8 kp on average). Based on the satter inthe sample, they infer that the SMC is signi�antly elongated along the line of sightwith a total depth of 18 kp.Welh et al. (1987) �nd from an analysis of 94 SMC Cepheids that only a verysmall extension of the SMC is neessary in order to explain their satter around thePL relations. Aordingly, a dispersion of 0.12mag or 3.3 kp is enough indiatingthat the SMC does not extend beyond its tidal radius of ∼4 kp under reasonableassumptions of the galaxy masses (< 1012M⊙ for the Milky Way and 109M⊙ for theSMC).In a further development of their model Mathewson et al. (1988) investigated61 Cepheids along the SMC bar with respet to radial veloities and distanes andombined that with a high-resolution H I survey of this region. They �nd that theSMC has at least a depth of 20 kp with derived distanes ranging from 52 to 72 kp.Moreover, the NE setion of the SMC is found to be loser than the SW part by 10�15 kp on average. There seems to be a relation between distane and radial veloityimplying higher larger veloities for larger distanes whih is supported by the H iregions and by OB stars and F-M supergiants from other studies � in agreement witha ollisional model for an enounter 250Myrs ago.An extensive study on the struture and motions of the SMC was provided byMartin et al. (1989) on the basis of the H i veloity distributions along 12 utsparallel to a major axis (Caldwell & Coulson (1986) and Mathewson & Ford (1984)only investigated projetions to the major axis) as well as of radial veloities of over300 young stars and 35 H ii regions. Four H i omponents, VH, H, L, and VL (forvery high, high, low, and very low radial veloity) are distinguished where the L andthe H omponent orrespond reasonably well to the SMCR and MMC as introduedby Mathewson & Ford (1984). The L omponents extend further to the SW and arethought to lie in front of the the H omponents. In the south(-west) part of the SMC,the depth is relatively high with most of the young stars still being within a depthof < 10 kp � smaller than derived by Mathewson et al. (1986, 1988) or Caldwell &Coulson (1986).Again a larger extent in depth of the SMC was found by Hatzidimitriou &Hawkins (1989) from horizontal branh (HB)/lump stars with 17 kp on averageand up to 23 kp in a NE region. The deeper NE regions are explained with the tidaldeformation due to the last enounter with the LMC. A two-omponent struture assuggested from previous study for the young stellar population is also proposed forthe older population of their sample. 129



10 DISTANCE AND DEPTH EXTENSION OF THE SMC � THE FLUX-WEIGHTEDGRAVITY�LUMINOSITY RELATIONSHIP (FGLR)

Figure 10.6: The distane moduli (binned to 0.1mag) of the 50 elipsing binaries fromHarries et al. (2003) and Hildith et al. (2005). The distribution of distane moduli from thebinaries is very similar to the distribution derived in this work with the help of the FGLR.Both patterns onform to a bimodal distribution with a minimum at the same position(19.0) and a depth extension of ∼0.4 dex or ∼10−15 kp. Di�erenes suh as relativelymore objets at smaller distanes may be due to di�erent a distribution of sample stars(the binaries onentrate in the SW part around α = 0.85 and δ = −73 whereas most ofthe targets of this work lie in the NE part) or due to brightness seletion e�ets removingfainter (hene more distant) binaries from the sample.Based on ombined data from the OGLE, DENIS, and 2MASS survey, for over5000 Cepheids in total Groenewegen (2000) found a signi�ant intrinsi depth ofabout 14 kp. This impressively good statistis also indiates an inlined SMC withthe NE part being loser to us.Two studies of elipsing binaries by Harries et al. (2003) and Hildith et al. (2005)for 50 binaries in total suggest a mean distane modulus for the SMC of 18.91 with1σ width of 0.28. Although they do not expliitly omment on the distribution of thedistane moduli of the individual stars, a histogram of these is quite enlightening (seeFig. 10.6). It shows a very similar overall behaviour as the urrent study (Fig. 10.3)with a bi-modal struture with a minimum the same distane. Their histogram showsa larger bump at shorter distanes whih may be explained by a seletion e�et intheir sample removing fainter (hene more distant) binaries. Another explanationwould lie in the distribution of targets throughout the SMC �eld-of-view as theirtargets onentrate in the SW part whereas the stars in the present work lie mostlyin the NE. This would indiate that stars in the SW are loser to us.A reent investigation by North et al. (2009) of 33 elipsing binaries determinesa distane of 19.05±0.04 and signi�ant depth of 0.36mag or 10.6 kp. Finally, a130



10.5 Searhing for Abundane Patterns in Three Dimensionsstudy by Subramanian & Subramanian (2009) estimate the SMC depth based onphotometry of red lump stars (OGLEII, MCPS) a depth 0f 0.34mag or 9.53 kp.To onlude, there is still no �nal agreement in literature in terms of the meandistane of the SMC � e.g. whether the short (∼18.8) or long (∼19.0/19.1) distanesale is the best � or in terms of an depth extension (negligible depth extension upto ∼30 kp). The various analyses inlude di�erent kinds of objets, over di�erentparts of the SMC, or are subjet to di�erent systemati e�ets. This might explainseveral disrepanies between the presented studies.Nevertheless, the results from the literature imply that the SMC possesses verylikely a rather ompliate depth struture (in addition to the irregular shape in the�eld-of-view). In agreement to the results in this work, several studies �nd a signif-iant extension in the line of sight. The FGLR results on the depth extension arequite onsistent with Laney & Stobie (1986), Groenewegen (2000), Mathewson &Ford (1988), Martin et al. (1989), Hatzidimitriou & Hawkins (1989), Subramanian& Subramanian (2009), Harries et al. (2003) and Hildith et al. (2005), and Northet al. (2009). Our independent estimate of the spatial extent of the SMC in the lineof sight adds an important ontribution to the growing evidene that the radial ex-tension of the SMC is ∼10−15 kp. Our results also support the idea that the SMCpossesses a bimodal depth struture (Mathewson et al. 1986, Martin et al. 1989,Hatzidimitriou & Hawkins 1989, Harries et al. 2003 and Hildith et al. 2005).10.5 Searhing for Abundane Patterns in Three DimensionsThe information on the distanes of individual stars provided by the FGLR will nowbe employed to extend the disussion about possible abundane patterns or gradientsfrom Set. 9.5 from two to three dimensions. For that, Fig. 10.7 presents the meanabundanes of the sample stars with respet to their position along the line-of-sightfor metals supposed to be una�eted by stellar evolution proesses.The distane of the SMC enter, i.e. the zero point of the x axis, was shifted by8 kp orresponding to a distane modulus of 19.2. This is not to be understood asa new determination of the mean distane of the SMC. Currently, there is a lot ofdebate going on about systemati e�ets on the alibration of the FGLR � mainlyin the o�set bFGLR. This ould be a reason why the average distane of the samplestars in this work is 19.2 instead of the anonial ∼19.0 from the literature. In viewof this, the adopted 19.2 should be rather seen as an empirial orretion in order toobtain a symmetri distribution of stars along this adopted enter (as it is now thease in Fig. 10.7).With that, it is now possible to searh for gradients of abundanes with respet tothe three dimensional distane of the SMC enter in Fig. 10.8. As noted in Set. 9.5,there is a high degree of hemial homogeneity among the young supergiants of thepresent work. And even inluding the distane information for eah star it is hard to�nd any signi�ant abundane gradient. Table 10.4 summarises information on thegradients derived.For Ti, the number of stars is very small. Together with relatively high statistialunertainties, no gradient an be laimed. The ase for Fe is similar although moreobjets with derived iron abundanes are available.131



10 DISTANCE AND DEPTH EXTENSION OF THE SMC � THE FLUX-WEIGHTEDGRAVITY�LUMINOSITY RELATIONSHIP (FGLR)

Figure 10.7: The derived stellar abun-danes are plotted with respet to theirline-of-sight position as inferred from theirdistanes derived with the FGLR. The dis-tane of the SMC enter was shifted by8 kp orresponding to a distane modulusof 19.2 (see text for motivation). A typi-al error bar in x diretion (due to uner-tainties in stellar parameters, see e.g. Ta-ble 10.1) and in y diretion (line to linesatter of abundanes for a target) is given.The only elements where there may be an indiation of an abundane gradientwith respet to the three-dimensional distane to the SMC enter are O and S. Thisformulation is kept very autiously as laiming a gradient of few thousandth dex perkp when there are statistial and systemati unertainties of the order of one tenthdex is rather bold. Moreover, this depends mostly on very few objets.Thus, there may be subtle indiations for a redued metalliity of stars far from theSMC enter (mostly a line-of-sight e�et). However, as this is extremely unertain,it is onluded that the present-day hemial ompositions of the SMC is highlyhomogeneous and that no de�nitely reliable gradients an be found � even with the132



10.6 Miroturbulene and Luminosity

Figure 10.8: The derived stellar abun-danes are plotted with respet to theirthree-dimensional distane from theadopted SMC enter. The information onthe position along the line of sight wasinferred from their distanes derived withthe FGLR. The distane of the SMC enterwas adopted at a distane modulus of 19.2for these plots (see text for motivation).Error bars are as in Fig. 10.7.high degree of onsisteny and auray ahieved in the present study.10.6 Miroturbulene and LuminosityEmploying the information on the absolute bolometri magnitude from the FGLR,we ompare the derived miroturbulenes of a star with this magnitude in Fig. 10.9.There is a lear trend of smaller miroturbulent veloities for intrinsially fainterstars. This is in agreement with reent theoretial results by Cantiello et al. (2009)who argue on the basis of a proposed onvetion zone (assoiated with iron ioni-sation) below the stellar atmosphere. They also �nd a metalliity dependene of133



10 DISTANCE AND DEPTH EXTENSION OF THE SMC � THE FLUX-WEIGHTEDGRAVITY�LUMINOSITY RELATIONSHIP (FGLR)Table 10.4: Abundane gradients inferred from the three-dimensional distane of an objetto the SMC enter. Element gradient (dex/kp) zero-point (dex)O -0.0046±0.0020 8.22±0.03Mg 0.0005±0.0022 6.82±0.03S -0.0047±0.0024 6.52±0.04Ti 0.0020±0.0095 4.42±0.11Fe -0.0003±0.0037 6.89±0.05

Figure 10.9: Derived miroturbulent veloities as a funtion of the absolute bolometrimagnitude for the sample stars. There is a lear trend of higher ξ at smaller Mbol, i.e.intrinsially brighter stars. Unertainites in ξ are 1−2 km s−1.the miroturbulene suggesting larger miroturbulene at higher metalliities. Thise�et is also observationally supported when the present sample of low-metalliitysupergiants is ompared to a sample of similar stars in the Galaxy at roughly solarmetalliity. In the ranges of overlapping absolute magnitudes, the more metal-rihGalati supergiants show systematially higher miroturbulenes, by ∼2 km s−1 (M.Firnstein, priv. omm.).
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11 ConlusionsThe major synopsis of this work is that BA supergiants are extremely powerful toolsfor extragalati stellar astrophysis � if they are arefully analysed with the propertools. As evolved massive stars they allow preditions of stellar evolution theoriesto be tested for galati environments di�erent than those found in the Milky Way.Moreover, as they an be observed in loations traing the whole extent of galaxies,abundane gradients and patterns an be studied whih allows the galatohemialevolution of these systems to be onstrained.High quality spetra of 38 BA supergiants in the Small Magellani Cloud (SMC)with good signal-to-noise ratio (∼100) were investigated in this work, onstitutingthe largest sample of this kind of star that has been analysed beyond the MilkyWay at high spetral resolution (R∼ 48 000) to date. The analysis was based onsyntheti spetra whih aount for departures from the lassial assumption of loalthermodynami equilibrium (LTE). Non-LTE e�ets were shown to have a signi�antimpat on a variety of spetral lines in BA supergiants (as well as in other stars)by several studies (e.g. Przybilla et al. 2006). Aounting for non-LTE e�ets istherefore a major step for determining reliable atmospheri parameters as well asstellar abundanes from a �t of syntheti line pro�les to observation. An aspetwhih must not be underestimated in this respet is the use of state-of-the-art atomidata for the analysis, available in form of well-tested model atoms.Besides high-quality observations and realisti models a third ingredient was re-quired to obtain highly onsistent results: areful appliation of a omprehensiveanalysis methodology. This means that � if feasible � all important parameters har-aterising a stellar atmosphere have been determined onsistently in a thorough way.This was ahieved in an iterative proess in whih all relevant parameters were re-adjusted until a self-onsistent solution was obtained. Systemati unertainties in theatmospheri parameters and (diretly as well as indiretly) in the stellar abundaneswere onsiderably redued by this proedure.With this strategy, it was possible to determine basi atmospheri parameters(suh as e�etive temperatures Teff , surfae gravities log g, miroturbulene ξ, heliumabundane n(He), and metalliity [M/H ]) as well as atmospheri abundanes in a veryonsistent way for 31 stars (modelling problems arose for seven stars) with unpree-dented preision. Teff ould be onstrained to few per ent, log g to 0.05−0.10 dex,and ξ to 1−2 km s−1. Helium and metal abundanes for individual stars show verylow statistial unertainties (based on the line-to-line satter) of typially 10% formost speies and ∼30% for Ti and Fe. Typial unertainties in the literature for Teffand log g amount to . 10% and 0.15−0.20 dex, respetively. In partiular, the typialabundane unertainties of a fator of ∼2 make it hard to draw any thorough on-lusions onerning the evolution of massive stars or abundane patterns/gradientsin a galaxy.The abundanes derived in this work on the other hand plae tight observationalonstraints to stellar evolution theory in terms of hemial signatures in the atmo-sphere aused by mixing with CN(O)-proessed matter from the stellar ore (C de-135



11 CONCLUSIONSpletion and N enrihment there). Important quantities in this respet are thus theobserved abundanes of He, C, N, and O in the atmosphere. Helium tends to beslightly enrihed to 0.11 in number fration (mean over all stars), while signi�antenrihment/depletion by ∼0.6/0.4 dex for N or C respetively (with respet to themean metalliity relative to the solar pattern) is found. Rather tight trends of in-reasing helium abundane and N/C mass fration with higher N/O mass frationare found. The slope of the N/C vs. N/O relation is inonsistent with the initialrelative ompositions of the CNO elements in the evolution models and alls for are�nement of the models in this respet. More importantly, it was found that themixing from the stellar ore to the atmosphere as implemented so far in stellar evo-lution models is not e�ient enough to reate the high N/C and N/O ratios and thehigh helium abundanes if the stars ome diretly from the main sequene. To solvethis disrepany, two solutions are imaginable. Either most of the stars are far moreevolved and have already experiened onvetive mixing in the red supergiant stageor the mixing in the earlier phases of stellar evolution is muh more pronouned thanpreviously thought. This higher mixing e�ieny ould be ahieved by the interplayof rotation and magneti �elds as found by Maeder & Meynet (2005) for models atsolar metalliity. It is important to note that high N/C and N/O ratios as well ashigh helium abundanes are predominantly found in stars with larger masses. Thisis onsistent with reent stellar evolution theory whih predits stronger mixing withinreasing stellar mass.The aurate atmospheri abundanes in individual stars are also re�eted in thegood agreement of abundanes of one element throughout all stars. It ould be shownthat the SMC is hemially homogeneous to a very high level with a typial satterfor most elements of 0.1 dex or 25%. Larger satter is found for Ti (0.20 dex) andto a lesser degree for Fe (good 0.14 dex) whih is more likely an issue of remainingsystematis beause of an inompleteness of the model atoms than a real pattern. Itis not surprising that � onsidering this observed high degree of homogeneity � nolear abundane pattern or gradient is found in two dimension throughout the �eld-of-view. The relatively short basis of few kp in the �eld-of-view makes the detetionof gradients even more di�ult.The �ux-weighted gravity�luminosity relationship (FGLR) for B and A super-giants provides a ompletely independent distane estimate based on the two funda-mental atmospheri parameters (Teff and log g). It an be used to determine distanesto individual stars and onsequently to galaxies (from a sample of supergiants) up toa few Mp with an auray omparable to the lassi distane indiators (Kudritzkiet al. 2008, Urbaneja et al. 2008), the Cepheids. A su�ient auray (statistialas well as systemati e�ets) in the atmospheri parameters (few hundred K for Teffand . 0.1−0.15 dex in log g) is needed in order to obtain signi�ant results with thismethod. This requires spetra of an adequate quality as well as detailed theoret-ial tools. It has only been in the last deade(s) that the modelling tools maththese requirements by inluding non-LTE e�ets and detailed atomi data. Now, onemust also atually use these tools whih require some more e�ort (ompared to otherobjets) but are vital in order to ahieve the feasible onsisteny.136



An extensive use of the FGLR as distane determination tehnique requires aertain e�ort on its alibration. An important step in this respet is the work ofKudritzki et al. (2008). In the present study, we tried to extend this work to a metal-poor environment suh as the SMC. However, as it turned out, the results indiate asigni�ant intrinsi depth of the SMC along the line-of-sight rendering the assump-tion of the same distane of all stars unjusti�ed and thus the alibration infeasible.Instead, we employed the given FGLR as alibrated by Kudritzki et al. (2008) todetermine the distanes to our sample stars, thus probing the depth extension of theSMC.Aounting for the unertainties of the individual stars, their distane distribu-tion still suggests a signi�ant extent in the line-of-sight of the SMC of the orderof 10−15 kp � a remarkable number given its mean distane of about 63 kp andits extension in the �eld-of-view of only 4 kp. The literature provides extensive in-vestigations and debates onerning the spatial extension of the SMC. Suggestionsfor the line-of-sight extensions range from zero to enormous 30 kp. Our estimate of10−15 kp is fully independent from the other studies (di�erent objets as well as adi�erent method) and onsistent with the mean of the published values. Our resultsmay also suggest a bimodal distribution of stars in the radial diretion.The distane to individual stars found with the help of the FGLR allowed us tosearh for a gradient with respet to the three-dimensional distane of a star fromthe SMC enter. The onlusion is that the present-day omposition of the SMCas re�eted in the abundanes of O, Mg, S, Ti, and Fe an be (again, as in two-dimensional �eld-of-view) regarded as very homogeneous where the small satter inabundanes from star to star may be fully explained with statistial and systematiunertainties.
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A List of Investigated Spetral LinesIn this setion, detailed information on the investigated spetral lines (helium andmetals) are presented. The �rst part summarises all spetral lines in a table whihwere examined in at least one objet. The olumns give the designation of the ionispeies, transition wavelength λ (in Å), exitation energy of the lower level χ (ineV), adopted osillator strength log gf , and an auray indiator. The soures forthe gf values as well as for the Stark broadening parameters are given after theline list. Lines where the wavelength information is put in italis are always (forevery objet) ontributions to the transition above whih is not in italis. Due tobroadening mehanisms, they are not separated in the spetrum.The seond part lists the lines analysed for spei� stars as well as the abundanes(in the usual notation X = log x/H + 12, exept for He) derived from the respetivelines. If more than one transition of the same speies ontribute to the same spetralfeature, only one transition (the one with the shortest wavelength and the one notput in italis in the �rst table) is indiated in the seond part. Usually, the transitionsat 6155.96Å and 6156.74Å also strongly overlap for most objets exept for a fewobjets with small v sin i. If 6156.74 is not expliitly mentioned in the seond part,it means thus that it was analysed together with the 6155.96 transitions and ountedas one line.A.1 Overview About all Employed Spetral Lines with Atomi Informa-tion Table A.1:Ion λ/Å χ/eV log gf A. Sr.He i 3819.60 20.96 −0.97 B WSGHe i 3819.61 20.96 −1.19 B WSGHe i 3819.76 20.96 −1.67 B WSGHe i 3867.47 20.96 −2.06 B WSGHe i 3867.48 20.96 −2.28 B WSGHe i 3867.63 20.96 −2.75 B WSGHe i 3926.54 21.22 −1.65 A WSGHe i 3964.73 20.62 −1.30 A WSGHe i 4009.26 21.22 −1.47 C WSGHe i 4026.18 20.96 −2.63 A WSGHe i 4026.19 20.96 −0.63 A WSGHe i 4026.20 20.96 −0.85 A WSGHe i 4026.36 20.96 −1.32 A WSGHe i 4120.81 20.96 −1.74 B WSGHe i 4120.82 20.96 −1.96 B WSG

He i 4120.99 20.96 −2.44 B WSGHe i 4143.76 21.22 −1.20 B WSGHe i 4168.97 21.22 −2.34 A WSGHe i 4387.93 21.22 −0.88 A WSGHe i 4437.55 21.22 −2.03 B WSGHe i 4471.47 20.96 −0.20 A WSGHe i 4471.49 20.96 −0.42 A WSGHe i 4471.68 20.96 −0.90 A WSGHe i 4713.14 20.96 −1.23 B WSGHe i 4713.16 20.96 −1.45 B WSGHe i 4713.38 20.96 −1.93 B WSGHe i 4921.93 21.22 −0.44 A WSGHe i 5875.60 20.96 −1.52 A WSGHe i 5875.61 20.96 +0.48 A WSGHe i 5875.63 20.96 −0.34 A WSGHe i 5875.64 20.96 +0.14 A WSGHe i 5875.97 20.96 −0.22 A WSG139



A LIST OF INVESTIGATED SPECTRAL LINESC i 9078.29 7.48 −0.58 B WFDC i 9088.51 7.48 −0.43 B WFDC ii 3920.69 16.33 −0.23 B WFDC ii 4267.00 18.05 +0.56 C+ WFDC ii 4267.26 18.05 +0.74 C+ WFDC ii 6578.05 14.45 −0.03 B WFDC ii 6582.88 14.45 −0.33 B WFDN i 7423.64 10.33 −0.71 B+ WFDN i 7442.30 10.33 −0.38 B+ WFDN i 7468.31 10.34 −0.19 B+ WFDN i 8567.74 10.68 −0.66 B WFDN i 8594.00 10.68 −0.33 B WFDN i 8680.28 10.34 +0.35 B+ WFDN i 8683.40 10.33 +0.09 B+ WFDN i 8686.15 10.33 −0.31 B+ WFDN i 8703.25 10.33 −0.32 B+ WFDN i 8711.70 10.33 −0.23 B+ WFDN i 8718.84 10.34 −0.34 B+ WFDN i 8728.90 10.33 −1.07 B+ WFDN ii 3955.85 18.47 −0.81 B WFDN ii 3995.00 18.50 +0.21 B WFDN ii 4447.03 20.41 +0.23 B WFDN ii 4601.48 18.46 −0.43 B+ WFDN ii 4607.15 18.46 −0.51 B+ WFDN ii 4630.54 18.48 +0.09 B+ WFDN ii 4643.09 18.48 −0.36 B+ WFDN ii 5005.15 20.67 +0.59 B WFDN ii 5045.10 18.46 −0.41 B+ WFDN ii 5666.63 18.47 −0.05 A WFDN ii 5676.02 18.46 −0.37 A WFDN ii 5679.56 18.48 +0.25 A WFDN ii 5686.21 18.47 −0.55 A WFDN ii 5710.77 18.48 −0.52 A WFDO i 5329.10 10.74 −1.24 C+ WFDO i 5329.68 10.74 −1.02 C+ WFDO i 5330.73 10.74 −0.87 C+ WFDO i 6155.96 10.74 −1.36 B+ WFDO i 6155.97 10.74 −1.01 B+ WFDO i 6155.99 10.74 −1.12 B+ WFDO i 6156.74 10.74 −1.49 B+ WFDO i 6156.76 10.74 −0.90 B+ WFDO i 6156.78 10.74 −0.69 B+ WFDO i 6158.15 10.74 −1.84 B+ WFDO i 6158.17 10.74 −1.00 B+ WFD

O i 6158.19 10.74 −0.41 B+ WFDO i 7001.90 10.99 −1.49 B WFDO i 7001.92 10.99 −1.01 B WFDO i 7002.17 10.99 −2.66 B WFDO i 7002.20 10.99 −1.49 B WFDO i 7002.23 10.99 −0.74 B WFDO i 7002.25 10.99 −1.36 B WFDO i 7771.94 9.15 +0.37 A WFDO i 7774.17 9.15 +0.22 A WFDO i 7775.39 9.15 +0.00 A WFDO ii 4069.62 25.63 +0.15 B+ WFDO ii 4069.88 25.64 +0.34 B+ WFDO ii 4072.16 25.65 +0.55 B+ WFDO ii 4075.86 25.67 +0.69 B+ WFDO ii 4351.26 25.66 +0.23 B+ WFDO ii 4351.46 25.66 −1.00 B WFDO ii 4349.43 23.00 +0.06 B WFDO ii 4366.89 23.00 −0.35 B WFDO ii 4414.91 23.44 +0.17 B WFDO ii 4416.97 23.42 −0.08 B WFDO ii 4590.97 25.66 +0.35 B+ WFDO ii 4641.81 22.98 +0.05 B WFDO ii 4649.13 23.00 +0.31 B WFDO ii 4661.63 22.98 −0.28 B WFDO ii 4676.24 23.00 −0.39 B WFDMg i 3829.36 2.71 −0.21 B WSMMg i 3832.30 2.71 +0.27 B WSMMg i 3838.29 2.72 +0.49 B WSMMg i 4702.99 4.35 −0.42 C+ BMZMg i 5172.68 2.71 −0.38 B WSMMg i 5183.60 2.72 −0.16 B WSMMg i 5528.41 4.35 −0.40 C+ BMZMg ii 4384.64 10.00 −0.79 C+ WSMMg ii 4390.51 10.00 −1.71 D WSMMg ii 4390.57 10.00 −0.53 D WSMMg ii 4433.99 10.00 −0.90 C+ WSMMg ii 4481.13 8.86 +0.73 B+ FWMg ii 4481.15 8.86 −0.57 B+ FWMg ii 4481.33 8.86 +0.58 B+ FWMg ii 5401.54 11.63 −0.08 C CAMg ii 6545.97 11.63 +0.41 C CAMg ii 7877.05 10.00 +0.39 C+ WSMMg ii 7896.04 10.00 −0.30 C+ WSMMg ii 7896.37 10.00 +0.65 C+ WSM140



A.1 Overview About all Employed Spetral Lines with Atomi InformationS ii 4153.07 15.90 +0.62 D− WSMS ii 4162.67 15.94 +0.78 D− WSMS ii 4294.40 16.13 +0.58 D− WSMS ii 4815.55 13.67 +0.09 D WSMS ii 5009.57 13.62 −0.28 D WSMS ii 5014.04 14.07 +0.10 D WSMS ii 5032.43 13.67 +0.27 D WSMS ii 5320.72 15.07 +0.50 D WSMS ii 5345.71 15.07 +0.36 D WSMS ii 5428.66 13.58 −0.13 D WSMS ii 5432.80 13.62 +0.26 D WSMS ii 5453.86 13.67 +0.48 D WSMS ii 5473.61 13.58 −0.18 D WSMS ii 5509.71 13.62 −0.14 D WSMS ii 5606.15 13.73 +0.31 D WSMS ii 5660.00 13.68 −0.05 D WSMS iii 4253.50 18.24 +0.36 D WSMTi ii 3900.56 1.13 −0.45 D MFWTi ii 3913.48 1.12 −0.53 D MFWTi ii 4028.36 1.89 −1.00 D MFWTi ii 4163.63 2.59 −0.40 D MFWTi ii 4171.92 2.60 −0.56 D MFWTi ii 4287.88 1.08 −2.02 D− MFWTi ii 4290.22 1.16 −1.12 D− MFWTi ii 4290.34 2.06 −1.53 X KBTi ii 4294.09 1.08 −1.11 D− MFWTi ii 4300.06 1.18 −0.77 D− MFWTi ii 4301.92 1.16 −1.16 D− MFWTi ii 4312.87 1.18 −1.16 D− MFWTi ii 4314.97 1.16 −1.13 D− MFWTi ii 4330.24 2.04 −1.51 D MFWTi ii 4330.72 1.18 −2.04 D− MFWTi ii 4394.02 1.22 −1.59 D− MFWTi ii 4395.00 1.08 −0.66 D− MFWTi ii 4399.79 1.24 −1.27 D− MFWTi ii 4417.72 1.16 −1.43 D− MFWTi ii 4443.78 1.08 −0.70 D− MFWTi ii 4450.50 1.08 −1.45 D− MFWTi ii 4468.52 1.13 −0.60 D− MFWTi ii 4501.27 1.12 −0.75 D− MFWTi ii 4563.77 1.22 −0.96 D− MFWTi ii 4571.96 1.57 −0.53 D− MFWTi ii 4779.98 2.05 −1.37 D− MFW

Ti ii 4805.09 2.06 −1.10 D− MFWTi ii 4911.18 3.12 −0.34 D MFWTi ii 5188.68 1.58 −1.21 D− MFWTi ii 5336.78 1.58 −1.70 D− MFWFe ii 3938.29 1.67 −3.89 D MFWFe ii 3945.21 3.89 −2.72 X KBFe ii 4122.64 2.58 −3.38 D FMWFe ii 4124.79 2.54 −4.20 D FMWFe ii 4173.46 2.58 −2.18 C FMWFe ii 4178.86 2.58 −2.47 C FMWFe ii 4233.17 2.58 −2.00 C FMWFe ii 4273.32 2.70 −3.34 D FMWFe ii 4296.57 2.70 −3.01 D FMWFe ii 4303.17 2.70 −2.49 C FMWFe ii 4385.39 2.77 −2.57 D FMWFe ii 4416.83 2.78 −2.61 D FMWFe ii 4489.19 2.83 −2.97 D FMWFe ii 4491.40 2.86 −2.70 C FMWFe ii 4508.28 2.86 −2.31 D KBFe ii 4515.34 2.84 −2.48 D FMWFe ii 4520.23 2.81 −2.60 D FMWFe ii 4522.63 2.84 −2.11 C KBFe ii 4541.52 2.86 −3.05 D FMWFe ii 4549.47 2.83 −1.75 C FMWFe ii 4555.89 2.83 −2.32 D KBFe ii 4576.33 2.84 −3.04 D FMWFe ii 4580.06 2.58 −3.73 X KBFe ii 4582.84 2.84 −3.10 C FMWFe ii 4620.51 2.83 −3.28 D FMWFe ii 4629.34 2.81 −2.37 D FMWFe ii 4635.33 5.96 −1.65 D− FMWFe ii 4666.75 2.83 −3.33 D FMWFe ii 4731.44 2.89 −3.36 D FMWFe ii 4993.35 2.81 −3.65 E FMWFe ii 5276.00 3.20 −1.94 C FMWFe ii 5316.62 3.15 −1.85 C FMWFe ii 5325.56 3.22 −3.22 X KBFe ii 5362.87 3.20 −2.74 X KBFe ii 5425.25 3.20 −3.36 D FMWFe ii 5534.83 3.24 −2.93 D FMWFe ii 6147.74 3.89 −2.72 X KBFe ii 6149.26 3.89 −2.72 X KB
141



A LIST OF INVESTIGATED SPECTRAL LINESauray indiators − unertainties within: AA: 1%; A: 3%; B: 10%; C: 25%; D:50%; E: larger than 50%; X: unknownsoures of gf -values − BMZ: Butler et al. (1993); CA: Coulomb approximation(Bates & Damgaard (1994); FMW: Fuhr et al. (1988); KB: Kuruz & Bell (1995);MFW: Martin et al. (1988); WFD: Wiese et al. (1996); WSG: Wiese et al. (1966)∗;WSM: Wiese et al. (1969)∗; when available(∗), improved gf -values from Fuhr &Wiese (1998, FW) are favoured.soures for Stark broadening parameters − H i: Stehlé & Hutheon (1999), Vidalet al. (1973); He i: Barnard et al. (1969), Dimitrijevi¢ & Sahal-Bréhot (1990); C i:Griem (1974), Cowley (1971); C ii: Griem (1964, 1974), Cowley (1971); N i/ii:Griem (1964, 1974), Cowley (1971); O i/ii: Cowley (1971); Mg i: Dimitrijevi¢ &Sahal-Bréhot (1996), Cowley (1971); Mg ii: Griem (1964, 1974), Cowley (1971);S ii/iii: Cowley (1971);
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A.2 Lines Employed in Spei� Stars with Abundane InformationA.2 Lines Employed in Spei� Stars with Abundane InformationTable A.2:Ion λ/Å XAV20He i 4026.18 0.12He i 4387.93 0.14He i 4471.47 0.11He i 4713.14 0.12He i 4921.93 0.14N i 7423.64 7.88N i 7442.30 7.83N i 7468.31 7.83N i 8680.28 7.90N i 8683.40 7.87N i 8686.15 7.89N i 8711.70 7.88N i 8718.84 7.84O i 6155.96 8.12O i 6158.15 8.10Mg i 5172.68 6.82Mg i 5183.60 6.84Mg ii 4390.51 6.83Mg ii 4433.99 6.83S ii 5032.43 6.62Ti ii 3913.48 4.46Ti ii 4163.63 4.50Ti ii 4171.92 4.45Ti ii 4290.22 4.41Ti ii 4314.97 4.38Ti ii 4395.00 4.36Ti ii 4443.78 4.21Ti ii 4450.50 4.24Ti ii 4468.52 4.14Ti ii 4501.27 4.23Ti ii 4563.77 4.47Ti ii 4571.96 4.46

Ti ii 4805.09 4.52Ti ii 4911.18 4.22Ti ii 5188.68 4.41Fe ii 4122.64 6.77Fe ii 4173.46 6.46Fe ii 4178.86 6.83Fe ii 4273.32 6.73Fe ii 4296.57 6.80Fe ii 4303.17 6.68Fe ii 4385.39 6.60Fe ii 4416.83 6.58Fe ii 4491.40 6.65Fe ii 4508.28 6.77Fe ii 4515.34 6.69Fe ii 4522.63 6.94Fe ii 4541.52 6.79Fe ii 4549.47 6.90Fe ii 4555.89 6.78Fe ii 4576.33 6.74Fe ii 4620.51 6.72Fe ii 4629.34 6.68Fe ii 4666.75 6.76Fe ii 4993.35 6.72Fe ii 5276.00 6.52Fe ii 5316.62 6.78Fe ii 5325.56 6.81Fe ii 5362.87 6.88Fe ii 5534.83 6.84Fe ii 6147.74 6.83Fe ii 6149.26 6.91AV22He i 3867.47 0.14He i 3964.73 0.15He i 4009.26 0.13He i 4120.81 0.13He i 4168.97 0.13He i 4437.55 0.12

He i 4713.14 0.12C ii 4267.00 6.84C ii 6578.05 6.87C ii 6582.88 6.83N ii 3995.00 7.85N ii 4447.03 7.93N ii 4601.48 7.95N ii 4607.15 7.94N ii 4630.54 7.96N ii 4643.09 7.91N ii 5005.15 7.99N ii 5045.10 7.90N ii 5666.63 7.91O i 7771.94 7.91O i 7774.17 7.93O ii 4416.97 7.95O ii 4641.81 7.93Mg ii 4481.33 6.97S ii 4815.55 6.43S ii 5345.71 6.37S ii 5428.66 6.41S ii 5432.80 6.35S ii 5453.86 6.38AV56He i 3926.54 0.11He i 4009.26 0.13He i 4120.81 0.13He i 4168.97 0.09He i 4437.55 0.12He i 4713.14 0.09C ii 6578.05 7.30C ii 6582.88 7.34N ii 3955.85 7.94N ii 3995.00 7.89143



A LIST OF INVESTIGATED SPECTRAL LINESN ii 4601.48 7.86N ii 4607.15 7.92N ii 4630.54 7.95N ii 4643.09 7.90N ii 5005.15 7.93N ii 5045.10 7.94N ii 5676.02 7.95N ii 5686.21 7.86N ii 5710.77 7.94O i 7771.94 8.03O i 7774.17 8.05O ii 4069.62 8.01O ii 4072.16 8.05O ii 4075.86 8.09O ii 4366.89 8.02O ii 4590.97 8.00O ii 4641.81 8.06O ii 4649.13 8.10O ii 4661.63 8.05O ii 4676.24 7.99Mg ii 4481.33 6.84S ii 5453.86 6.34S iii 4253.50 6.31AV76He i 3964.73 0.13He i 4026.18 0.11He i 4120.81 0.11He i 4471.47 0.13He i 4713.14 0.12C ii 4267.00 7.62N i 7468.31 8.18N i 8680.28 8.17N i 8683.40 8.24N ii 3995.00 8.18O i 6158.15 8.23Mg ii 4390.51 6.92S ii 4815.55 6.48S ii 5032.43 6.53

S ii 5432.80 6.50S ii 5453.86 6.56Fe ii 4173.46 6.63Fe ii 4178.86 6.84Fe ii 4233.17 6.89Fe ii 4303.17 6.87Fe ii 4385.39 6.89Fe ii 4416.83 6.85Fe ii 4491.40 6.86Fe ii 4515.34 6.95Fe ii 4520.23 6.86Fe ii 4522.63 6.86Fe ii 4549.47 6.79Fe ii 5276.00 6.71Fe ii 5316.62 6.74AV98He i 3819.60 0.12He i 3867.47 0.15He i 3964.73 0.14He i 4026.18 0.12He i 4120.81 0.11He i 4143.76 0.13He i 4471.47 0.12He i 4713.14 0.11He i 4921.93 0.13C ii 4267.00 7.19N i 7423.64 8.15N i 7442.30 8.13N i 7468.31 8.12N i 8680.28 8.15N i 8683.40 8.22N i 8686.15 8.21N i 8703.25 8.24N i 8711.70 8.14O i 6155.96 8.14O i 6158.15 8.11Mg ii 4390.51 6.77Mg ii 6545.97 6.76S ii 4815.55 6.57S ii 5032.43 6.61

S ii 5453.86 6.47Ti ii 3913.48 4.67Ti ii 4290.22 4.68Ti ii 4294.09 4.70Ti ii 4395.00 4.62Ti ii 4443.78 4.55Ti ii 4501.27 4.44Fe ii 4122.64 6.89Fe ii 4173.46 6.35Fe ii 4178.86 6.94Fe ii 4233.17 7.11Fe ii 4273.32 6.81Fe ii 4296.57 6.92Fe ii 4303.17 6.80Fe ii 4385.39 6.84Fe ii 4416.83 6.75Fe ii 4489.19 6.84Fe ii 4491.40 6.79Fe ii 4508.28 6.87Fe ii 4515.34 6.87Fe ii 4520.23 6.89Fe ii 4522.63 6.99Fe ii 4541.52 6.89Fe ii 4549.47 6.93Fe ii 4555.89 6.89Fe ii 4576.33 6.92Fe ii 4620.51 6.92Fe ii 4629.34 6.79Fe ii 4666.75 6.79Fe ii 5276.00 6.69Fe ii 5316.62 6.88Fe ii 5325.56 6.99Fe ii 5362.87 7.04Fe ii 5534.83 7.02Fe ii 6147.74 7.01Fe ii 6149.26 7.03AV105He i 4026.18 0.08He i 4387.93 0.12He i 4471.47 0.08He i 4713.14 0.11He i 4921.93 0.11144



A.2 Lines Employed in Spei� Stars with Abundane InformationHe i 5875.60 0.12N i 7468.31 7.81N i 8680.28 7.76N i 8686.15 7.83N i 8703.25 7.81N i 8711.70 7.79O i 6155.96 8.17O i 6158.15 8.20Mg i 3838.29 6.95Mg i 5183.60 6.88Mg ii 4390.51 6.81Mg ii 4433.99 6.83Ti ii 3913.48 4.47Ti ii 4294.09 4.48Ti ii 4300.06 4.45Ti ii 4395.00 4.31Ti ii 4443.78 4.27Ti ii 4468.52 4.24Ti ii 4563.77 4.43Fe ii 4173.46 6.38Fe ii 4178.86 6.80Fe ii 4233.17 6.77Fe ii 4273.32 6.79Fe ii 4296.57 6.87Fe ii 4303.17 6.64Fe ii 4385.39 6.64Fe ii 4416.83 6.63Fe ii 4489.19 6.77Fe ii 4491.40 6.68Fe ii 4508.28 6.67Fe ii 4515.34 6.75Fe ii 4520.23 6.76Fe ii 4522.63 6.79Fe ii 4541.52 6.82Fe ii 4549.47 6.80Fe ii 4555.89 6.68Fe ii 4576.33 6.81Fe ii 4582.84 6.70Fe ii 4620.51 6.79Fe ii 4629.34 6.67Fe ii 4666.75 6.73Fe ii 5276.00 6.48Fe ii 5316.62 6.71

Fe ii 5362.87 6.92Fe ii 5534.83 6.87Fe ii 6147.74 6.91Fe ii 6149.26 6.93AV110He i 3964.73 0.15He i 4026.18 0.16He i 4120.81 0.18He i 4143.76 0.17He i 4387.93 0.17He i 4471.47 0.15He i 4713.14 0.18He i 4921.93 0.18C ii 4267.00 7.82N i 7442.30 7.89N i 7468.31 7.94N i 8680.28 7.98N i 8683.40 8.02N i 8686.15 8.06N i 8703.25 7.97N i 8711.70 7.91O i 6155.96 8.15O i 6158.15 8.18Mg ii 4390.51 6.76S ii 5453.86 6.63Ti ii 3900.56 4.53Ti ii 4294.09 4.57Ti ii 4300.06 4.44Ti ii 4395.00 4.46Ti ii 4443.78 4.28Ti ii 4468.52 4.35Ti ii 4501.27 4.47Ti ii 4563.77 4.52Ti ii 4571.96 4.44Fe ii 4122.64 6.80Fe ii 4173.46 6.43Fe ii 4178.86 6.79Fe ii 4233.17 7.00Fe ii 4273.32 6.83Fe ii 4303.17 6.69

Fe ii 4416.83 6.66Fe ii 4489.19 6.78Fe ii 4491.40 6.64Fe ii 4508.28 6.73Fe ii 4515.34 6.72Fe ii 4520.23 6.74Fe ii 4522.63 6.87Fe ii 4541.52 6.87Fe ii 4549.47 6.83Fe ii 4555.89 6.81Fe ii 4576.33 6.83Fe ii 4620.51 6.72Fe ii 4629.34 6.68Fe ii 4635.33 7.19Fe ii 4666.75 6.78Fe ii 4731.44 6.92Fe ii 5276.00 6.54Fe ii 5316.62 6.76Fe ii 5362.87 6.95Fe ii 6147.74 6.89Fe ii 6149.26 6.90AV136He i 4026.18 0.13He i 4471.47 0.13He i 5875.60 0.14C i 9078.29 7.60N i 7423.64 7.96N i 7442.30 7.93N i 7468.31 7.84N i 8567.74 7.94N i 8680.28 8.05N i 8683.40 8.00N i 8686.15 7.96N i 8703.25 7.86N i 8711.70 7.93N i 8718.84 7.85O i 6155.96 8.28O i 6158.15 8.22Mg i 3829.36 6.89Mg i 3838.29 6.86Mg i 5172.68 6.92Mg i 5183.60 6.87145



A LIST OF INVESTIGATED SPECTRAL LINESMg ii 4433.99 6.85Mg ii 6545.97 6.97Mg ii 7877.05 6.90Mg ii 7896.04 6.94Ti ii 3900.56 4.40Ti ii 4290.22 4.39Ti ii 4294.09 4.42Ti ii 4300.06 4.38Ti ii 4314.97 4.38Ti ii 4394.02 4.39Ti ii 4563.77 4.35Ti ii 4911.18 4.31Ti ii 5188.68 4.24Fe ii 4385.39 6.77Fe ii 4416.83 6.75Fe ii 4491.40 6.74Fe ii 4508.28 6.85Fe ii 4520.23 6.94Fe ii 4522.63 6.86Fe ii 4555.89 6.80Fe ii 4580.06 6.74Fe ii 4620.51 6.81Fe ii 4993.35 6.84Fe ii 5325.56 6.82Fe ii 5362.87 6.84Fe ii 5425.25 6.81Fe ii 5534.83 6.87Fe ii 6147.74 6.85Fe ii 6149.26 6.85SK56He i 3867.47 0.12He i 3926.54 0.10He i 3964.73 0.10He i 4009.26 0.09He i 4026.18 0.09He i 4120.81 0.11He i 4143.76 0.12He i 4387.93 0.10He i 4437.55 0.11He i 4471.47 0.11C ii 4267.00 7.25C ii 6578.05 7.32

N i 8680.28 8.11N ii 3995.00 8.08N ii 4447.03 8.14N ii 4630.54 8.03N ii 5679.56 8.10S ii 5032.43 6.33S ii 5320.72 6.37S ii 5432.80 6.36S ii 5453.86 6.36S ii 5606.15 6.44Fe ii 4549.47 6.96AV151He i 3867.47 0.13He i 3926.54 0.13He i 3964.73 0.15He i 4009.26 0.13He i 4168.97 0.12He i 4437.55 0.11He i 4713.14 0.15C ii 4267.00 6.98C ii 6578.05 7.06C ii 6582.88 7.01N ii 3995.00 7.83N ii 4447.03 7.75N ii 4601.48 7.82N ii 4607.15 7.81N ii 4630.54 7.84N ii 5005.15 7.87N ii 5045.10 7.85N ii 5666.63 7.83N ii 5676.02 7.84O i 7771.94 8.25O i 7774.17 8.20O ii 4069.62 8.17O ii 4075.86 8.25O ii 4349.43 8.25O ii 4414.91 8.21O ii 4590.97 8.20Mg ii 4481.33 6.96

S ii 5453.86 6.46S iii 4253.50 6.47AV200He i 3964.73 0.10He i 4009.26 0.13He i 4026.18 0.10He i 4120.81 0.12He i 4143.76 0.13He i 4387.93 0.11He i 4437.55 0.11He i 4471.47 0.12He i 4921.93 0.12C ii 4267.00 7.37C ii 6578.05 7.44N i 8680.28 8.07N ii 4630.54 8.08O i 6155.96 8.17Mg ii 7896.04 6.79S ii 4815.55 6.41S ii 5032.43 6.34S ii 5453.86 6.47Fe ii 4233.17 7.11Fe ii 4522.63 7.16Fe ii 4549.47 7.02Fe ii 5276.00 7.07Fe ii 5316.62 7.13AV205He i 4026.18 0.09He i 4120.81 0.09He i 4143.76 0.08He i 4471.47 0.09He i 4713.14 0.09He i 4921.93 0.11C ii 4267.00 7.78N i 7468.31 7.74N i 8680.28 7.73146



A.2 Lines Employed in Spei� Stars with Abundane InformationN i 8683.40 7.86N i 8686.15 7.77N i 8703.25 7.79N i 8711.70 7.70O i 5329.10 8.25O i 5330.73 8.32O i 6155.96 8.26O i 6158.15 8.27Mg i 3832.30 6.85Mg i 3838.29 6.89Mg i 5172.68 6.94Mg i 5183.60 6.92Mg ii 4390.51 6.91Mg ii 5401.54 6.89S ii 4815.55 6.65S ii 5453.86 6.67Ti ii 3913.48 4.49Ti ii 4290.22 4.52Ti ii 4301.92 4.35Ti ii 4312.87 4.48Ti ii 4314.97 4.44Ti ii 4395.00 4.50Ti ii 4443.78 4.33Ti ii 4450.50 4.39Ti ii 4468.52 4.34Ti ii 4501.27 4.36Ti ii 4563.77 4.57Ti ii 4571.96 4.55Ti ii 4911.18 4.16Fe ii 3938.29 6.87Fe ii 4122.64 6.91Fe ii 4173.46 6.67Fe ii 4273.32 6.85Fe ii 4296.57 7.00Fe ii 4303.17 6.89Fe ii 4385.39 6.79Fe ii 4416.83 6.82Fe ii 4489.19 6.91Fe ii 4491.40 6.87Fe ii 4508.28 6.88Fe ii 4515.34 6.90Fe ii 4520.23 6.90Fe ii 4541.52 6.87

Fe ii 4555.89 7.02Fe ii 4576.33 6.86Fe ii 4582.84 6.72Fe ii 4620.51 6.85Fe ii 4629.34 6.95Fe ii 4666.75 6.83Fe ii 4731.44 7.04Fe ii 4993.35 6.71Fe ii 5276.00 6.82Fe ii 5325.56 6.87Fe ii 5362.87 7.03Fe ii 5425.25 6.96Fe ii 6147.74 6.98Fe ii 6149.26 6.95AV211He i 3926.54 0.10He i 3964.73 0.09He i 4026.18 0.10He i 4471.47 0.09He i 4713.14 0.10He i 4921.93 0.09He i 5875.60 0.09C ii 4267.00 7.58C ii 6578.05 7.55N i 7468.31 7.92N i 8680.28 7.81N i 8683.40 7.96N i 8703.25 7.97N ii 3995.00 7.94O i 6155.96 8.22O i 6158.15 8.25Mg ii 4390.51 6.78S ii 5032.43 6.34S ii 5432.80 6.36S ii 5453.86 6.41Fe ii 4233.17 6.94Fe ii 4303.17 6.84Fe ii 4385.39 6.91Fe ii 4491.40 6.87Fe ii 4508.28 6.88

Fe ii 4515.34 6.87Fe ii 4520.23 6.92Fe ii 4522.63 6.85Fe ii 4549.47 6.80Fe ii 4555.89 6.80Fe ii 4576.33 6.91Fe ii 4629.34 6.79Fe ii 5276.00 6.71Fe ii 5316.62 6.78AV270He i 3819.60 0.10He i 3964.73 0.10He i 4026.18 0.09He i 4120.81 0.09He i 4471.47 0.08He i 4713.14 0.09He i 4921.93 0.10He i 5875.60 0.09N i 8680.28 7.99N i 8703.25 7.97N i 8718.84 8.03O i 6155.96 8.09O i 6158.15 8.18Mg i 5183.60 7.03Mg ii 4390.51 6.81Mg ii 7877.05 6.76S ii 5032.43 6.57Ti ii 4294.09 4.71Ti ii 4300.06 4.66Ti ii 4395.00 4.63Ti ii 4443.78 4.62Ti ii 4563.77 4.71Ti ii 4571.96 4.75Fe ii 4122.64 6.92Fe ii 4173.46 6.27Fe ii 4178.86 6.75Fe ii 4233.17 6.97Fe ii 4296.57 6.73Fe ii 4303.17 6.68Fe ii 4385.39 6.66147



A LIST OF INVESTIGATED SPECTRAL LINESFe ii 4416.83 6.58Fe ii 4489.19 6.84Fe ii 4491.40 6.71Fe ii 4508.28 6.75Fe ii 4515.34 6.70Fe ii 4520.23 6.74Fe ii 4522.63 6.83Fe ii 4541.52 6.81Fe ii 4549.47 6.77Fe ii 4555.89 6.69Fe ii 4629.34 6.65Fe ii 4731.44 6.89Fe ii 5362.87 6.85Fe ii 5534.83 6.89Fe ii 6147.74 6.94Fe ii 6149.26 6.92AV273He i 4026.18 0.09He i 4471.47 0.09He i 5875.60 0.09C i 9078.29 7.42C i 9088.51 7.40N i 7423.64 7.76N i 7442.30 7.79N i 7468.31 7.74N i 8680.28 7.82N i 8683.40 7.72N i 8686.15 7.78N i 8703.25 7.78N i 8711.70 7.73N i 8718.84 7.75O i 5330.73 8.16O i 6155.96 8.14O i 6158.15 8.14Mg i 3829.36 6.75Mg i 3832.30 6.81Mg i 3838.29 6.76Mg i 4702.99 6.87Mg i 5172.68 6.77Mg i 5183.60 6.78Mg i 5528.41 6.81

Mg ii 4390.51 6.78Mg ii 4433.99 6.82Mg ii 7877.05 6.75Mg ii 7896.04 6.78Ti ii 4028.36 4.21Ti ii 4163.63 4.23Ti ii 4287.88 4.29Ti ii 4294.09 4.18Ti ii 4301.92 4.10Ti ii 4312.87 4.09Ti ii 4314.97 4.07Ti ii 4330.24 4.06Ti ii 4394.02 3.91Ti ii 4395.00 4.25Ti ii 4399.79 4.16Ti ii 4417.72 4.18Ti ii 4450.50 3.93Ti ii 4468.52 3.94Ti ii 4501.27 3.90Ti ii 4563.77 4.16Ti ii 4571.96 4.23Ti ii 4779.98 4.16Ti ii 4805.09 4.25Ti ii 4911.18 3.89Ti ii 5188.68 4.09Ti ii 5336.78 4.05Fe ii 3938.29 6.82Fe ii 3945.21 6.73Fe ii 4122.64 6.88Fe ii 4124.79 6.85Fe ii 4173.46 6.60Fe ii 4178.86 7.06Fe ii 4273.32 6.79Fe ii 4296.57 6.83Fe ii 4303.17 6.69Fe ii 4385.39 6.68Fe ii 4416.83 6.63Fe ii 4489.19 6.86Fe ii 4491.40 6.70Fe ii 4508.28 6.93Fe ii 4515.34 6.85Fe ii 4520.23 6.84Fe ii 4522.63 7.03Fe ii 4541.52 6.81

Fe ii 4555.89 6.89Fe ii 4576.33 6.77Fe ii 4580.06 6.65Fe ii 4582.84 6.64Fe ii 4620.51 6.78Fe ii 4629.34 6.79Fe ii 4635.33 6.91Fe ii 4666.75 6.73Fe ii 4731.44 7.00Fe ii 4993.35 6.82Fe ii 5316.62 6.75Fe ii 5325.56 6.74Fe ii 5362.87 6.90Fe ii 5425.25 6.86Fe ii 5534.83 6.82Fe ii 6147.74 6.77Fe ii 6149.26 6.82AV297He i 3867.47 0.09He i 3964.73 0.09He i 4009.26 0.09He i 4026.18 0.10He i 4120.81 0.10He i 4168.97 0.10He i 4387.93 0.11He i 4437.55 0.11He i 4471.47 0.08He i 4713.14 0.09He i 4921.93 0.10C ii 3920.69 7.54C ii 4267.00 7.49N i 8683.40 7.98N ii 3995.00 7.98O i 6155.96 8.17O i 6158.15 8.21Mg ii 7896.04 6.63S ii 4294.40 6.54S ii 4815.55 6.48S ii 5014.04 6.57S ii 5320.72 6.46S ii 5432.80 6.34148



A.2 Lines Employed in Spei� Stars with Abundane InformationS ii 5453.86 6.37S ii 5509.71 6.52S ii 5606.15 6.37S ii 5660.60 6.55Fe ii 4173.46 6.74Fe ii 4233.17 7.04Fe ii 4303.17 6.92Fe ii 4416.83 7.03Fe ii 4508.28 6.97Fe ii 4520.23 6.94Fe ii 4522.63 7.08Fe ii 4549.47 6.88Fe ii 4555.89 7.01Fe ii 4629.34 6.85Fe ii 5276.00 6.78Fe ii 5316.62 6.97AV298He i 3964.73 0.09He i 4009.26 0.09He i 4026.18 0.08He i 4120.81 0.10He i 4143.76 0.09He i 4387.93 0.11He i 4471.47 0.09He i 4921.93 0.09C i 9078.29 7.20N i 7442.30 7.82N i 7468.31 7.74N i 8594.00 7.77N i 8680.28 7.65N i 8683.40 7.73N i 8703.25 7.73N i 8711.70 7.69N i 8718.84 7.67N i 8728.90 7.68O i 6155.96 8.13O i 6156.74 8.10O i 6158.15 8.11Mg i 3832.30 6.62Mg i 3838.29 6.61Mg i 5172.68 6.64

Mg i 5183.60 6.66Mg ii 4390.51 6.71Mg ii 4433.99 6.63Mg ii 7877.05 6.49Mg ii 7896.04 6.65S ii 5453.86 6.49Ti ii 3900.56 3.94Ti ii 3913.48 4.12Ti ii 4163.63 4.22Ti ii 4171.92 4.39Ti ii 4290.22 4.17Ti ii 4294.09 4.15Ti ii 4300.06 4.22Ti ii 4301.92 3.95Ti ii 4312.87 4.03Ti ii 4314.97 4.03Ti ii 4395.00 4.07Ti ii 4399.79 4.08Ti ii 4417.72 4.02Ti ii 4443.78 3.93Ti ii 4468.52 3.92Ti ii 4501.27 3.93Ti ii 4563.77 4.14Ti ii 4571.96 4.21Ti ii 4805.09 4.20Ti ii 4911.18 3.91Ti ii 5188.68 4.22Fe ii 3938.29 6.57Fe ii 3945.21 6.79Fe ii 4122.64 6.70Fe ii 4173.46 6.34Fe ii 4178.86 6.66Fe ii 4233.17 6.58Fe ii 4273.32 6.59Fe ii 4296.57 6.73Fe ii 4303.17 6.46Fe ii 4385.39 6.45Fe ii 4416.83 6.53Fe ii 4489.19 6.58Fe ii 4491.40 6.59Fe ii 4508.28 6.48Fe ii 4515.34 6.45Fe ii 4520.23 6.57Fe ii 4522.63 6.83

Fe ii 4541.52 6.68Fe ii 4555.89 6.54Fe ii 4576.33 6.69Fe ii 4580.06 6.61Fe ii 4582.84 6.56Fe ii 4620.51 6.62Fe ii 4629.34 6.48Fe ii 4635.33 7.07Fe ii 4666.75 6.72Fe ii 4731.44 6.83Fe ii 4993.35 6.66Fe ii 5316.62 6.50Fe ii 5325.56 6.73Fe ii 5362.87 6.85Fe ii 5425.25 6.73Fe ii 5534.83 6.82Fe ii 6147.74 6.64Fe ii 6149.26 6.67AV315He i 3964.73 0.13He i 4026.18 0.11He i 4120.81 0.14He i 4387.93 0.12He i 4471.47 0.09He i 4713.14 0.09He i 4921.93 0.12He i 5875.60 0.11N i 7442.30 8.11N i 7468.31 8.09N i 8680.28 8.08N i 8683.40 8.11N i 8703.25 8.13N i 8718.84 8.04O i 6155.96 8.31Mg ii 4390.51 6.83S ii 5032.43 6.51S ii 5453.86 6.39Ti ii 3913.48 4.84Ti ii 4468.52 4.53Ti ii 4571.96 4.73Fe ii 4173.46 6.51149



A LIST OF INVESTIGATED SPECTRAL LINESFe ii 4178.86 6.93Fe ii 4233.17 7.06Fe ii 4273.32 6.92Fe ii 4296.57 6.91Fe ii 4303.17 6.80Fe ii 4385.39 6.81Fe ii 4416.83 6.81Fe ii 4489.19 6.98Fe ii 4491.40 6.84Fe ii 4508.28 6.92Fe ii 4515.34 6.87Fe ii 4520.23 6.90Fe ii 4522.63 6.96Fe ii 4549.47 6.87Fe ii 4555.89 6.90Fe ii 4582.84 6.86Fe ii 4629.34 6.86Fe ii 4666.75 6.88Fe ii 4731.44 6.93Fe ii 5276.00 6.61Fe ii 5316.62 6.80Fe ii 5534.83 6.95Fe ii 6147.74 7.17Fe ii 6149.26 7.18AV338He i 4026.18 0.07He i 4120.81 0.10He i 4387.93 0.08He i 4471.47 0.06He i 4713.14 0.09He i 4921.93 0.07He i 5875.60 0.06N i 7468.31 7.87N i 8680.28 7.92O i 6155.96 8.16Mg ii 4390.51 6.95Mg ii 7896.04 6.91Ti ii 4395.00 4.53Ti ii 4443.78 4.47Ti ii 4468.52 4.56Ti ii 4501.27 4.57Ti ii 4571.96 4.64

Fe ii 4173.46 6.52Fe ii 4233.17 7.13Fe ii 4296.57 7.15Fe ii 4303.17 6.91Fe ii 4385.39 6.81Fe ii 4416.83 6.78Fe ii 4491.40 6.93Fe ii 4508.28 6.68Fe ii 4515.34 6.85Fe ii 4520.23 7.08Fe ii 4522.63 7.07Fe ii 4541.52 6.97Fe ii 4549.47 7.03Fe ii 4555.89 6.89Fe ii 4576.33 6.96Fe ii 4620.51 6.98Fe ii 4629.34 6.81Fe ii 5276.00 6.56Fe ii 5316.62 7.02Fe ii 5534.83 7.11AV347He i 3964.73 0.09He i 4009.26 0.10He i 4026.18 0.09He i 4471.47 0.07He i 4713.14 0.09He i 5875.60 0.08N i 7468.31 8.11N i 8680.28 8.06N i 8683.40 8.09N i 8686.15 8.11N i 8711.70 8.09N i 8718.84 8.18N ii 3995.00 8.15O i 6155.96 8.26O i 6158.15 8.15Mg ii 4384.64 6.93Mg ii 4390.51 6.84S ii 4815.55 6.57S ii 5453.86 6.50

Fe ii 4173.46 6.64Fe ii 4178.86 6.95Fe ii 4233.17 6.95Fe ii 4303.17 6.88Fe ii 4385.39 6.84Fe ii 4416.83 6.87Fe ii 4491.40 6.96Fe ii 4508.28 6.90Fe ii 4515.34 6.90Fe ii 4520.23 6.98Fe ii 4522.63 6.95Fe ii 4549.47 6.80Fe ii 4555.89 6.95Fe ii 4576.33 7.05Fe ii 4629.34 6.89Fe ii 5276.00 6.78Fe ii 5316.62 6.91Fe ii 6147.74 7.11Fe ii 6149.26 7.09AV362He i 3867.47 0.14He i 3926.54 0.15He i 3964.73 0.16He i 4009.26 0.15He i 4120.81 0.13He i 4143.76 0.17He i 4168.97 0.14He i 4437.55 0.15C ii 6578.05 7.17C ii 6582.88 7.25N i 8680.28 8.08N i 8683.40 8.16N ii 3995.00 8.10N ii 4447.03 8.15N ii 4601.48 8.12N ii 4607.15 8.11N ii 4630.54 8.12N ii 4643.09 8.07N ii 5005.15 8.13N ii 5045.10 8.12O i 7771.94 7.94150



A.2 Lines Employed in Spei� Stars with Abundane InformationO i 7774.17 7.90O ii 4649.13 7.92Mg ii 4481.33 6.64S ii 5432.80 6.12S ii 5453.86 6.15AV367He i 4471.47 0.08He i 4713.14 0.09He i 4921.93 0.10He i 5875.60 0.09C ii 4267.00 7.48C ii 6578.05 7.39N i 8680.28 7.93N i 8683.40 7.96N ii 3995.00 7.97O i 6155.96 8.26O i 6158.15 8.23S ii 5014.04 6.66S ii 5320.72 6.60S ii 5345.71 6.47S ii 5606.15 6.51Fe ii 4173.46 6.51Fe ii 4233.17 6.89Fe ii 4385.39 6.88Fe ii 4508.28 6.90Fe ii 4515.34 6.93Fe ii 4520.23 6.97Fe ii 4522.63 6.89Fe ii 4549.47 6.79Fe ii 4629.34 6.82Fe ii 5276.00 6.69AV382He i 3964.73 0.10He i 4026.18 0.08He i 4120.81 0.11He i 4143.76 0.12He i 4471.47 0.08

He i 4713.14 0.11He i 4921.93 0.10C ii 4267.00 7.44N i 7442.30 7.91N i 7468.31 7.92N i 8680.28 7.89N i 8683.40 7.85O i 6155.96 8.34O i 6158.15 8.27Mg ii 4433.99 6.89S ii 4815.55 6.41S ii 5432.80 6.47Ti ii 4300.06 4.85Ti ii 4395.00 4.63Ti ii 4443.78 4.77Ti ii 4468.52 4.49Ti ii 4571.96 4.78Fe ii 4122.64 7.09Fe ii 4173.46 6.57Fe ii 4178.86 6.96Fe ii 4233.17 7.23Fe ii 4273.32 7.06Fe ii 4296.57 7.01Fe ii 4303.17 6.95Fe ii 4385.39 6.88Fe ii 4416.83 6.86Fe ii 4489.19 6.94Fe ii 4491.40 6.83Fe ii 4508.28 6.97Fe ii 4515.34 6.98Fe ii 4520.23 6.98Fe ii 4522.63 7.03Fe ii 4541.52 7.06Fe ii 4549.47 7.04Fe ii 4555.89 6.94Fe ii 4576.33 6.97Fe ii 4629.34 6.88Fe ii 4731.44 7.07Fe ii 5276.00 6.77Fe ii 5316.62 6.95Fe ii 5362.87 7.05Fe ii 5534.83 6.94

Fe ii 6147.74 7.07Fe ii 6149.26 7.06AV392He i 4026.18 0.08He i 5875.60 0.10C i 9088.51 7.57N i 7468.31 7.35N i 8680.28 7.32N i 8683.40 7.39O i 6155.96 8.15O i 6158.15 8.17Mg i 3829.36 6.90Mg i 5172.68 6.93Mg i 5183.60 6.97Mg ii 4390.51 6.94Mg ii 7877.05 6.92Ti ii 3913.48 4.67Ti ii 4163.63 4.69Ti ii 4171.92 4.72Ti ii 4287.88 4.70Ti ii 4294.09 4.75Ti ii 4301.92 4.44Ti ii 4312.87 4.48Ti ii 4395.00 4.54Ti ii 4443.78 4.37Ti ii 4468.52 4.41Ti ii 4501.27 4.44Ti ii 5188.68 4.63Fe ii 3938.29 6.87Fe ii 4122.64 6.97Fe ii 4173.46 6.84Fe ii 4178.86 7.18Fe ii 4233.17 7.17Fe ii 4296.57 7.03Fe ii 4303.17 6.80Fe ii 4385.39 6.82Fe ii 4491.40 6.95Fe ii 4508.28 6.78Fe ii 4515.34 6.78Fe ii 4520.23 6.84151



A LIST OF INVESTIGATED SPECTRAL LINESFe ii 4522.63 7.16Fe ii 4541.52 6.83Fe ii 4576.33 6.85Fe ii 4620.51 6.81Fe ii 4629.34 6.84Fe ii 4666.75 6.89Fe ii 4731.44 7.04Fe ii 5316.62 6.82Fe ii 5362.87 7.10Fe ii 5534.83 7.18Fe ii 6147.74 6.78Fe ii 6149.26 6.84AV399He i 3964.73 0.10He i 4026.18 0.10He i 4143.76 0.08He i 4387.93 0.10He i 4471.47 0.09He i 4713.14 0.10He i 4921.93 0.07He i 5875.60 0.08C i 9088.51 7.75C ii 4267.00 7.76N i 7468.31 7.82N i 8680.28 7.81N i 8683.40 7.83N i 8711.70 7.83N i 8718.84 7.84O i 5330.73 8.14O i 6155.96 8.16O i 6156.74 8.11O i 6158.15 8.12Mg i 5172.68 6.78Mg i 5183.60 6.81Mg ii 4390.51 6.69Mg ii 4433.99 6.72S ii 5032.43 6.47S ii 5453.86 6.51Ti ii 3900.56 4.31Ti ii 3913.48 4.06

Ti ii 4294.09 4.41Ti ii 4300.06 4.43Ti ii 4314.97 4.52Ti ii 4395.00 4.30Ti ii 4443.78 4.08Ti ii 4468.52 4.21Ti ii 4501.27 4.12Ti ii 4571.96 4.27Fe ii 3938.29 6.84Fe ii 4122.64 6.81Fe ii 4173.46 6.71Fe ii 4178.86 7.03Fe ii 4233.17 7.05Fe ii 4273.32 6.90Fe ii 4296.57 6.77Fe ii 4303.17 6.88Fe ii 4385.39 6.87Fe ii 4416.83 6.77Fe ii 4489.19 6.82Fe ii 4491.40 6.79Fe ii 4508.28 6.87Fe ii 4515.34 6.82Fe ii 4520.23 6.88Fe ii 4541.52 6.86Fe ii 4549.47 7.01Fe ii 4555.89 6.89Fe ii 4576.33 6.87Fe ii 4580.06 6.94Fe ii 4582.84 6.78Fe ii 4620.51 6.81Fe ii 4629.34 6.75Fe ii 4666.75 6.82Fe ii 4731.44 6.93Fe ii 5276.00 6.75Fe ii 5316.62 6.91Fe ii 5325.56 6.88Fe ii 5362.87 7.02Fe ii 5425.25 6.91Fe ii 5534.83 7.00Fe ii 6147.74 6.81Fe ii 6149.26 6.78AV443He i 3867.47 0.13

He i 3926.54 0.12He i 4120.81 0.13He i 4168.97 0.11He i 4387.93 0.11He i 4437.55 0.12C ii 4267.00 6.91C ii 6578.05 6.96N ii 3995.00 7.91N ii 4447.03 7.86N ii 4601.48 7.96N ii 4607.15 7.94N ii 4630.54 7.95N ii 4643.09 7.88N ii 5005.15 7.99N ii 5045.10 7.91N ii 5686.21 7.98N ii 5710.77 8.01O i 7771.94 8.21O i 7774.17 8.16O ii 4069.62 8.13O ii 4072.16 8.19O ii 4075.86 8.16O ii 4351.26 8.23O ii 4366.89 8.21O ii 4414.91 8.21O ii 4416.97 8.19O ii 4590.97 8.19Mg ii 4481.33 6.89S ii 5453.86 6.46AV463He i 4471.47 0.09He i 5875.60 0.09C i 9078.29 7.53N i 7468.31 7.23N i 8680.28 7.29N i 8686.15 7.27O i 6155.96 8.13O i 6158.15 8.22O i 7001.90 8.19152



A.2 Lines Employed in Spei� Stars with Abundane InformationMg i 3829.36 6.70Mg i 3832.30 6.72Mg i 3838.29 6.79Mg i 5172.68 6.76Mg i 5183.60 6.76Mg ii 4390.51 6.71Mg ii 4433.99 6.83Mg ii 7896.04 6.73Ti ii 4028.36 4.53Ti ii 4163.63 4.55Ti ii 4171.92 4.56Ti ii 4290.22 4.35Ti ii 4301.92 4.31Ti ii 4312.87 4.33Ti ii 4330.24 4.34Ti ii 4394.02 4.24Ti ii 4443.78 4.31Ti ii 4450.50 4.29Ti ii 4468.52 4.37Ti ii 4501.27 4.37Ti ii 4911.18 4.05Ti ii 5188.68 4.35Ti ii 5336.78 4.36Fe ii 3938.29 6.84Fe ii 3945.21 6.85Fe ii 4122.64 6.92Fe ii 4173.46 6.91Fe ii 4273.32 6.83Fe ii 4296.57 6.95Fe ii 4303.17 6.67Fe ii 4385.39 6.65Fe ii 4416.83 6.61Fe ii 4489.19 6.87Fe ii 4491.40 6.66Fe ii 4508.28 6.72Fe ii 4515.34 6.81Fe ii 4520.23 6.83Fe ii 4522.63 6.94Fe ii 4541.52 6.82Fe ii 4555.89 6.86Fe ii 4576.33 6.78Fe ii 4582.84 6.63Fe ii 4620.51 6.72Fe ii 4629.34 6.70

Fe ii 4635.33 6.89Fe ii 4666.75 6.74Fe ii 4731.44 6.99Fe ii 4993.35 6.78Fe ii 5276.00 6.34Fe ii 5316.62 6.68Fe ii 5325.56 6.81Fe ii 5362.87 6.85Fe ii 5425.25 6.85Fe ii 5534.83 6.86Fe ii 6147.74 6.74Fe ii 6149.26 6.71AV504He i 3964.73 0.08He i 4026.18 0.11He i 4120.81 0.10He i 4143.76 0.12He i 4387.93 0.10He i 4437.55 0.10He i 4471.47 0.09He i 4713.14 0.09He i 4921.93 0.10C ii 4267.00 7.41N i 7468.31 7.97N i 8680.28 7.88N i 8683.40 7.93N ii 3995.00 7.91O i 6155.96 8.21O i 6158.15 8.18Mg ii 4390.51 6.86S ii 4153.07 6.61S ii 4162.67 6.65S ii 4294.40 6.57S ii 4815.55 6.43S ii 5009.57 6.67S ii 5014.04 6.64S ii 5032.43 6.25S ii 5432.80 6.51S ii 5453.86 6.45S ii 5606.15 6.52

Fe ii 4173.46 6.67Fe ii 4233.17 7.08Fe ii 4303.17 6.92Fe ii 4385.39 6.90Fe ii 4416.83 6.92Fe ii 4491.40 7.05Fe ii 4508.28 7.01Fe ii 4515.34 7.02Fe ii 4520.23 7.04Fe ii 4522.63 7.04Fe ii 4541.52 7.08Fe ii 4549.47 6.87Fe ii 4555.89 6.96Fe ii 4576.33 7.09Fe ii 4629.34 6.90Fe ii 5276.00 6.83Fe ii 5316.62 6.96SK194He i 3926.54 0.11He i 3964.73 0.10He i 4009.26 0.10He i 4026.18 0.09He i 4143.76 0.09He i 4387.93 0.09He i 4437.55 0.09He i 4471.47 0.11He i 4713.14 0.09He i 4921.93 0.12C ii 6578.05 7.63N i 8680.28 8.09N ii 3995.00 8.09O i 6155.96 8.19Mg ii 7896.04 6.88S ii 5432.80 6.48S ii 5453.86 6.42S ii 5606.15 6.51Fe ii 4173.46 7.08Fe ii 4178.86 7.31Fe ii 4233.17 7.30Fe ii 4303.17 7.18153



A LIST OF INVESTIGATED SPECTRAL LINESFe ii 4385.39 7.22Fe ii 4508.28 7.26Fe ii 4515.34 7.31Fe ii 4520.23 7.30Fe ii 4522.63 7.21Fe ii 4549.47 7.18Fe ii 4555.89 7.20Fe ii 4629.34 7.24Fe ii 5276.00 7.13Fe ii 5316.62 7.24SK196He i 3867.47 0.10He i 4437.55 0.11He i 4713.14 0.10C ii 4267.00 7.07C ii 6578.05 7.15C ii 6582.88 7.14N i 8680.28 8.01N ii 3995.00 7.92N ii 4447.03 7.99N ii 5005.15 8.07O i 6155.96 8.15S ii 4162.67 6.43S ii 5320.72 6.23

S ii 5432.80 6.17S ii 5453.86 6.22S ii 5473.61 6.53S ii 5606.15 6.37Fe ii 4233.17 7.25Fe ii 4508.28 7.33Fe ii 4515.34 7.36Fe ii 4549.47 7.06Fe ii 4629.34 7.18Fe ii 5276.00 7.05Fe ii 5316.62 7.18SK202He i 3819.60 0.10He i 3867.47 0.09He i 3926.54 0.08He i 3964.73 0.10He i 4009.26 0.09He i 4168.97 0.10He i 4437.55 0.09He i 4713.14 0.10C ii 3920.69 6.85C ii 4267.00 6.77C ii 6578.05 6.68C ii 6582.88 6.82N ii 3995.00 7.62

N ii 4447.03 7.56N ii 4607.15 7.57N ii 4630.54 7.49N ii 4643.09 7.53N ii 5005.15 7.61N ii 5045.10 7.59N ii 5666.63 7.55N ii 5679.56 7.58O i 7771.94 8.03O i 7774.17 7.97O ii 4069.62 7.96O ii 4072.16 8.08O ii 4075.86 8.02O ii 4351.26 8.02O ii 4414.91 7.97O ii 4641.81 8.03Mg ii 4481.33 6.77Mg ii 7896.04 6.79S ii 4815.55 6.32S ii 5032.43 6.31S ii 5320.72 6.27S ii 5432.80 6.22S ii 5453.86 6.21S ii 5473.61 6.36S ii 5606.15 6.42
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